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Abstract
Non-local spin valves (NLSVs) are a valuable tool in the growing field of
spintronics due to their unique ability to separate charge current from pure spin
current. Their potential applications as read heads for hard-disk drives, as well
as use as logic gates and other spin sensors, makes detailed understanding of their
behavior under a wide range of operating conditions very important.
In this dissertation, I present results of extreme thermal engineering of the supporting substrate of NLSVs, which has a dramatic impact on the background signal
of the device as well as contributions from thermal spin effects such as the anomalous
Nernst effect. With use of two-dimensional finite-element modeling of the thermal
profile across the NLSV, this yields a value for the anomalous Nernst coeffcient
(anomalous Nernst angle) for permalloy (Ni80 Fe02 ) of 0.17, in good agreement with
other published work. I then extend this successful model to a wider range of temperatures and device geometries to investigate the temperature dependence of the
anomalous Nernst angle. Finally, I propose a new membrane-supported measurement circuit to test the effect of the nanowire shape on the absolute Seebeck coefficient of a material at a wide range of temperatures, in order to determine the effect
this may have on our calculated values. I also show two-dimensional finite-element
models as proof of concept for these new circuits.
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List of Figures
1.1

1.2

a–b) Examples of pure spin current. In (a), angular momentum transfers between stationary electrons, creating a net spin current J when
charge current I = 0. In (b), an example of the spin Hall effect,
opposite spins in a traveling charge current scatter in opposite directions, creating a spin current perpendicular to the charge current. c)
Example of a spin-polarized charge current. Here, the charge current
carries more spin-up electrons than spin-down electrons. . . . . . . .
a–d) Two different spin injection schemes—electrical (a,c) and thermal (b,d)—can be used in each orientation. In orientation A (a,b),
the long, narrow FM strip is the injector; in orientation B (c,d), the
injector is the short, wide FM strip. e–g) Behavior of an NLSV in an
external magnetic field H under electrical injection, orientation A. In
e), the magnetizations m1 and m2 of the two FM strips are parallel,
and the injected spin current diffuses down the NM channel toward
the voltage detector. The distance L between the injector and detector strips is limited by the spin diffusion length (usually denoted
as λ) in the NM. In f), as the direction of H reverses through 0, the
magnetization of the shorter, wider FM strip flips first due to its lower
coercivity, and m1 and m2 are now anti-parallel. In g), at a stronger
external field, the magnetization of the first FM strip flips at last, and
m1 and m2 are now parallel again. h) As the relative magnetizations
of the two FM strips changes, the measured non-local resistance RN L
follows a characteristic switching pattern with respect to H. When
the two magnetizations are parallel—at the parallel-positive (PP ) and
parallel-negative (PN ) field points—the non-local resistance is higher.
At the antiparallel-positive (APP ) and antiparallel-negative (APN )
points, the nonlocal resistance drops. IV curves taken at each of
these field points can be subtracted to isolate contributions to the
overall spin signal due to particular effects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4

8

1.3

2.1

2.2

2.3

a) Conceptual illustration of the anomalous Nernst effect. In a ferromagnet with magnetization m, a thermal gradient ∇T produces an
out of plane electric field ∇V . b) Cutaway illustration of the ANE
in our NLSVs under electrical spin injection, orientation A. Here, a
charge current Ielec travels through the injector FM and is shunted
away from the voltage detector along the NM channel. The FM heats
up due to Joule heating, and heat Q is conducted toward the detector
FM, mostly by the NM channel. Due to the in-plane magnetization
m and the thermal gradient in the second FM caused by Q, a Nernst
voltage VN is produced in addition to the non-local spin voltage VN L
due to spin diffusion from the injector FM. Film thicknesses are not
to scale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cartoons illustrating various film deposition methods. (a) Electronbeam deposition. A beam of electrons (e-) incident on a target of
permalloy (Py) in a crucible heats the sample until particles boil off
toward a substrate above, depositing a thin film of material. This is
performed in an ultra high-vacuum environment. (b) Sputter coating.
An inert gas (here Ar) is ionized and impacts a grounded target. The
momentum of the gas particles ejects particles of the target material,
which fly toward the substrate above and deposit a film of material.
(c) Thermal evaporation. An electric current is applied to a boat (often tungsten) containing metal, which heats up due to Joule heating.
The metal in the boat boils off toward the substrate above, depositing
a film of material. Some materials, like chrome, come as a coating on
a tungsten rod through which the current will be passed, rather than
as shot to be placed in a boat. This is performed in a high-vacuum
environment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cartoons illustrating single-layer (a–d) and double-layer (e–h) lithography resists and liftoff. A region of photoresist (PMMA in a–d or
PMMA/PMGI stack in e–h) over a substrate is exposed to an electron
beam (e-), and upon development, the exposed region becomes open
to the substrate below. A layer of metal (Py or Al) is then deposited,
and upon liftoff, only the metal deposited on the bare substrate is
left behind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Photo of 1 cm × 1 cm silicon NLSV “blank” with pre-patterned electrical leads for a total of 9 devices and alignment marks in platinum.
Detail outsets show the rough alignment marks for the entire chip (top
right) and fine alignment marks for individual devices in 90 × 90 µm
fabrication regions. All features are patterned via photolithography.
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2.4

2.5

3.1

Diagram of NLSV blank as aligned for lithography, with the clip
securing the chip to the mount in the upper right corner and rough
alignment marks blocked in red. Quadrant A is indicated with light
blue traces, Quadrant B is indicated with blue traces, and Quadrant
C is indicated with dark blue traces. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a) Circuit map of NLSV. A 90 µm × 90 µm fabrication region (teal
square) is surrounded by 8 platinum leads, in light gray. The NLSV
device (near the center, in blue and orange) is surrounded by lithographically patterned leads in dark gray that connect it to the platinum leads. Six of the eight leads are used for measurements, here
labeled with letters corresponding to labels on the sample mount circuit illustrated as a cartoon in (b). Here, a total of 24 gold wires are
available for use in the circuit: J, L, M, K, C1–10, and A1–10, as
indicated. The actual C and A pads used for measurements, C2 and
A9, are indicated with white stars. An example of an exposed part of
the mount used for grounding during bonding of the NLSV is shown
at top, labeled GND. (c) The small male plug attached to the sample
mount has 25 pins, as shown from the front of the plug. Below, these
25 pins are mapped to the bonds in (b) (“BOND”) and the pins on
the cryostat itself (“PIN”). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a) Cartoon illustration of the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). A ther~ applied to a metallic ferromagnet with magnetizamal gradient ∇T
tion m
~ drives motion of spin-polarized electrons which experience either spin-dependent transverse scattering due to spin-orbit coupling
or a transverse force generated by a spin-dependent Berry phase, gen~ N . b) A schematic view of the two FM
erating an electric field ∇V
nanowires bridged by a NM channel that form an NLSV with a cut~ (and resulting
away cartoon showing the direction of the heat flow Q
thermal gradient), magnetization m2 , and resulting ANE electric field
~ . c-d) Schematic view of NLSVs supported by a bulk substrate
∇V
(c) and suspended on a 500 nm thick Si-N membrane (d). Suspending the NLSV leads to dramatically different thermal gradients in
and near the NLSV, since heat cannot escape directly to the bulk
substrate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

a) Top-view schematic of electrical (solid, dashed) and thermal (solid,
dotted) spin injection and spin diffusion for NLSV in Orientation
A. Magnetizations m1 and m2 , as well as separation length L are
indicated. b,c) Schematic depiction of the heating of the NLSV in
Orientation A (b) and Orientation B (c) The areas where we consider
the average FM/NM junction temperatures Tinj and Tdet are shown
with dashed lines. d) False-color scanning electron micrograph of a
NLSV. Nominal channel widths and film thicknesses are given. e)
Optical micrograph of electrical leads surrounding a Si-N membrane
(green). f-i) Schematics of Orientation A electrical (f ) and thermal
(g) injection, and Orientation B electrical (h) and thermal (i) injection.
a) Schematic illustration of a typical R vs. H sweep demonstrating
ANE. The relative locations of the parallel-positive (Pp ), parallelnegative (Pn ), antiparallel-positive (APp ) and antiparallel-negative
(APn ) are labeled for Orientation A. b-c) R vs. H sweeps for 500-nm
membrane-supported devices in Orientation A (b)) and Orientation
B (c)) at 300 K. The slightly different heating conditions have a
small difference in background non-local R, indicated here by the
different shifts of the y-axis applied to each (given above each plot).
Insets illustrate the direction of heat flow across the device for each
orientation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a) and c) Examples of pure spin (top) and ANE (bottom) R vs. H
for Orientation A (a) and Orientation B (c). b) and d) The resulting
expected total R vs. H for Orientation A (b)) and Orientation B (d).
The table at bottom lists the IV curve subtractions used to isolate
the signals with and without ANE for both orientations. . . . . . . .
Raw (Vnl,tot ) and subtracted (Vnl,spin ) IV curves for the 800-nm membrane and substrate devices in Orientation A at a bath temperature
of 78 K for both electrical (a,b) and thermal (c,d) spin injection.
Subtracted IV curves (Pn − APn ) isolate the spin signal from the
background as well as from ANE that is included in the raw IV
curves. The membrane devices show consistently larger signals. . . .
R vs. H for 500-nm (a,b) and 800-nm (c,d) membrane-supported
(a,c) and substrate-supported (b,d) devices in Orientation B at bath
temperatures of 78 K and 100 K respectively. Here, ∆R corresponds
to the R1 fit coefficient value. The top plot shows a closer view of
the highlighted region in a) with clear ANE compared to the 800-nm
membrane-supported device and to both substrate-supported devices.
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3.7

R1 (a,b) and R2 (c,d) vs. bath temperature for 500-nm membrane
and substrate devices in Orientation A, electrical injection. Here,
Pp − APp and Pn − APn represent simultaneous determinations of
the isolated spin resistance without ANE; the Pp − Pn curve represents twice the ANE signal produced by the devices. Note that both
the ANE and the spin resistance signals are significantly larger in
the membrane devices than the substrate devices, particularly at low
temperatures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.8 R2,ANE vs. T for L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm membrane- and
substrate-supported devices in electrical (a,c) and thermal (b,d) spin
injections for Orientation A (a,b) and Orientation B (c,d). . . . . .
3.9 Vnl (Pp ) − Vnl (APn ) vs. I for NLSVs in Orientation B using electrical
spin injection at 78 K. a) Direct comparison of spin-isolated (ANE
removed) IV curves for the L = 800 nm substrate (blue symbols) and
membrane (orange symbols) NLSVs. The large in-plane thermal gradient in the membrane device drives an additional spin signal ∝ I 2 . b)
A similar plot compares the membrane-supported L = 500 nm NLSV
to the predicted linear term for a more closely matched substratesupported NLSV (blue dotted line). (Inset) A schematic view of the
charge current, ±I, spin current ±Js (with direction in the channel
dependent on the polarity of I), thermal gradient ∆T and the average
phonon momentum, p~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.10 2D finite element modeling of the L = 500 nm membrane-supported
NLSV in Orientation A, thermal injection, shows the local temperature as a function of position across the entire membrane (a)) and
near the two injection siites (b)). We detect Vnl through the NM
channel and the patterned AL near the top of the detector FM. Thermal gradients at these two junctions, shown schematically in panel c),
reach temperatures Tdet,t and Tdet,b each generate electric field ∇VN
due to the ANE. However, the overall detected VN is the difference of
these contributions due to the definition of the current path. e and
f ) show calculated values of Tdet,t and Tdet,b , with linear fits used to
determine the local gradient. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

a) Schematic view of the ANE exhibited in a ferromagnet. In response
to a lateral thermal gradient ∇T perpendicular to magnetization m,
an out-of-plane electric field ∇V forms. b) Schematic illustrating
ANE generation in an NLSV using thermal spin injection. Charge
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The Motive

Electronic devices dominate daily life for many of us, from the smartphones and
computers we use to work and communicate to the systems controlling the functions
of traffic lights and even our own vehicles. These devices all rely on the ability to
store large amounts of data and read back that data upon request. One means
of data storage is in hard disk drives (HDDs), which function like small, magnetic
versions of optical discs like CDs.
In data storage discs like CDs, DVDs, or Blu-rays, the amount of information
that can be stored on a single disc is limited by the physical size of small pits in
the surface of the disc, which are then read by a laser and translated into data by
a computer. The smaller the pits, the more data can be physically stored on a disc
of the same size. HDDs work similarly in this regard, with the pits replaced by tiny
magnetic domains in a layer of ferromagnetic (FM) material that are then read by a
hard-disk read head. The smaller the domains, the smaller the disk can be to store
the same amount of information.
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However, as with DVDs and Blu-rays, the size of the domains that can be read
is also limited by the mechanism used to read the data. A DVD player cannot read
a Blu-ray disc because the wavelength of its laser (650 nm, red light) is too long to
distinguish the much smaller pits in the surface of a Blu-ray disc since a particular
wavelength of light can only reflect from an object on the order of that wavelength
or smaller. Therefore, it is impossible for a DVD player to distinguish one pit—one
small piece of information—from the neighboring features, and the device cannot
retrieve the data from the disc. By contrast, a Blu-ray player can read the pits
on a DVD disc because the wavelength of its laser is much shorter (405 nm, violet
light) and can thus reflect from the larger pits. Similarly, if the resolution of a harddisk read head cannot discern one magnetic domain from its neighbors, it cannot
retrieve the information stored on the disk; and if it cannot write small domains, it
also cannot store as much information in the same space.
Non-local spin valves (NLSVs) are one solution to this problem of resolution in
HDDs,[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] along with other spintronic sensors. NLSVs are capable of detecting very small magnetic domains, and thus are already desirable for such industrial
applications. They are also desirable as spin sensors in other spintronic applications, such as the logic gates that govern the function of computers themselves,
because they have the unique function of separating charge current from pure spin
current—something that is a challenge for many other spin sensors.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]
Therefore, it is important to understand the behavior of these devices under a variety of operating conditions and as constructed with a variety of materials, as well
as the behavior of these materials in said operating conditions, in order to optimize
their performance for these applications.
In this introduction, I outline the processes on which NLSVs rely, as well as
details on the function of these devices for our experiments.
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1.2
1.2.1

The Means
Spin-Polarized Current and Pure Spin Current

Electrons carry two types of information: charge, which has a single value (negative), and spin, which has two values for these particles. The transmission of charge
information requires the physical movement of particles through a material, whether
these are the electrons themselves or vacancies (holes) left by one missing from an
orbital level around a nucleus. This physical movement is usually driven by an
applied voltage bias (V ), and described as a charge current (I). But just like any
physical object moving through a medium, these particles encounter a resistance (R)
that describes how much bias must be applied to achieve a desired charge current,
or vice versa. This relationship is known as Ohm’s Law: V = IR.
Several factors can influence the resistance encountered by these particles, including not only the material itself but also the size and shape of the object into
which it is made. This relationship between resistance and geometry can be described by the equation R = ρL/A, where L is the length and A the cross-sectional
area of a wire. ρ, the fundamental property of the material that does not rely on
these geometric considerations, is known as resistivity, and is inversely related to
the electrical conductivity (σ) of the material.
Spin information can be transmitted similarly. As mentioned above, there are
two possible spin states for these particles: spin-up and spin-down, a convention
established by the Stern-Gerlach experiment.[14] In this experiment, a beam of
electrons was observed to split in two when passing through an asymmetric magnetic
field—some deflecting upward and some deflecting downward. This is due to the
small magnetic moments created by the spin state of the electrons; the direction
of travel for the electron was influenced by the external magnetic field based on
the orientation of its magnetic moment. However, the mechanisms by which this
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Figure 1.1: a–b) Examples of pure spin current. In (a), angular momentum transfers between
stationary electrons, creating a net spin current J when charge current I = 0. In (b),
an example of the spin Hall effect, opposite spins in a traveling charge current scatter in
opposite directions, creating a spin current perpendicular to the charge current. c) Example
of a spin-polarized charge current. Here, the charge current carries more spin-up electrons
than spin-down electrons.
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information is transferred can look very different from the simple flow of a charge
current.
As shown in Fig. 1.1, pure spin current occurs when no net charge current
flows, but the spin information is carried along, either through a transfer of spin
angular momentum between stationary electrons or due to an equal number of
electrons flowing in each direction. The latter is seen in the spin Hall effect, where
electrons with different spin states scatter and separate while a charge current flows
through a material.[15] As will be discussed later, pure spin currents are attractive
for spintronic device applications because they do not require the physical movement
of electrons, and thus can minimize certain thermal and thermoelectric effects that
lead to energy losses in modern charge current-based electronics.
A spin-polarized current occurs when there are more electrons in one spin state
than the other while a net charge current flows. These currents can be created
when a charge current flows through a ferromagnet, as the magnetic moments of
the electrons align preferentially with the magnetization of the ferromagnet. These
currents are still subject to the thermal and thermoelectric effects associated with
unpolarized charge currents.

1.2.2

Local Spin Valves and GMR

Independently discovered by Fert and Grünberg and the basis for their 2007
Nobel Prize in physics, the giant magnetoresistance effect (GMR) describes the
change in resistance for a multi-layered ferromagnetic device based on the relative
magnetizations (parallel or antiparallel) of the ferromagnets.[16, 17] This is due
to the independent scattering rates for spin-up and spin-down electrons in these
systems. For example, in a system where the magnetization of both ferromagnets is
in the “up” direction, the majority of electrons will also be spin-up (known as the
majority population). Thus, they will scatter infrequently when traveling from one
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layer to another, and there will be little loss of energy due to spin-flip scattering,
where the spin state of an electron is forced to change upon scattering. By contrast,
if the second FM is aligned antiparallel to the first, the majority spin population
will scatter much more frequently in the second FM, raising the overall resistance
of the circuit.
This discovery, whereby the functionality of a device changes based on its spin
state, allowed for the creation of the spin valve, hereafter called the “local spin valve”
for clarity. The best-known application of these devices is in hard-disk read heads.
As discussed above, these systems rely on reading the direction of magnetization for
magnetic domains in a stretch of ferromagnetic material. These domains, known as
“bits”—which are then aggregated by number into bytes, gigabytes, and beyond—
are engineered to hold their magnetizations under a wide range of conditions, which
makes them less susceptible to volatile data loss, and are read out by a computer
as a binary of one orientation or the opposite orientation. However, it is imperative
that the hard-disk read head does not inadvertently change the magnetization of the
domain when reading this data—that is, that the memory readout be non-volatile.
Because of the large ∆R/R values possible, local spin valves are less likely than
some other methods to cause volatile memory readout, and thus were an attractive
option for these read heads.
Growing demand for high-density, non-volatile data storage has presented several
problems for research and development. One of these is the relationship between
the size of a magnetic domain and the magnitude of the magnetic field required to
change its magnetization; the smaller the bit, the smaller the external field required
to flip it. The physical size of the bit also requires a read head with a sensitivity
on the order of the bit size or smaller to discern a bit from its neighbors, similar to
the limitations of pit size and laser wavelength in optical discs as discussed earlier.
This requires making the read heads physically smaller, as well.
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Unfortunately, making a charge current-based device physically smaller has the
unwanted effect of increasing the charge resistance of the circuit. This can reduce
the signal-to-noise ratio, which can cause the information (signal) detected by the
read head to get lost beneath the noise, and also reduce the ∆R/R ratio that
made local spin valves so attractive for this application in the first place. Attention
is now shifting to non-local spin valves as a low-resistance alternative for these
applications.[7]

1.2.3

Non-local Spin Valves

Non-local spin valves (NLSVs), unlike local spin valves, separate charge current from pure spin current via the spin Hall effect.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13] As shown
in Fig. 1.2, NLSVs consist of 2 ferromagnetic strips connected by a non-magnetic
metal channel.[18] Charge current runs through one FM and into the NM channel,
which injects a spin-polarized current as in local spin valves. However, in an NLSV,
this charge current is shunted away from the second FM, leaving the injected spin
population to diffuse down the NM channel toward the second FM. So long as the
separation distance L between the two FM strips is no longer than the spin diffusion length λ in the NM channel, a pure spin voltage will be detected at the second
FM due to the buildup of polarized spin states and the requirement that the electrochemical potential of spin-up and spin-down electrons remain continuous across
the junction between the FM and NM. Since no charge current travels through the
detector, this voltage measurement is non-local—hence the term “non-local spin
valve.”
When placed in an in-plane magnetic field H, the magnetizations of the FM
strips will switch directions as the direction of the external magnetic field changes,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.2(e–g). One FM strip is made shorter and wider, which
aids in domain nucleation and lowers its coercivity (related to the magnitude of
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Figure 1.2: a–d) Two different spin injection schemes—electrical (a,c) and thermal (b,d)—
can be used in each orientation. In orientation A (a,b), the long, narrow FM strip is the
injector; in orientation B (c,d), the injector is the short, wide FM strip. e–g) Behavior of an
NLSV in an external magnetic field H under electrical injection, orientation A. In e), the
magnetizations m1 and m2 of the two FM strips are parallel, and the injected spin current
diffuses down the NM channel toward the voltage detector. The distance L between the
injector and detector strips is limited by the spin diffusion length (usually denoted as λ) in
the NM. In f), as the direction of H reverses through 0, the magnetization of the shorter,
wider FM strip flips first due to its lower coercivity, and m1 and m2 are now anti-parallel.
In g), at a stronger external field, the magnetization of the first FM strip flips at last, and
m1 and m2 are now parallel again. h) As the relative magnetizations of the two FM strips
changes, the measured non-local resistance RN L follows a characteristic switching pattern
with respect to H. When the two magnetizations are parallel—at the parallel-positive
(PP ) and parallel-negative (PN ) field points—the non-local resistance is higher. At the
antiparallel-positive (APP ) and antiparallel-negative (APN ) points, the nonlocal resistance
drops. IV curves taken at each of these field points can be subtracted to isolate contributions
to the overall spin signal due to particular effects.
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the magnetic field required to change the magnetization direction) relative to the
longer, narrower FM strip. This causes it to switch magnetization directions first,
resulting in parallel and antiparallel magnetization states between the two strips.
The magnetization direction of the injector FM sets the spin polarization of the
charge current flowing through it, and thus the orientation of the pure spin current
injected into the NM channel. As in local spin valves, the resistance of the device
as measured at the voltage contacts depends on the relative magnetizations of the
two FM strips, and thus we see the characteristic spin-switching signal illustrated
in Fig. 1.2(h).
The non-local resistance values recorded in plots like Fig. 1.2(h) are first-order
fits to IV curves collected at each point during the sweep of the external magnetic
field. Further information about the behavior of the device not visible in these plots,
especially as related to thermal spin effects, can be extracted by fitting these IV
curves to higher orders. This analytical process is discussed in more detail in the
following chapters.
Because λ in the majority of non-magnetic metals is on the order of nanometers,
with particularly long spin diffusion lengths on the order of 1 µm, and because
separation lengths longer than the spin diffusion length result in poor signal-tonoise ratios, NLSVs are nanoscale devices by necessity. In our devices, the longest
separation length used is 800 nm, and the two FM strips are only 200 nm and 400
nm wide, respectively. Given a maximum operating current of I = 1 mA, this results
in charge current densities on the order of 1010 A/m2 or higher. Thus, these wires
can dissipate a large amount of heat in a very small space, and an understanding of
relevant thermal and thermoelectric effects is required to understand the behavior
of these devices.
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1.2.4

Thermal Effects

Joule Heating
Joule heating, practically speaking, is why electronics heat up during heavy
use. Named for James P. Joule, it arises from thermal energy released due to
collisions between charge carriers and ions in an electric conductor. This effect can
be described mathematically as P = I 2 R, where R is the resistance of the material
and I is the charge current. For this reason, it is sometimes called “resistive heating”
or “Ohmic heating,” as conductors with higher resistance will exhibit more heating.
Peltier and Seebeck Effects
Discovered by Jean C.A. Peltier in 1834, the Peltier effect describes a thermal
gradient created by the transfer of heat by a charge current flowing through a
material.[19] Its reciprocal, the Seebeck effect, was independently discovered by both
Alessandro Volta and Thomas Seebeck and describes an electric potential created
by a thermal gradient.[20, 21] These two thermoelectric effects can be described by
a pair of coupled differential equations:
 



→
−
S   ∇V 
J 
1
→


−̇  = σ 
Q
Π k/σ
−∇T

(1.1)

→
−
→
−̇
where J is the charge current density, Q is the heat current density per unit time,
σ and k are the electrical and thermal conductivities, S is the Seebeck coefficient
(sometimes called the thermopower and labeled as α), Π is the Peltier coefficient,
and ∇V and ∇T are the electric potential and thermal gradient.
To understand the Seebeck effect, we consider the boundary condition where
→
−
J = 0. In this case, the electric potential is given by ∇V = S∇T : a voltage
gradient parallel to the thermal gradient. Here, the Seebeck coefficient is the relative
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Seebeck coefficient S = S1 − S2 between two dissimilar materials. This is the basis
of a thermocouple.
This effect appears in the voltage detector junction of NLSVs because the ferromagnet and nonmagnetic metal have different absolute Seebeck coefficients. Therefore, an NLSV can also function as a thermometer.
To understand the Peltier coefficient, we consider the boundary condition where
→
−̇
∇T = 0. In this case, the heat density per unit time is given by Q = Πσ∇V , where
Π is the relative Peltier coefficient Π = Π1 − Π2 between two dissimilar metals and
→
−
is an intrinsic property. Since I = σ∇V , this is a transfer of heat proportional to
I and parallel to the direction of charge current flow.
In NLSVs, the Peltier effect can appear at the junction between the nonmagnetic
metal and the injector ferromagnet. This becomes most prominent during electrical
spin injection, during which the charge current is shunted directly into the nonmagnetic channel. It can also appear in thermal spin injection due to charge current
leakage into the nonmagnetic metal.
Unlike Joule heating, the Peltier effect is directional and describes a transfer
of heat. Joule heating affects the entire conductor and has no relationship to the
direction of charge current flow.

1.2.5

Thermal Spin Effects

Spin and Spin-Dependent Seebeck Effects
The spin-dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE) and the spin Seebeck effect (SSE, here
discussed in the longitudinal configuration as the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect or
LSSE) are often confused because of their naming conventions,[22] but arise from
different processes in a ferromagnetic material. Both of these effects can appear
in NLSVs with strong out-of-plane thermal gradients, and describe spin voltages
arising from these thermal gradients.
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In the SDSE, a pure spin current arises from the movement of electrons with no
net charge current. This spin current is proportional to the difference between the
Seebeck coefficients of the spin-up and spin-down populations: S↑ − S↓ . The spin
accumulation that forms at the FM/NM junction as a result of this spin current is
given as µs = µ↑ − µ↓ : a difference in the chemical potentials of the spin-up and
spin-down populations. This gives rise to the spin voltage Vs =

µs
e ,

where e is the

elementary charge.
As discussed previously, the voltage generated by the charge-based Seebeck effect
is directly proportional to the Seebeck coefficient S, an intrinsic property of the
material, when the charge current density is zero. Similarly, the voltage generated
by the SDSE is proportional to the spin-dependent Seebeck coefficient Ss , which is
defined in NLSVs as

Ss =

Vs
∇T λF M Rmis

where ∇T is the thermal gradient through the FM/NM junction, out of the plane
of the device; λF M is the spin diffusion length in the injector FM; and Rmis is a
“conductivity mismatch” factor reliant on the spin resistances in the FM and NM
channels.[23, 24] This reliance on spin resistance illustrates the fact that the SDSE is
caused by the movement of electrons—albeit without a net charge current—to create
a pure spin current in response to the applied thermal gradient. Furthermore, we
note that Ss is reliant on λF M ; in most ferromagnets, like Py, this is on the order
of 5 nm. Thus the SDSE is seen on very short length scales.
Contrast this with the LSSE. The spin Seebeck effect in general arises from thermally excited incoherent magnons, or spin waves. In the LSSE in particular, these
spin waves transfer spin angular momentum in the direction of the thermal gradient
through a junction between the FM and a paramagnetic material to create a pure
12

spin current—thus, the electrons themselves are not traveling along the direction of
the thermal gradient, but the spin angular momentum is. This spin current is then
typically detected by the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE), where electron orbits shift
based on whether the electrons are spin-up or spin-down. This movement of spin-up
and spin-down electrons is perpendicular to the direction of charge current flow in
the injector FM, and the splitting of majority and minority spin populations can
result in a large voltage difference in the plane of the device. The coherence length of
a spin wave is much longer than the spin diffusion length λ in a material—typically
on the order of 1 µm. Thus the LSSE is a long-range effect, as compared to the
short-range SDSE.
Anomalous Nernst Effect
The anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) is often thought of as the thermal analogue
to the anomalous Hall effect (AHE). In the standard Hall effect a charge current
perpendicular to an external magnetic field produces an out-of-plane electric field
via the Lorentz force, which is given by the equation

FL = q(v × B)

where FL is the Lorentz force, q is the electric charge, v is the charge velocity,
and B is the external magnetic field. In the case where v is in the x direction
and B is in the y direction, FL is therefore in the z direction, out of plane. The
anomalous Hall effect, by contrast, occurs in a magnetized FM conductor, and
produces an out-of-plane spin current in response to a charge current perpendicular
to the magnetization.[25]
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Figure 1.3: a) Conceptual illustration of the anomalous Nernst effect. In a ferromagnet with
magnetization m, a thermal gradient ∇T produces an out of plane electric field ∇V . b)
Cutaway illustration of the ANE in our NLSVs under electrical spin injection, orientation
A. Here, a charge current Ielec travels through the injector FM and is shunted away from the
voltage detector along the NM channel. The FM heats up due to Joule heating, and heat
Q is conducted toward the detector FM, mostly by the NM channel. Due to the in-plane
magnetization m and the thermal gradient in the second FM caused by Q, a Nernst voltage
VN is produced in addition to the non-local spin voltage VN L due to spin diffusion from the
injector FM. Film thicknesses are not to scale.
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In the ANE, a thermal gradient perpendicular to the magnetization generates
an out-of-plane spin voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a). This voltage gradient is
driven by the Seebeck effect and is given by

∇V = SN m
b × ∇T

where SN is the transverse Seebeck coefficient of the material. This value is a fraction
of the absolute Seebeck coefficient S of the material and is given by SN = RN S,
where RN is the anomalous Nernst coefficient (sometimes called the anomalous
Nernst angle) and has a value between 0 and 1.
In NLSVs, this effect appears at the detector junction when a strong in-plane
thermal gradient exists, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The Nernst voltage VN contributes
to the overall non-local voltage VN L by enhancing or opposing it, depending on the
direction of VN and the polarity of the individual detector junction (V + or V − ).
When the difference between the thermal gradients at each detector junction are
substantially different, as is not uncommon due to increased thermal conductivity
along the NM channel, the individual ANE contributions will not subtract out, and
the contribution from VN will be measurable. This is dicussed in greater detail in
Chapter 3.

1.2.6

2D Finite Element Modeling

When a system can be treated as two-dimensional due to geometry or material
choices, its behavior can be modeled through two-dimensional finite-element modeling (2D FEM). In our work, we use the PDE Modeler app available with MATLAB
to solve 2D elliptical heat transfer equations across NLSV circuits where this limit
can be applied.[26]
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While the features of our NLSVs could be thought of as two-dimensional, with
the thickest films on the order of t = 100 nm, the overall circuits cannot always be
treated as two-dimensional, especially for heat transfer. If the substrate supporting the NLSV has a high thermal conductivity, a substantial amount of the heat
generated in the injector wire will be conducted out of the plane of the device, and
thus the thermal profile across the circuit cannot be treated as two-dimensional.
Extreme thermal engineering can be applied to bring these devices within the 2D
limit, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2

Fabrication and Data
Collection: Details and
Techniques
2.1
2.1.1

How Stuff Works
Film Deposition

Depending on the material deposited, we use one of three processes to lay our
thin films, as shown in Fig. 2.1. For ferromagnetic materials, we use electron-beam
(e-beam) deposition in our ultra high-vacuum (UHV) chamber, called “the 13er.”
In this process, an electron “gun” directs a narrow beam of electrons toward an
insulated crucible containing the material from which the film will be made. This
causes the sample to heat and boil off toward the target suspended above it. Ebeam deposition has the advantage of producing very high-quality films due to the
UHV environment, especially for very thin films (50 nm thick or less). Having one
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Figure 2.1: Cartoons illustrating various film deposition methods. (a) Electron-beam deposition. A beam of electrons (e-) incident on a target of permalloy (Py) in a crucible
heats the sample until particles boil off toward a substrate above, depositing a thin film of
material. This is performed in an ultra high-vacuum environment. (b) Sputter coating. An
inert gas (here Ar) is ionized and impacts a grounded target. The momentum of the gas
particles ejects particles of the target material, which fly toward the substrate above and
deposit a film of material. (c) Thermal evaporation. An electric current is applied to a boat
(often tungsten) containing metal, which heats up due to Joule heating. The metal in the
boat boils off toward the substrate above, depositing a film of material. Some materials,
like chrome, come as a coating on a tungsten rod through which the current will be passed,
rather than as shot to be placed in a boat. This is performed in a high-vacuum environment.

single chamber dedicated to FM materials also reduces the risk of FM material
contaminating non-magnetic samples.
For our NLSVs, we use sputter coating (Fig. 2.1(b)) to deposit the NM layer. In
this process, an inert gas is ionized and drawn toward a target made from the desired
material. When these particles collide with the target, the momentum transfer ejects
particles of the target material, which fly toward the sample to create the film. One
advantage of this process over others is that sputter chambers are capable of cleaning
the surface of the sample with plasma to remove water, oxides, and other impurities
before depositing the new material without breaking vacuum: a step not available
in our other chambers. We perform a radio frequency (RF) plasma cleaning step on
our FM layers prior to deposition of the NM layer in all cases. For Py, this is not
sufficient to remove the oxide, but it does ensure the cleanest interfaces possible for
our purposes.
There is a third process available to us: thermal evaporation. While not desired
for NLSVs, because our thermal evaporator (the Veeco) is reserved for non-magnetic
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Figure 2.2: Cartoons illustrating single-layer (a–d) and double-layer (e–h) lithography resists
and liftoff. A region of photoresist (PMMA in a–d or PMMA/PMGI stack in e–h) over a
substrate is exposed to an electron beam (e-), and upon development, the exposed region
becomes open to the substrate below. A layer of metal (Py or Al) is then deposited, and
upon liftoff, only the metal deposited on the bare substrate is left behind.

materials and because there is no option for a cleaning step prior to deposition
without breaking vacuum, it is worth mentioning here for its easy access and utility
in depositing materials such as chrome, gold, copper, and germanium. Gold and
chrome, for example, are used for practice lithography, and copper and germanium
are useful for other experiments in the lab. Here, a sample of material from which
the film will be formed is heated by Joule heating when an electric current is passed
through a tungsten boat, as shown in Fig. 2.1, or sometimes a coated tungsten rod.
The metal boils off and drifts up the chamber toward the substrate to deposit a film.
The Veeco is capable of a high-vacuum environment, which yields films of decent
quality when deposited at rates near 1 Angstrom/second.

2.1.2

Resist Layers and Liftoff

We use two types of photoresist for e-beam lithography: poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polymethylglutarimide (PMGI). While single-layer PMMA is
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useful for patterning thin films of material, a double-layer PMMA/PMGI stack is
preferred for thicker films, like the NM layers of NLSVs. The reason for this is the
undercut formed in PMGI during development, as shown in Fig. 2.2; unlike simply
using a thicker layer of PMMA, the PMGI forms an undercut and thus a break
between the edges of the resist and the film near the interface with the substrate.
This makes these thicker films less likely to peel off the substrate during liftoff. In
this application, the PMMA is used as an imaging layer on top of the PMGI. This
helps to keep the PMGI from overdeveloping and making the features wider than
the lithography pattern intended.

2.1.3

Scanning Electron Microscopes

For this dissertation, a JEOL JSM-IC848A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
was used. An SEM uses a beam of electrons to image features that light in the
visible spectrum cannot resolve, due to the much shorter wavelength of electrons.
Although the wavelength of electrons is on the order of pm, the resolution is usually
limited to the order of 0.1 nm by equipment constraints; still, this is much shorter
than the typical 400 nm limit of optical microscopes.
In this process, electrons from the beam impact a sample; and, if the sample is
sufficiently conductive and well-grounded, scatter off toward a detector. Materials
that are transparent to electrons or that are too electrically insulating will not scatter
enough electrons toward the detector, and no image will be obtained. Thus, many
samples are coated with gold or carbon to make them visible under the electron
beam. In the case of an electrically insulating sample, care must be taken to ensure
the sample is grounded by other means; otherwise, the electron beam can charge the
sample and cause it to discharge by arc-flashing inside the chamber. Although the
chamber is under vacuum, this can cause problems for the detector and may result
in the system requiring a reset. Gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG), a common
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crystalline substrate for thin films, is a very poor conductor and will cause this
problem if not properly grounded. A thin (10 nm) film of aluminum, which is
transparent to electrons, can solve this problem in our SEM.
SEMs can also be used for e-beam lithography, to pattern features too small for
photolithography techniques. We use the Nanometer Pattern Generation System
(NPGS), which directs the electron beam to follow a pattern as laid out by a run
file (.rf6). In this application, it is important to optimize the beam to make it as
small and round as possible. The lower the beam current, typically, the narrower
the electron beam, and the smaller the features that can be patterned.

2.2

Fabrication of NLSVs: Step by Step

Figure 2.3 shows a photograph of a standard NLSV “blank:” a 1 cm × 1 cm Si
chip roughly 500 µm thick with a 500 nm thick Si-N coating on top. These chips
were prepared at the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies (CINT) from existing
CAD designs using photolithography to produce the features seen, all in platinum.
Here, “EBL” indicates that these chips are designed for further fabrication using
electron-beam lithography.
These chips have space for a total of 9 NLSVs, each surrounded by 8 electrical
leads. One quadrant is left blank to accommodate the small clamp used to secure
the chip to mounts. In each quadrant, 2 of the 3 lithography regions have roughly
90 µm × 90 µm windows etched through the bulk Si substrate, leaving behind the
500 nm thick Si-N membrane; the center circuit in each quadrant retains the bulk Si
substrate. This allows us to fabricate membrane- and substrate-supported devices
on the same chip using all the same photoresist layers, development processes, and
film deposition steps to maintain as much uniformity between devices as possible.
Before the first round of lithography begins, these chips require photoresist.
Using a 3-step wash of acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and methanol, clean an NLSV
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Figure 2.3: Photo of 1 cm × 1 cm silicon NLSV “blank” with pre-patterned electrical leads
for a total of 9 devices and alignment marks in platinum. Detail outsets show the rough
alignment marks for the entire chip (top right) and fine alignment marks for individual
devices in 90 × 90 µm fabrication regions. All features are patterned via photolithography.
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blank to remove residue and any physical contaminants, and dry with a gentle flow
of nitrogen gas. If the chip will not come clean after a few attempts, try adding
a deionized water wash at the end. Place the chip in the Laurell spin coater, and
activate the vacuum to secure it to the chuck. Using a plastic pipette, apply 3 drops
of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) to the center of the chip. Quickly, before
the PMMA dries, close the spin coater and run Program C (500 rpm for 5 seconds,
then 5,000 rpm for 45 seconds). Visually inspect the resist layer to see that the
PMMA has spread evenly across the chip, with no ripples or bubbles. If the resist
is not uniform, clean the blank using the 3-step wash and repeat.
When a uniform PMMA resist is achieved, bake the chips on a hot plate at
180◦ C for 40 minutes. If the vacuum-enabled plate is not available, place the chips
on a spare Si wafer on top of the hot plate. Let the chips cool, then double-check
that no major inclusions or contaminants have been introduced during the bake,
particularly over a device region. This chip is now ready for the first round of
lithography: laying the ferromagnetic wires and the alignment marks for secondround lithography. Transfer the chip to the SEM.
At three of the four corners of the chip, four sets of rough alignment marks are
patterned, as shown at the top right of Fig. 2.3. These are used for aligning the
axis of the chip with the axis of the SEM so that the orientation of NLSVs on every
chip is consistent. The JEOL JSM-IC848A has a cross-hair pattern that can be
superimposed over the image on its screen, and the sample mount can be rotated
in the x-y plane to align these cross-hatched marks with this pattern. The sample
mount should remain level in this plane and no tilt should be introduced in the x-z
or y-z directions.
Four sets are patterned in each corner for the sake of redundancy; alignment
marks may become damaged, or the photoresist layer may be ablated by repeated
exposure to the electron beam and make the marks difficult to see. Iterate between
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any pairs of alignment marks that should share the same x- or y-coordinates. Corresponding pairs of alignment marks are 8 mm apart along the x- and y-axes (8.00
units on the JEOL SEM stage controller). When transitioning between alignment
marks, or when passing across any region of the chip other than these alignment
marks or the lithography regions, the beam should be “blanked,” or disabled, to
avoid developing resist in other regions. Failure to do this can result in shorting of
the electrical leads by depositing metallic films over those regions.
When the chip has been roughly aligned, locate the alignment marks at the very
inner corners, between two pairs of bond pads. Record their x- and y-coordinates,
then average the x-coordinates to determine the x-coordinate of the center of the
chip. Do the same for the y-coordinates to determine the y-coordinate of the center
of the chip.
Each device is 1 mm over and 1 mm up/down from its nearest neighbor, and
the devices nearest to the center of the chip are 1 mm over and 1 mm up/down
from the center. Thus, if the geometric center of the chip is x = y = 80.12 on the
SEM controller, the locations of the devices in Quadrant A, as illustrated in Fig.
2.4, would be:
Device
Inner
Middle
Outer

x-coord
81.12
82.12
83.12

y-coord
79.12
78.12
77.12

Table 2.1: An example set of device coordinates for Quadrant A of an NLSV blank
during e-beam lithography, assuming that the geometric center of the chip after
alignment is given as x = y = 80.12 on the SEM controller.

The separation distance L between the two ferromagnets varies from Quadrant
A to B to C. Since most of our devices use Py as the FM material, these separations are usually 500 nm, 800 nm, and 1100 or 1300 nm, respectively. Each
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of NLSV blank as aligned for lithography, with the clip securing the
chip to the mount in the upper right corner and rough alignment marks blocked in red.
Quadrant A is indicated with light blue traces, Quadrant B is indicated with blue traces,
and Quadrant C is indicated with dark blue traces.
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of these separations requires a different run file. The most current versions are
NLSVv6 FMStrips L.rf6, where L is 500, 800, or 1100 (nm) as desired. Each of
these files contain an alignment step that will use the T-shaped alignment marks
illustrated in Fig. 2.3 to orient the features as precisely as possible in the lithography
region.
Note: These run files use the “dogbone” geometry for the shorter, wider FM
strip, which is discussed in more detail in the following chapters. Due to the COVID19 pandemic, I am unable to access the lab to obtain the run files used to produce
the uniform geometry; however, they should be similarly named in the NPGS folder
“Alex.”
To develop the PMMA, use tweezers to hold the chip by the blank quadrant
and immerse in a small beaker of 3:1 IPA:MIBK (isopropyl alcohol:methyl isobutyl
ketone) solution for precisely 45 seconds. It may help to move your hand gently
from side to side; take care not to overagitate, as it can cause overdevelopment of
the resist. To stop the development process, dunk the chip immediately in clean
isopropyl alcohol for 20 seconds; the same agitation recommendations apply. Dry
under a gentle flow of nitrogen gas, then inspect the features under an optical
microscope. They will be small and difficult to see; good lithography will appear as
crisp, dark lines in the device regions.
For Py FM strips, deposition takes place in the ultra high-vacuum (UHV) chamber (“the 13er”). Deposit a film of the desired thickness, usually 35 nm, at a rate of
≈ 1 Angstrom/second. To lift off the resist and the excess metal film, use tweezers
to hold the chip by the blank quadrant and immerse in a beaker of acetone until the
film begins to bubble up at the edges and fall away from the chip. Agitate gently to
encourage this. If the film will not lift off, place the beaker in an ultrasonic cleaner
and hold the chip in the beaker while the cleaner runs. Do not touch the chip to
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the sides of the beaker, nor place your hand in the water bath while the ultrasonic
cleaner is running.
When liftoff is complete, visually inspect the chip under an optical microscope
to check that the traces are in place and are not shorted. If FM material has fallen
across the leads, you may be able to remove it with additional ultrasonic cleaning
steps. If at least some devices appear promising, prepare the device for the second
round of lithography.
As before, clean the chip with a 3-step wash. When the chip is loaded into the
spin coater, apply 3 drops of polymethylglutarimide (PMGI) resist to the center
of the chip, then quickly close the lid and run Program D (500 rpm for 5 seconds,
then 3000 rpm for 45 seconds). Visually inspect the chip, and if the film is uniform
and clean, bake on a hot plate for 30 minutes at 240◦ C. If this film passes final
inspection, spin a layer of PMMA directly on top using the same process detailed
earlier. If this also goes smoothly, transfer to the SEM.
This time, all devices in all quadrants will use the same run file, since this layer
is the NM features: the NM channel as well as the electrical leads that connect to
the pre-patterned Pt leads. The run file containing the most current design for this
layer is NLSVv6 Channel+Leads+Extras.rf6.
Develop the PMMA layer first, using the same process detailed earlier, and
inspect the lithography quality at this stage. If it is not satisfactory, strip the resist
layers using the 3-step wash and try again. If it is, then develop the PMGI layer by
soaking in a 30:1 IPA:CD-26 solution for precisely 30 seconds. Stop the development
process by immediately soaking in a generous amount of IPA for at least 30 seconds;
IPA is relatively poor at stopping this development process, so a large amount of
IPA is necessary to dilute the remaining CD-26 on the chip. If the lithography
quality is acceptable, hand off the chip for RF cleaning and sputter deposition of
the NM layer. The liftoff process for this layer is the same as before; however, since
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the film is much thicker (usually on the order of 100 nm) and therefore heavier, it
may require a longer soak and more coaxing with agitation and sonication.

2.3

Taking Measurements

Once a viable device is located, use the wire bonder to wire it to the sample
mount used for the magnet cryostat. First, ground all leads that will be used by
running filaments from K, M, L, J, C2, and A9 (as labeled in Fig. 2.5(b)) to an
exposed part of the brass sample mount. An example is shown in Fig. 2.5(b) as
“GND.” From here, map the circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a) to the device you wish
to bond, so that you can determine which platinum leads to bond to K, M, L, J,
C(2), and A(9). In this figure, (a) and (b) are shown in the same orientation with
respect to the viewer. Bond each platinum lead to the corresponding lead on the
sample mount, taking care that the wires do not touch. When all six wires are
securely bonded, remove the grounding wires with a pair of tweezers.
Each of the gold traces indicated in Fig. 2.5(b) maps to a pin on the 25-pin
female plug attached to the sample mount. This is made to accept a 25-pin male
plug on the cryostat to which the sample mount is bolted. In the box in (c), these
pins are numbered in a staggered ascending order, as seen from the front of the male
plug. The pins are mapped to the traces in (b) in the “BOND” rows of the schematic
below: J, K, L, M, A1–10, and C1–10, with 2 pins reserved for grounding (“OFF
PAD”) and one unused. These 25 pins also map to pins of the circular male plug
labeled “LL Ts, alpha,” originally a designation meaning “lower left thermometers,
alpha,” in the “PIN” rows of the schematic. Only the U, S, C, A, V, and T pins
on this circular plug are used. For our measurements, this plug accepts a matching
cable on the measurement setup labeled “UR Ts, alpha.” Ignore the inconsistent
labeling in this case.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Circuit map of NLSV. A 90 µm × 90 µm fabrication region (teal square) is
surrounded by 8 platinum leads, in light gray. The NLSV device (near the center, in blue
and orange) is surrounded by lithographically patterned leads in dark gray that connect it
to the platinum leads. Six of the eight leads are used for measurements, here labeled with
letters corresponding to labels on the sample mount circuit illustrated as a cartoon in (b).
Here, a total of 24 gold wires are available for use in the circuit: J, L, M, K, C1–10, and A1–
10, as indicated. The actual C and A pads used for measurements, C2 and A9, are indicated
with white stars. An example of an exposed part of the mount used for grounding during
bonding of the NLSV is shown at top, labeled GND. (c) The small male plug attached to
the sample mount has 25 pins, as shown from the front of the plug. Below, these 25 pins
are mapped to the bonds in (b) (“BOND”) and the pins on the cryostat itself (“PIN”).
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These cryostat pin letters (A, C, S, T, U, V) are used by the SIM 900 channel
selector to choose the circuit configuration used for measurements. There are a total
of seven configurations: orientation A, electrical and thermal injection (II-VVElec
and II-VVTher); orientation B, electrical and thermal injection (IV-VIElec and
IV-VITher); orientation A, contact resistance (II-VVCont); orientation B, contact
resistance (IV-VICont); and channel resistance (ChanRest). Here, contact resistance
is the resistance of the junction between the injector FM and the NM channel, and
channel resistance is the resistance of the NM channel between the two FM strips.
The channel number on the SIM 900, the circuit configuration, and the current and
voltage contacts are mapped to these cryostat pin letters in Table 2.2.
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Circuit
II-VVElec
II-VVTher
II-VVCont
ChanRest
IV-VIElec
IV-VITher
IV-VICont

I+
U
U
U
C
T
T
T

IC
S
C
A
A
V
A

V+
T
T
S
U
U
U
V

VA
A
A
T
C
C
C

Table 2.2: Each channel of the SIM 900 corresponds to a different circuit configuration. These configurations use current and voltage contacts that here are mapped
to the lettered pin on the circular cryostat plug labeled “LL T’s, alpha.”

Before connecting the cable, ground the system both with the LabVIEW VI
designed for the purpose and by throwing both switches on the blue grounding box
simultaneously. Once the cable is connected, unground the system and check the
functionality of your device by cycling through the 7 channels on the SIM 900 and
pushing a small amount of current (less than 1 mA) through the circuit with the
Keithley current source. If the voltage response appears nonlinear for Channels 1, 2,
5, and 6, and linear for 3, 4, and 7, the device is functional and can be measured. Add
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the nitrogen reservoir and fill with liquid nitrogen if testing at bath temperatures
below 300 K. Set your desired bath temperature on the temperature controller.
Start by finding the field switching points for this device using the R vs H options
in the LabVIEW VI NLSVBoxFullControlV1.vi. This is usually best done at a bath
temperature of 78 K, where the signal will be sharpest. Collect R vs H sweeps for
both injection schemes (electrical and thermal) in both orientations (II-VV and IVVI). The nitrogen reservoir will last long enough to do this. Collect the data files
(see Apdx. A) and plot the results. singleHSweepLoadAndPlot.m is designed for
this purpose.
Once the characteristic field switching points are known, input them into the
front panel of NLSVBoxFullControlV1.vi to take comps (comparisons) data. Set
the current as ±0.001 (1 mA) and the delta for the differential conductance measurements at ±0.00025 (0.25 mA) or smaller. Since this process takes much longer as 10
IV curves are collected at each field point, only a single orientation can be collected
(electrical and thermal injection both) before the nitrogen reservoir runs out. This
process will output a file labeled “AVG;” however, this averaging by LabVIEW is
known to be flawed, and analysis should only be performed on data averaged with
the NLSVAllCompsMems.m and NLSVABComparisonsMems.m scripts. Therefore, these
files are vestigial and should be used as reference only.
The most current analysis scripts at the time of publication are found in the
Appendix to this dissertation.
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Chapter 3

Thermal Gradients and
Anomalous Nernst Effects in
Membrane-supported Nonlocal
Spin Valves
This work was previously published in Physical Review B 100, 104404, on 3
September 2019.

3.1

Abstract

Metallic non-local spin valves (NLSVs) are important in modern spintronics due
to their ability to separate pure spin current from charge current. These metallic
nanostructures, often constructed from features with widths in the deep sub-micron
regime, generate significant thermal gradients in operation, and the heat generated
has important consequences for spin injection and transport. We use e-beam nanolithography to manufacture NLSVs with Ni-Fe alloy ferromagnetic nanowires and
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aluminum spin channels on 500 nm silicon nitride (Si-N) membranes in order to
lower the thermal conductance of the substrate dramatically. While this extreme
example of thermal engineering in a spintronic system increases the background nonlocal signals in ways expected based on earlier work, it also enhances thermoelectric
effects, including the anomalous Nernst effect and reveals a previously unknown
thermally-assisted electrical spin injection that results from a purely in-plane thermal gradient. We examine these effects as a function of temperature and, by careful
comparison with 2D finite element models of the thermal gradients calculated at
a single temperature, demonstrate that the anomalous Nernst coefficient of the 35
nm thick Ni-Fe alloy, RN = 0.17 at T = 200 K, is in line with the few previous
measurements of this effect for thin films.

3.2

Introduction

Non-local spin valves (NLSVs), also known as lateral spin valves or spin accumulation sensors, have emerged as an important part of modern spintronics thanks
to their ability to separate pure spin current from charge current.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]
Industrial applications of NLSVs, such as hard-disk read heads, are rapidly approaching reality.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] Therefore, it is important to quantify the effects
of circuit size and material choice, as well as the nature of the injection mechanisms in order to produce sensors with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for demanding
applications.[27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] Included in that list of materials is the
substrate; for example, increasing the thermal conductance of the substrate reduces
the background non-local resistance, which in turn affects the sensitivity of the
NLSV sensor.[35] This is only one indication of the importance of thermal gradients
in these nanoscale metallic circuits, as thermal and thermoelectric effects including
the Seebeck, Peltier, and anomalous Nernst effects (ANE) are now understood to
dominate the background non-local resistance [36, 37, 38, 39], and contribute at
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least to the shape of switching signals. As shown in Fig. 3.1a), the ANE is often
interpreted as the thermoelectric analog to the anomalous Hall effect, where spin
polarization of the electrons in a metallic ferromagnet combine with spin-dependent
scattering and/or intrinsic Berry phase effects to produce a transverse electric field
in response to a thermal gradient.[40, 41, 25, 42, 43, 44] The electric field produced
by the ANE, ∇VN , is given by the equation
∇VN = −SN m
b × ∇T

(3.1)

where SN = RN SFM is the transverse Seebeck coefficient dependent on the absolute
Seebeck coefficient SFM and the anomalous Nernst coefficient RN of the ferromagnetic material, m
b is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetization of the
FM detector, and ∇T is the thermal gradient. Note that other representations for
anomalous transverse thermoelectric effects are possible, and may be used to emphasize particular relationships with other transport coefficients.[44] We chose the equation above for simple connection to the applied thermal gradient and relationship
to the longitudinal Seebeck coefficient. Enhanced thermal gradients in the NLSV
near the detector can generate voltage contributions that strongly affect the NLSV
switching characteristics and, with the proper choice of magnetization orientation
and current operating points, can increase the signal size in an NLSV sensor, though
further study of how the thermal gradients can be engineered is required to take advantage of this effect. Thermal gradients at the crucial ferromagnet/non-magnetic
metal interface can also drive spin injection in the structure in what is often termed
the spin-dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE) [23, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53].
The dramatic consequences of the interaction of heat and spin place NLSVs firmly
in the growing field of spin caloritronics [22, 54, 55] that examines coupling between
heat and spin in materials and devices.
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Figure 3.1: a) Cartoon illustration of the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). A thermal gra~ applied to a metallic ferromagnet with magnetization m
dient ∇T
~ drives motion of spinpolarized electrons which experience either spin-dependent transverse scattering due to spinorbit coupling or a transverse force generated by a spin-dependent Berry phase, generating
~ N . b) A schematic view of the two FM nanowires bridged by a NM
an electric field ∇V
channel that form an NLSV with a cutaway cartoon showing the direction of the heat flow
~ (and resulting thermal gradient), magnetization m2 , and resulting ANE electric field ∇V
~ .
Q
c-d) Schematic view of NLSVs supported by a bulk substrate (c) and suspended on a 500
nm thick Si-N membrane (d). Suspending the NLSV leads to dramatically different thermal
gradients in and near the NLSV, since heat cannot escape directly to the bulk substrate.
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As shown in Fig. 3.2(a), the basic structure of the NLSV is two ferromagnetic
(FM) nanowires connected by a non-magnetic (NM) channel, with the separation L
between the FM wires on the order of the spin diffusion length λN M . Producing a
spin accumulation in the channel is possible via two distinct methods. In the typical
use of the NLSV, which we term electrical injection, we drive charge current from
one FM through the interface and out the branch of the NM channel, away from the
second FM. Spins that accumulate at the injection contact diffuse in the NM channel,
and the resulting difference in spin-dependent chemical potential contributes a spindependent component to the voltage, Vnl , measured at the opposite end of the
NLSV, where no charge current flows. In what we term thermal injection, one FM is
heated by the applied charge current, without explicitly driving current into the NM
channel. This creates a thermal gradient at the FM/NM interface, which drives spin
injection via the SDSE and similar spin diffusion and detection at the distant FM
contact. Even in the electrical injection case, thermal effects play a significant role,
since the often large charge current density flowing through the FM nanowire, across
the interface, and then into the NM nanowire produces Joule heating of the nanoscale
structure. The charge flow through these features also leads to heat flow through
the Peltier effect. The thermal energy generated flows to the electrically insulating
substrate, but must first be converted to vibrational, or phonon, energy. The flow of
this heat energy from nanoscale metallic features to phonons in the substrate involves
complicated physical processes that are not well understood for every combination
of material constituents and feature size.[56, 57, 58, 59, 60] The combination of
these effects creates potentially large and non-trivial thermal gradients in the NLSV
structure. As a rough first step to discuss the consequences of this thermal profile,
we assign labels to the average equilibrium spin injection and spin detection junction
temperatures in the NLSV, Tinj and Tdet , as indicated in Figs. 3.2(b,c). Note also
that the NLSV is usually produced with some degree of asymmetry in the size of
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the FM contacts, which can lead to different area and volume of the contact regions
and different thermal profiles when the role of the contacts is switched, as shown
in Figs. 3.2(g-j). Even in cases where NLSVs are designed with symmetric junction
areas,[30] the additional volume of the FM required to assure distinct switching
fields could introduce asymmetry in the thermal profile since the electron-phonon
coupling in nanoscale features scales with the total volume of the system,[61, 62] and
coupling to ballistic phonons varies with the area of a nanoscale metallic wire.[58]
Thermoelectric and thermomagnetic effects convert this thermal profile into measurable signals in the NLSV that are independent of pure spin flow effects. Such
non-spin signals are typically referred to as “background” non-local voltage or nonlocal resistance. For example, the NM and FM materials have absolute Seebeck
coefficients SNM and SFM , respectively. The relative Seebeck coefficient relevant to
the effective thermocouple of these two wires is then Srel = SNM − SFM , and the
elevated temperature of the detector junction leads to a voltage contribution to the
NLSV signal, ∆V = Srel (Tdet − T0 ), where T0 is the bath temperature (typically
assumed to be the temperature of the substrate far from the junction). The choice
of the substrate material affects the phonon thermal conductance from the NLSV
to the thermal bath and strongly affects Tdet and the contribution to the background signal via ∆V . In addition to the Seebeck contribution that is determined
ultimately by the average temperature differences in the NLSV, the ANE can contribute measurable voltages that depend on the thermal gradient near the detecting
FM.[52, 39, 37]
In this paper, we use micro- and nanofabrication techniques to alter the thermal
profile in a typical NLSV dramatically. We fabricate the nanoscale metallic features
on a suspended silicon-nitride (Si-N) membrane, which has very low thermal conductance. Aspects of the results provide clear confirmation of previous understanding
of thermal and thermoelectric effects in NLSVs, chiefly a dramatic increase in the
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Figure 3.2: a) Top-view schematic of electrical (solid, dashed) and thermal (solid, dotted)
spin injection and spin diffusion for NLSV in Orientation A. Magnetizations m1 and m2 , as
well as separation length L are indicated. b,c) Schematic depiction of the heating of the
NLSV in Orientation A (b) and Orientation B (c) The areas where we consider the average
FM/NM junction temperatures Tinj and Tdet are shown with dashed lines. d) False-color
scanning electron micrograph of a NLSV. Nominal channel widths and film thicknesses are
given. e) Optical micrograph of electrical leads surrounding a Si-N membrane (green). f-i)
Schematics of Orientation A electrical (f ) and thermal (g) injection, and Orientation B
electrical (h) and thermal (i) injection.

NLSV background signal compared to devices fabricated on the same chip but supported by a bulk Si substrate. However, the dramatic change in thermal gradients
reveals two effects not previously reported; an increase in the ANE portion of the
signal that can enhance spin detection in the NLSV for properly chosen field conditions, and an enhancement of the spin transport following electrical spin injection
due to the presence of a thermal gradient in the plane of the channel. Furthermore,
the essentially 2D nature of the membrane greatly simplifies the heat flow in these
NLSVs, allowing a higher degree of confidence in calculation of the thermal profile
via finite element modeling. Use of such calculations allows us to determine a value
for the ANE coefficient in the permalloy used for the FM contacts in these devices,
which is in line with the few existing measurements of this quantity for thin-film
and nanoscale FM features.
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3.3

Experiment

Fabrication of the NLSV structures begins with a 500 µm thick Si-N coated
silicon wafer with pre-patterned platinum electrical contacts for making contact
with structures created by e-beam lithography. On the back side of the wafer, we
use photolithography and plasma etching to pattern cleave marks for 1-cm square
chips and windows in the Si-N that will form membranes. We then submerge the
wafer into 60% TMAH held at 95◦ C for 10 hours to etch through the entire Si wafer.
Each chip’s design features six 90 µm × 90 µm square Si-N membrane windows and
three substrate-supported areas, each with contacts and alignment features for ebeam lithography. This allows us to produce membrane and substrate devices on the
same chip using the same deposition steps to minimize variations between devices.
An example of the Pt electrical contacts surrounding a membrane structure is shown
in Fig. 3.2(e).
On these chips, we fabricate NLSVs using permalloy (the Ni-Fe alloy with ∼ 80%
Ni, abbreviated Py) FM and aluminum NM via a two-step e-beam lithography liftoff process similar to that presented in earlier work.[51] The two FM nanowires are
patterned with different shapes to create different switching fields. A scanning electron micrograph of this NLSV is shown in Fig. 3.2(d) with annotations detailing
nominal geometries. As with the devices in our earlier work,[51] these NLSVs are
produced in a two-step fabrication process, and thus the FM layer forms a native
oxide from exposure to atmosphere. We performed an Ar RF-cleaning step immediately prior to the deposition of the NM layer, but we do not believe this to be
sufficient to remove the oxide. Our previous work shows that while this layer reduces
observed signal size under electrical spin injection by loss of interfacial spin current
polarization, it does not inhibit thermal spin injection.[51]
We produced two pairs of devices of two intended separations, L = 500 nm and
L = 800 nm, on both membranes and substrates, on two different chips. Devices of
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different L are on different chips, but both chips had both the FM and NM layers
deposited at the same time. The two separations use somewhat different shapes for
FM2, with the L = 800 nm NLSVs using a shape with a narrow mid-section (as
shown in Fig. 3.2d)), while the L = 500 nm NLSVs use a simpler wide rectangle
with designed width of 400 nm as shown in our previous work.[51] Both metal layers
are produced via e-beam evaporation, the Py layer at ≈ 0.1 nm/s in a load-locked
UHV chamber with typical base pressure  10−8 Torr, and the Al layer in a high
vacuum chamber at a higher rate ≈ 0.5 − 1 nm/s.

500 nm
800 nm

Membrane
Substrate
Membrane
Substrate

FM 1
203 ± 12
252 ± 39
240 ± 30
235 ± 30

FM 2
413 ± 13
391 ± 22
240 ± 30
235 ± 30

Channel
296 ± 10
344 ± 21
245 ± 30
285 ± 30

Separation L
481 ± 9
459 ± 15
760 ± 30
770 ± 30

Table 3.1: Measured lateral geometries for all 4 devices described here, including
widths of FM and NM channels and the separation distance between the injector
and detector FM strips. All measurements are given in nm.

The Si-N membranes are not only insulating, but also electrically and optically
transparent. This has advantages and challenges for e-beam lithography. One resulting challenge is a difficulty in focusing the SEM onto the membrane structure
itself for e-beam lithography. However, the membranes are small enough that they
do not buckle, allowing for lithography optimization performed on the substrate to
be sufficient for our needs. An advantage of the electron transparency of the membrane is that no secondary electrons can be generated in the bulk substrate, and
this reduces a source of broadening of the exposed line in the e-beam resist. This
potentially allows narrower features in the resulting lift-off on the membrane. In any
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic illustration of a typical R vs. H sweep demonstrating ANE. The
relative locations of the parallel-positive (Pp ), parallel-negative (Pn ), antiparallel-positive
(APp ) and antiparallel-negative (APn ) are labeled for Orientation A. b-c) R vs. H sweeps
for 500-nm membrane-supported devices in Orientation A (b)) and Orientation B (c)) at
300 K. The slightly different heating conditions have a small difference in background nonlocal R, indicated here by the different shifts of the y-axis applied to each (given above each
plot). Insets illustrate the direction of heat flow across the device for each orientation.
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given NLSV, these competing effects of improved intrinsic resolution and quality of
beam optimization can cause unpredictable lateral size of the final structures. In order to understand any resulting variations in signal size, we measured the completed
NLSVs after fabrication and testing using an SEM and present the results in Table
3.1. For the L = 500 nm membrane NLSV the width of FM1 and the channel are
closer to the intended design width than seen in the corresponding NLSVs on the
substrate, with smaller standard errors in the geometry measurements. The wider
FM2 does not show this clear advantage from lithography on the membrane, and
this drives a variation in the separation length, L. For the L = 800 nm membrane
NLSV, the FM widths are similar and near the designed width for both substrate
and membrane devices, but the channel width is much closer to the design in the
membrane device.
Measurements of the channel and contact resistance for the L = 500 nm NLSVs
also suggest possibly helpful effects of growth and fabrication of the membrane.
Measurements on these two NLSVs at 78 K show extremely linear channel IV
curves that, together with the geometric variations shown above, give charge resistivities ρAl = 6.6 µΩ cm for the membrane NLSV and ρAl = 10.9 µΩ cm for the
substrate NLSV. Three-wire contact resistance measurements, described in more
detail elsewhere, [51] are both negative values for low bias currents, but lower for
the membrane than the substrate (Rcont = −5 mΩ for the membrane and −30 mΩ
for the substrate, both measured at 78 K). These values suggest that during the RF
cleaning of the FM and subsequent growth of the Al channel, higher temperatures
develop because of the thermal isolation from the membrane, and that this could
lead to cleaner interfaces and somewhat larger Al grains.
All transport measurements use the same experimental apparatus and methodology detailed in previous work, using the “delta mode” feature of the Keithley 2128a
nanovoltmeter for resistance measurements and numerically integrated differential
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conductance curves for measurements of IV characteristics.[51] In the following we
denote the “delta mode” non-local resistance measurements, which functionally integrate the non-local resistance contributions that are odd in applied I, as R with
no subscript to distinguish from the fit coefficients of the IV curve.

3.4

Results

Fig. 3.1(a) and (b) illustrate how the ANE generates voltages in an NLSV. Heat,
Q, generated by the charge current through the injector FM produces an in-plane
thermal gradient, ∇T , perpendicular to the magnetization, m. This generates a
voltage at the detector due to the spin polarization of the FM. To first order, no
charge current flows near the detector junction, so the voltages we observe arise
only from the ANE and do not have components from transverse Peltier effects.
The resulting ANE signal can be seen in the R vs. H switching characteristic of the
NLSV, where R = V /I is the non-local resistance. Fig. 3.3(a) is a schematic view of
an NLSV with ANE contributions, which add the typical shape of the FM hysteresis
loop to the usual pattern that is even in H. As a result, the maximum H points,
where the FM strips are aligned in parallel, have different electric potential as the
direction of ∇T is set by the location of the heated charge current injection site.
The difference between these positive H and negative H points with parallel FM
strips, labeled Pp and Pn respectively, is then 2VN . The intermediate field points
where only one FM has switched to align with the reversing H, APp and APn ,
are also modified. Depending on the choice of operating points that are compared,
the non-local voltage difference will either represent the typical pure spin current
effects or add 2VN , as clarified in Fig. 3.4. Note that these patterns depend on the
direction of the in-plane thermal gradient that drives the ANE, which reverses when
the detector and injector FM are reversed. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3(d), using
R vs. H measured at 300 K for a membrane-supported NLSV with L = 500 nm.
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Since VN ∝ SN ∝ SFM , and since the Seebeck coefficient for metals is roughly
proportional to T , the ANE should be larger at higher temperatures, and is very
likely to contribute to practical NLSV sensors.
Fig. 3.4 clarifies the expected pattern of switching seen in the NLSV when the
traditional spin current signal is added to the ANE developed in response to an
in-plane thermal gradient present at the detector. Panels a) and c) schematically
show the two signal components separately for Orientations A and B, and panels
b) and d) the resulting total non-local resistance. Switching the role of the FM
strips from injector to detector has two consequences. First, the reversed thermal
gradient switches the sign of the ANE voltage component as demanded by the
symmetry of Eq. 3.1. Second, the coercive field of the ANE component changes
since this is physically tied to the switching field of the detector FM, which is the
lower (higher) Hc strip in Orientation A (B). The contributions of the two different
signal components can be isolated from the total response using the comparisons
listed in the tables below each pattern in Fig. 3.4.
As in our earlier and other work,[51, 52] we use the non-local resistance R vs. H
measurements to identify the four switching locations of the NLSV, then measure
the non-local voltage as a function of applied current at values of H given at the
bottom of Fig. 3.4. This allows us to isolate contributions from the various thermal
effects. For background (raw) data, we examine the IV curves at full saturation
(±400 Oe; Pp or Pn respectively); spin and ANE data is isolated by subtracting
IV curves. Through appropriate choice of IV -curve subtractions, we may choose to
isolate spin signals without including ANE, or include the ANE component as part
of the overall spin signal.
An example of the raw IV curves taken at the parallel-negative point (Pn = −400
Oe) and the subtracted IV curves excluding ANE is shown for Orientation A in Fig.
3.5. Here, subtracted (Vnl,spin ) IV curves (Pn − APn ) remove both the background
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Figure 3.4: a) and c) Examples of pure spin (top) and ANE (bottom) R vs. H for Orientation
A (a) and Orientation B (c). b) and d) The resulting expected total R vs. H for Orientation
A (b)) and Orientation B (d). The table at bottom lists the IV curve subtractions used to
isolate the signals with and without ANE for both orientations.
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Figure 3.5: Raw (Vnl,tot ) and subtracted (Vnl,spin ) IV curves for the 800-nm membrane and
substrate devices in Orientation A at a bath temperature of 78 K for both electrical (a,b)
and thermal (c,d) spin injection. Subtracted IV curves (Pn − APn ) isolate the spin signal
from the background as well as from ANE that is included in the raw IV curves. The
membrane devices show consistently larger signals.
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signal and the ANE signal and isolate the other spin effects. Although the spin
signals are on the same order of magnitude, the membrane-supported devices show
much larger raw IV signals than the substrate-supported devices. Since background
effects have large contributions from thermoelectric effects, the larger background
suggests a larger Tdet − T0 , which is a very reasonable result of thermally isolating
the NLSV on the membrane. The strongly parabolic non-local voltages, even in
the nominally electrically-driven spin injection configuration, are clear evidence of
thermal effects caused by Joule heating and have been observed by several groups
on substrate-supported NLSVs.[38, 39, 35, 51] When the NLSV is more thermally
isolated using the membrane, the background becomes much larger, and higher-order
nonlinearities become obvious whether the NLSV is operated in electrical injection
configuration, Fig. 3.5(a), or in thermal injection configuration, Fig. 3.5(c).
Since Vnl is overwhelmingly nonlinear, especially in the membrane devices, we
use a polynomial expansion Vnl = R1 I + R2 I 2 + ... to fit the IV curves. Peltier
heating is proportional to I, while Joule heating is proportional to I 2 ; thus for
the background signal R1 and R2 are the fit coefficients corresponding to Peltier
and Joule heating, respectively. Higher-order terms most likely arise due to the
temperature dependence of the resistivity, Seebeck and/or Peltier coefficients of the
metals forming the NLSV.
Fig. 3.6 plots the non-local resistance, R, vs. applied magnetic field H for four
NLSVs in Orientation B: two fabricated on Si-N membranes (panels a) and c))
and two with the same designed FM separation fabricated at the same time but
supported by a bulk Si substrate beneath the Si-N layer (panels b) and d)). At the
moderately low temperatures used here (100 K or below), a signal component with
the symmetry of the ANE is visible only in the membrane-supported device with
L = 500 nm, where there is a difference in R between the up- and down-sweeps
between H = −100 Oe and H = 100 Oe. This ANE signal is notably absent in
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Figure 3.6: R vs. H for 500-nm (a,b) and 800-nm (c,d) membrane-supported (a,c) and
substrate-supported (b,d) devices in Orientation B at bath temperatures of 78 K and 100
K respectively. Here, ∆R corresponds to the R1 fit coefficient value. The top plot shows
a closer view of the highlighted region in a) with clear ANE compared to the 800-nm
membrane-supported device and to both substrate-supported devices.
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the substrate-supported device with the same separation. The reduction in the spin
signal component with increasing L for the two membrane-supported devices, from
∆R ' 70 µΩ at L = 500 nm to ∆R ' 30 µΩ at L = 800 nm, is consistent with
the single-exponential drop we observed on substrate-supported NLSVs fabricated
using the same deposition techniques reported earlier.[51] Here we observe that the
substrate-supported L = 800 nm device has very similar ∆R to the membranesupported device, while for the L = 500 nm devices, the substrate-supported NLSV
has roughly half the spin signal. Though we cannot definitively rule out that the
thermal isolation plays a role, calculation of the expected signal based on the full
1D model of spin transport presented by Takahashi and Maekawa,[63] taking into
account the measured geometry and ρAl of each device, predicts nearly exactly such
a drop in spin signal for the L = 500 nm substrate-supported device. In the case of
the membrane device, the small, negative three-terminal contact resistance suggests
that the simplified model of transparent FM/NM contacts is appropriate. Assuming
values for the bulk spin polarization of the permalloy, α = 0.35; the spin diffusion
length of the Py, λFM = 3.5 nm; and of the NM, λAl = 760 nm; which were observed
in our previous work on similar NLSVs and are well within typical ranges, gives a
predicted spin signal of R1 ≈ 75 µΩ. The larger negative contact resistance of the
L = 500 nm substrate device suggests the full model with no simplifications is the
best description, though the difference between the full model and the transparent
model is minimal for the likely parameters of this device. Both models predict a
spin signal of R1 ≈ 25 µΩ at 78 K. These model predictions are very much in line
with the observed results.
Fig. 3.7 compares the spin signal components for the two L = 500 nm devices as
a function of the bath temperature of the NLSV for Orientation A under electrical
spin injection. These are determined from subtracted IV curves for selected applied
field. The signal proportional to I, R1 , is shown in panels a) and b), and that
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Figure 3.7: R1 (a,b) and R2 (c,d) vs. bath temperature for 500-nm membrane and substrate
devices in Orientation A, electrical injection. Here, Pp − APp and Pn − APn represent
simultaneous determinations of the isolated spin resistance without ANE; the Pp − Pn curve
represents twice the ANE signal produced by the devices. Note that both the ANE and the
spin resistance signals are significantly larger in the membrane devices than the substrate
devices, particularly at low temperatures.

proportional to I 2 , R2 , in panels c) and d). Typically, the R1 term is interpreted as
an electrically-driven spin component, and the R2 term is interpreted as a thermallydriven spin component since Joule heating is ∝ I 2 . We have chosen subtractions
in order to isolate the spin signal (using field points Pp − APp and Pn − APn ) and
ANE component (Pp −Pn ) for this orientation. The R1 component of the spin signal
shows the drop between the membrane and substrate devices driven by geometry
and channel resistivity explained above, along with the typical drop of R1 with
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increasing temperature seen in NLSVs. R1 also shows a small ANE component
prominent only at larger temperatures, where the Seebeck and Nernst coefficients
become large. We clarify that this represents the appearance of the ANE, which
requires generation of a thermal gradient, in the term purely linear with applied I,
rather than the I 2 term tied to Joule heating. The thermal gradient that drives
this ANE term is therefore odd with respect to I, and we believe is generated by
the Peltier heating/cooling that occurs at the FM injector/NM channel interface.
The extreme thermal isolation of the Si-N membrane allows this additional Peltier
power term to generate a thermal gradient at the distant detector contact.
The spin signal components when thermally-driven (panels c) and d)) show
trends that are distictly different from the electrical case. The ANE component in
the membrane device (the purple symbols in Fig. 3.7c)) is large, and also increases
with T as expected for the ANE. The spin component of R2 also becomes large
for the membrane device. In a typical NLSV this would be viewed as evidence of
the SDSE, though here we note that the membrane allows a large in-plane thermal
gradient, but does not support the out-of-plane thermal gradient required for the
SDSE. For the substrate-supported NLSV, both R2 terms are dramatically smaller.
We explore this unique form of thermally-assisted spin transport further in Section
3.5.1 below.
The trends in the ANE signal component are borne out by the data in Fig. 3.8.
Here we plot R2,ANE = [R2 (Pp ) − R2 (Pn )] /2 vs. T , in order to give the clearest
view of ANE contributions for all four NLSVs in both electrical and thermal spin
injection. In all panels, orange symbols represent data on membrane-supported
NLSVs and purple symbols represent substrate-supported NLSVs. The L = 800 nm
membrane-supported device failed before reliable data could be collected at all 6
temperatures. Panel a) shows ANE contributions to electrical spin injection in Orientation A, where the membrane-supported NLSVs have ∼ 10× higher ANE signals
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Figure 3.8: R2,ANE vs. T for L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm membrane- and substratesupported devices in electrical (a,c) and thermal (b,d) spin injections for Orientation A
(a,b) and Orientation B (c,d).

throughout the temperature range due to the large in-plane thermal gradients. The

narrower 500-nm separation between the FM contacts also increases the magnitude

of the thermal gradient compared to the 800-nm separation, which in turn increases

the magnitude of the ANE. The result of reversing the thermal gradient by using

Orientation B shown in panel b) gives approximately the same magnitude of signal

with a reversed sign, again in agreement with the symmetry of the ANE. The mag-

nitudes are slightly different in this orientation, which we attribute to the difference

in geometry of the FM contacts. Figs. 3.8b) and d) show ANE contributions under

thermal spin injection in Orientation A and B, respectively. These show not only the

same patterns as in electrical injection, with large signals on membrane-supported

NLSVs where a larger in-plane thermal gradient develops, but nearly the same mag-
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Figure 3.9: Vnl (Pp ) − Vnl (APn ) vs. I for NLSVs in Orientation B using electrical spin
injection at 78 K. a) Direct comparison of spin-isolated (ANE removed) IV curves for the
L = 800 nm substrate (blue symbols) and membrane (orange symbols) NLSVs. The large
in-plane thermal gradient in the membrane device drives an additional spin signal ∝ I 2 . b)
A similar plot compares the membrane-supported L = 500 nm NLSV to the predicted linear
term for a more closely matched substrate-supported NLSV (blue dotted line). (Inset) A
schematic view of the charge current, ±I, spin current ±Js (with direction in the channel
dependent on the polarity of I), thermal gradient ∆T and the average phonon momentum,
p~.

Does 800 have larger contact resistance ?

nitude of the ANE components. This very reasonably supports the view that the
ANE component depends on the presence, size, and direction of the thermal gradient at the detector, and is independent of the nature of the injection that caused
the heat flow.

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Thermally-assisted Spin Transport on Membranes

In Fig. 3.9 we more closely examine the thermally-assisted spin transport effect
seen in Figs. 3.5b) and 3.7c). Here, we show Vnl (Pp ) − Vnl (APn ) vs. bias current I
for the membrane- and substrate-supported NLSVs in Orientation B using electrical
spin injection at 78 K. This subtraction isolates effects due to spin current flow and
explicitly excludes ANE. For both the L = 800 nm (panel a)) and L = 500 nm
(panel b)) NLSVs, this IV curve shows a very strong term ∝ I 2 , which is typically
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attributed to Joule heating. For the case of the L = 800 nm NLSV, we compare this
IV curve directly to its analog for the substrate-supported device, which shows only
the linear dependence normally dominant in electrical injection. The reduction in
the electrical spin signal driven by the different geometry and ρAl for the L = 500 nm
substrate-supported NLSV prevents the direct comparison; so in Fig. 3.9b), we
compare the membrane NLSV curve to the curve that would be generated in an
NLSV with the same R1 term but no thermal term. The red dashed line shows the
curve fit to terms linear and quadratic in I used to determine R1 . Following the
example of the L = 800 nm pair, we assume that a better-matched NLSV would
have no significant R2 term, though this comparison is only for illustration. In both
curves, the I 2 heat-driven term is large and opposite in sign to the typical electrical
spin injection signal, such that at a moderate positive current, the sign of the spinisolated non-local voltage reverses, indicating that the spin current flow in the NM
channel has reversed direction.
We propose that this reversal of the spin current flow is driven by a direct interaction between the spin current flow and the phonon flux in the NM channel driven by
the in-plane gradient set up in the membrane-supported NLSV. The relevant charge,
spin, heat, and phonon momentum flow directions are indicated schematically in the
inset to Fig. 3.9b). Here, ∇T points at the charge injector site, which is predominantly where heat is generated in the structure. The resulting flow of phonons away
from this site generates a transfer of momentum p~ that exists throughout the NM
channel. When this momentum opposes the flow of spin current Js , the spin current is first reduced in magnitude, stopped (near I = 0.85 mA for the L = 500 nm
NLSV), and eventually reversed in direction. For the opposite sign of applied charge
current, the spin current and phonon momentum point in the same direction, such
that the generation of the in-plane thermal gradient always assists the spin current
flow.
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To our knowledge, this direct interaction of a pure spin current with the phonon
flow associated with an in-plane thermal gradient in a non-magnetic metal has not
been previously considered or observed. We clarify that this signal cannot arise due
to the SDSE, as the tiny thermal mass of the Si-N membrane reduces any ability
of the structure to support significant heat flow in the direction perpendicular to
the FM/NM interface as occurs when the interface is supported by the comparably
huge bulk substrate. We also note that the magnitude of the R2 terms seen here
are very large compared to those we explained via the SDSE in similar NLSVs,[51]
which showed R2 ' −16 nV/mA2 . Thermally-assisted electrical spin injection has
been reported, [38, 45] albeit in substrate-supported NLSVs where this effect is most
likely driven by the same physics as the SDSE, which relies on presence of a thermal
gradient in the FM near the FM/NM interface. A potentially similar mechanism for
thermally-driven spin current in a non-magnetic channel of a non-local spin valve
was recently proposed for experiments on graphene,[64] which though not suspended,
could develop a significant in-plane thermal gradient due to the extreme difference in
thermal conductance between the 2D graphene layer and the supporting substrate.

3.5.2

Thermal Modeling and Determination of ANE Coefficient

In order to provide context for both the thermally-driven NM channel spin
transport and the generation of signals by the ANE in these devices, we now consider the temperature profile generated in the membrane-supported NLSV devices
in greater detail. Before applying more complicated computational methods, we
first make a rough estimation of the temperatures generated in the membranesupported NLSVs. Since the background Vnl is dominated by a Seebeck voltage,
we estimate the maximum ∆T simply by assuming that Vnl,tot = Srel ∆T , where
Srel = SPy − SAl ∼ 3 µV/K as we reported previously for similar NLSVs.[51] The
substrate-supported L = 500 nm device shows Vnl,tot ∼ −3 µV at I = 1 mA, which
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Figure 3.10: 2D finite element modeling of the L = 500 nm membrane-supported NLSV
in Orientation A, thermal injection, shows the local temperature as a function of position
across the entire membrane (a)) and near the two injection siites (b)). We detect Vnl
through the NM channel and the patterned AL near the top of the detector FM. Thermal
gradients at these two junctions, shown schematically in panel c), reach temperatures Tdet,t
and Tdet,b each generate electric field ∇VN due to the ANE. However, the overall detected
VN is the difference of these contributions due to the definition of the current path. e and
f ) show calculated values of Tdet,t and Tdet,b , with linear fits used to determine the local
gradient.

suggests ∆T = Tdet − T0 ∼ 1 K. The much larger Vnl,tot in the membrane-supported
case suggests much higher temperatures are generated, with the same simple estimate suggesting ∆T = Tdet − T0 more than 30× higher at T0 = 78 K, though there
are two problems with this approach. First, ignoring the higher-order nonlinearity
in the background Vnl at large I potentially overestimates the temperature generated. Second, as discussed in greater detail below, much more of the electrical path
of the detector branch of the NLSV circuit is heated. This introduces additional
thermoelectric voltages that are important to consider not only for determining T ,
but also for correct estimation of the ANE coefficient.
For a more accurate estimate of the thermal gradients generated in the membranesupported NLSV, we perform 2D finite element calculations of the heat flow in the
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device. The removal of the bulk substrate and resulting near-2D confinement of the
thermal gradient in the membrane structure allows us to use this simple approach
to characterize temperature gradients in membrane-supported NLSVs. Calculations
of this sort have been previously used to model temperature profiles in micro- and
nanocalorimeters supported on Si-N membranes that are very similar to the suspended NLSV.[65, 66, 67, 68] Using a commercially available software package,[26]
we solved the 2D heat flow equation in steady state:

∂
∂x





∂T (x, y)
∂
∂T (x, y)
k2D (x, y)
+
k2D (x, y)
= P2D (x, y) ,
∂x
∂y
∂y

(3.2)

where k2D = k · t with k the thermal conductivity (in W/mK) of the NLSV
components and t the thickness of the films. As for our previous work,[51] values
of the thermal conductivities were calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz law with
values of L informed by measurements of the thermal conductivity of similar films
made with micromachined thermal isolation platforms. At T = 200 K this gives
kAl = 47 W/mK and kPy = 20 W/mK. [2] We take values for Si-N from our previous
measurements of thermal conductivity,[1, 69] which indicate k ∼ 3W/mK near 200
K. We focus on the thermal injection geometry, as this avoids the complication of
adding Peltier heating and cooling to the injector FM/NM junction, and also keep
the modeled current in the regime that avoids higher-order non-linearity. We set
P2D dissipated in the FM for thermal spin injection based on the applied current
I = 0.274 mA and the resistance of the structure.
We present results of this model for the membrane-supported NLSV at a base
temperature of 200 K in Fig. 3.10. The temperature profile, shown for the entire
NLSV (a)) indicates a roughly symmetric heated region at the center of the NLSV
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membrane that rises by 14 K even for this relatively modest applied current. A
closer view of the active region of the NLSV shown in panel b) indicates the hotspot remains largely symmetric in the y-direction, though is not uniform near the
more highly conductive NM channel, as expected. Though the thermal gradients
are highest in the membrane due to its very low thermal conductivity, significant
gradients still exist in the various metallic structures of the NLSV. We also note that
elevated T exists across the entire detector FM. In the membrane-supported case,
this has the important consequence that the background response is formed from
two thermocouples, rather than a simple single thermocouple raised to an elevated
temperature at the FM/NM detector junction. This makes the background dependent on the temperature difference between the typical detector junction (where the
R-hand FM contacts the NM channel), and the intersection of the larger Al lead
with the FM near the top of the detector strip. The thermoelectric circuit path
for the detector is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3.10c), with the two local temperatures, Tdet,t and Tdet,b , indicated. The total thermoelectric background voltage
generated across the detector is then:

Vnl = SAl (Tdet,b − T0 ) + SPy (Tdet,t − Tdet,b ) + SAl (T0 − Tdet,t ) ,

(3.3)

such that

Vnl = (SAl − SPy )(Tdet,b − Tdet,t ) = Srel (Tdet,b − Tdet,t ).

(3.4)

Using the calculated T values as shown in Fig. 3.10 and Srel ∼ −12 µV/K,
we estimate a background Vnl for the membrane NLSV at 200 K of ≈ 5 µV for
I = 0.274 mA, which is very much in line with the measured background Vnl as
shown in Fig. 3.5c).
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We determine the in-plane thermal gradient across the detector, ∇Tx , from the
simulation results by plotting the temperature profile vs. the x-coordinate in the
region near the detector at the y-coordinate location of the center of the NM channel.
We show plots of this temperature profile in Fig. 3.10e) and f ) for the bottom and
top contacts, respectively. Though there is some slight nonlinearity in this profile,
we estimate the thermal gradient with a linear fit to the T vs. x data in this region,
as indicated by the dark green line. The resulting thermal gradients are shown in
the relevant figures.
For a typical substrate-supported NLSV, integrating Eq. 3.1 for the geometry of
the NLSV gives an expression for the ANE coefficient, RN :

RN,substrate = −

VANE
,
SPy ∇Tx tP y

(3.5)

where SPy is the absolute Seebeck coefficient of the permalloy FM detector strip,
tPy is its thickness, and VANE is the voltage generated by the ANE. However, the
significant heating of the entire detector branch shown in Fig. 3.10b) demands more
careful consideration. Since the ANE does not involve spin current effects, which we
expect only near the NM channel, any location where an in-plane thermal gradient
exists across the detector FM and the overlapping Al contact allows the resulting
out-of-plane electric field to drive current along the Al lead and contribute a voltage
that will be detected in Vnl . As shown schematically in Fig. 3.10d), this occurs
at two locations in the detector voltage measurement path in our experiments. As
was the case with the thermoelectric voltage, the Nernst signal becomes dependent
on the difference in the in-plane gradients at these two locations, rather than the
total gradient generated at only one junction. Although ∇Tdet,b , ∇Tdet,t , m̂ and
the resulting Nernst electric fields all point in the same direction, the two electric
fields point in opposite sense with respect to the measurement circuit, since (for the
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~ det,t points in the direction toward the defined
choice of m̂ shown in Fig. 3.10d)) ∇V
~ det,b points toward the negative contact. In the membrane
positive contact while ∇V
geometry then
RN,membrane = −

VANE
,
SPy tP y (∇Tdet,b − ∇Tdet,t )

(3.6)

For the modeled conditions we use R2,ANE from Fig. 3.8 and calculate
VANE = [R2,ANE (200 K)] (0.274 mA)2 .

From previous work with thermal isolation platforms developed by our lab for measuring thermopower, [70] we find SP y = −12 µV /K at a bath temperature of 200
K. The resulting estimate for thermal spin injection at 200 K is RN = 0.17, which
is in good agreement with other values reported for permalloy (RN = 0.13 [37] and
RN = 0.2[41]). As is true for the Seebeck coefficient, the value of RN is likely
somewhat dependent on the nature of the scattering mechanisms present in a given
sample, so some spread in reported values is sensible.
Finally, we note that the effects we have observed, including increased backgrounds, large ANE components and potentially thermally-assisted spin transport in
the spin channel, are not unique to NLSVs fabricated on membranes, but could arise
in any case where the balance of the thermal gradients generated in the nanoscale
device tips from predominantly out-of-plane to more significant in-plane components. We expect the results presented here could inform other structures with more
unusual thermal properties. These could range from all-epitaxial metallic NLSVs
where the high degree of order could place a stronger emphasis on heat conduction
across interfaces that could alter thermal profiles, to graphene and other 2D systems with exceptionally high thermal conductivity and potentially poor coupling to
supporting substrates.[71, 64]
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3.6

Conclusion

In summary, we presented results of electrical and thermal spin injection as a
function of temperature for both thermally isolated metallic non-local spin valves
and similar structures supported by bulk substrates. The dramatically different
heat sinking of the nanoscale devices between the two constructions leads to several
observations that clarify the thermal physics of spin generation and transport in
metallic structures. The thermal isolation generates larger temperatures in the
NLSVs, which lead to larger backgrounds via thermoelectric effects that are largely
understood. The generation of larger in-plane gradients in the membrane-supported
NLSVs leads to larger signal components from the anomalous Nernst effect, which
exemplifies the role these magnetothermoelectric effects play in NLSVs.
Anomalous Nernst effects are enhanced by the near-2D geometry, as demonstrated by the consistent increase in R2 fit coefficients to the isolated ANE IV curves
for membrane-supported devices over substrate-supported devices at the same separation and orientation. Thermally-assisted electrical spin injection also appears in
the membrane-supported devices, as demonstrated through the nonlinearity of the
isolated spin IV curves. This effect is independent of the ANE, since we have excluded the ANE from these IV curves with our choice of subtractions. Additionally,
these thin 500-nm Si-N membranes can be treated as nearly 2D, as shown by the
good agreement of our calculated RN values for the 500-nm membrane-supported
device with values from previous works.
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Chapter 4

Temperature Dependence of the
Anomalous Nernst Coefficient
for Ni80Fe20 Determined with
Metallic Nonlocal Spin Valves
This work was accepted for publication in AIP Advances on 2 June, 2020.

4.1

Abstract

The anomalous Nernst effect, which generates an out-of-plane charge voltage
in response to a thermal gradient perpendicular to the magnetization of a ferromagnet, can play a significant role in many spintronic devices where large thermal
gradients exist. Since they typically include features deep within the submicron
regime, nonlocal spin valves can be made very sensitive to this effect by lowering
the substrate thermal conductance. Here, we use nonlocal spin valves suspended
on thin silicon nitride membranes to determine the temperature dependence of the
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anomalous Nernst coefficient of 35 nm thick permalloy (Ni80 Fe20 ) from 78 to 300 K.
In a device with a simple ferromagnet geometry, the transverse Seebeck coefficient
shows a weak temperature dependence, with values at all T near 2.5 µV/K. Assuming previously measured values of the Seebeck coefficient for permalloy, which has a
near-linear dependence on T , leads to a low temperature upturn in the anomalous
Nernst coefficient RN . We also show that the temperature dependence of this coefficient is different when a constricted nanowire is used for the ferromagnetic detector
element.

4.2

Introduction

In nanoscale spintronic circuits, large charge current densities can create large
thermal gradients that impact the resulting signal through various thermoelectric
and thermal spin effects. It is vital to understand how material choices and device
construction can enhance or suppress these effects to achieve sufficient signal-tonoise ratio for upcoming industrial applications. One important example of such
a magnetothermoelectric effect is the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). Whenever a
significant portion of the thermal gradient is perpendicular to the magnetization of
a ferromagnetic element of a device, the ANE can contribute significantly to the
observed spin signal.[40, 41, 25, 43, 44]
Often described as the thermal analog to the anomalous Hall effect,[25] the ANE
arises when a thermal gradient ∇T is perpendicular to the magnetization m
b of a
ferromagnet, producing a mutually perpendicular electric field ∇V , as shown in Fig.
4.1a. This electric field is given by the equation

∇VN = −SN m
b × ∇T,
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(4.1)

Figure 4.1: a) Schematic view of the ANE exhibited in a ferromagnet. In response to
a lateral thermal gradient ∇T perpendicular to magnetization m, an out-of-plane electric
field ∇V forms. b) Schematic illustrating ANE generation in an NLSV using thermal spin
injection. Charge current I, heat flow Q, magnetization m, voltage gradient V , and FM
separation length L are indicated. c) Cross-sectional FEM model mesh and geometry for a
NLSV using Py and Al formed on a single-crystal sapphire substrate. Note the substrate
extends far below the view shown here. d) A similar FEM model mesh and geometry, with
the bulk substrate removed in favor of a suspended Si-N membrane. e-f) Calculated T for
the two models, where the power dissipated in FM1 is 16× lower for the membrane case to
roughly match the applied currents used below. ∇T is indicated for select areas, showing
the large enhancement of in-plane ∇T driven by the removal of the bulk heat sinks of the
substrate.
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with m
b in the direction of the magnetization of the FM, and ∇T the thermal gradient
across the contact. Here SN is the transverse Seebeck coefficient, which is often
expressed as SN = RN SFM where RN is termed the anomalous Nernst coefficient
and SFM is the absolute Seebeck coefficient of the ferromagnet.
Despite the importance of materials-dependent parameters like RN , and similar studies conducted on anomalous Hall resistivity,[72, 73, 74] the temperature
dependence of the anomalous Nernst coefficient of thin films or nanostructures of
permalloy (Py, the Ni-Fe alloy with 80% Ni) has not been reported to our knowledge,
though other techniques have been used to investigate T -dependence of the ANE for
other materials.[75, 76] Indeed a relatively small number of reports investigate room
temperature behavior of the ANE in permalloy.[41, 37] Considering the ubiquity of
Py in spintronic and spin caloritronic devices, and the impact of anomalous Nernst
effects in these structures [77, 37, 39, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82], improved understanding of
the temperature dependence of the ANE in permalloy is valuable to both spintronics and spin caloritronics efforts. Here, we engineer nonlocal spin valves (NLSVs,
also known as lateral spin valves) to maximize the in-plane thermal gradient and
enhance and isolate the ANE.
We use NLSVs for their unique ability to separate charge current from pure spin
current.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13] Spin is injected into a non-magnetic metallic nanowire by
applying a charge current to one ferromagnetic nanowire under an in-plane external magnetic field H. The charge current is shunted away from the detector FM,
separated from the injector FM by a distance L limited by the spin diffusion length
λNM of the non-magnetic metal, and the pure spin current diffuses down the NM
channel. It is detected at the second FM as a nonlocal voltage.
Recently, NLSVs have emerged as an important tool in the growing field of
spin caloritronics, which studies coupling between heat and spin in materials and
devices,[22, 54, 55] since the ANE and other thermal and thermoelectric effects dom-
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inate the background nonlocal resistance of NLSVs.[36, 37, 38] Fig. 4.1b illustrates
how the ANE arises in our NLSVs when charge current I is driven through one of
the ferromagnetic nanowires, FM1. Pure spin current diffuses down the nonmagnetic channel, along with heat Q that gives rise to an in-plane thermal gradient.
The out-of-plane voltage gradient V due to the ANE is generated in the detector,
FM2, in response to this applied in-plane gradient.
The ANE portion of the NLSV response can be enhanced by dramatically decreasing the substrate thermal conductance, such that the majority of the thermal
gradient produced by the high charge current density in the injector nanowire lies
in the plane of the detector FM magnetization. We demonstrated this in previous
work by fabricating NLSVs on thin amorphous silicon-nitride (Si-N) membranes
with very low thermal conductance, [83] and show a simple model demonstrating
this effect in Figs. 4.1c-f). Here we use 2D finite element analysis of the heat flow,
described in greater detail below, in two simplified NLSVs. One NLSV is supported
on a 500 µm thick bulk sapphire (α−Al2 O3 ) substrate and the second formed on a
500 nm thick suspended Si-N membrane, fabricated by removing the bulk Si beneath
the Si-N using an anisotropic bulk Si etch, as described in more detail elsewhere.[83]
These cross-sectional models assume that the central 450 nm of the NM channel,
indicated with the dashed line on the inset schematics, has uniform heat, charge,
and spin flow, so do not give quantitatively accurate thermal gradients. However,
they clarify the qualitative concept we use in our ANE measurements. Fig. 4.1c)
and d) show the simple cross-sectional geometry with false color overlay for the
substrate and membrane supported NLSV, respectively, along with the mesh used
in the model calculation. Here thermal conductivity values are taken from previous measurements[51, 83, 2] for the FM, NM, and Si-N, and literature for the
sapphire.[84] We show example calculations of the temperature as a function of position in panels e) and f). These already make clear that the strongest gradients
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for the substrate case are predominately out-of-plane (labeled ∇Tz ) and near FM1
where heat is applied in the model. In stark contrast, the dominant thermal gradients in the membrane case are in-plane (labeled ∇Tx ), and much more uniform,
as expected by the removal of the bulk heat sink beneath the thin film structures.
[77, 85, 86, 87, 88] We also note that the temperature is elevated by ∼ 20 K for
the membrane case, despite using an modeled heating power 16× lower than that
used for the substrate case. This is also unsurprising in light of the removal of the
bulk substrate. We also indicate calculated values of thermal gradients for these
conditions at key locations, which show that the membrane-supported NLSV has
approximately one order of magnitude lower ∇Tz at the heated FM1/NM interface, while keeping a 38× higher ∇Tx across the detector FM2. This provides our
rationale for using the Si-N membrane NLSVs to study ANE as a function of temperature, since the relative reduction of ∇Tz reduces thermal spin injection, or the
spin dependent Seebeck effect,[23, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51] and allows us to record
large ANE signals from NLSVs. The nearly two-dimensional nature of the circuits
also allows us to simplify our analysis by performing 2D finite-element modeling to
calculate the in-plane thermal gradients. This is a distinct advantage, since determining the thermal gradient in nanoscale circuits or thin films is often the most
significant challenge. This modeling, which we performed at a single temperature
in an earlier publication, uses values of thermal conductivity vs. T measured using
other Si-N membrane techniques on similar thin film structures.[2, 1]
In this paper, we use this combination of extreme thermal isolation and 2D
modeling of thermal gradients to determine the temperature dependence of RN for
Py. We also present evidence that NLSV circuit geometry has a significant and
unusual effect on the relative thermal profiles across the detector contacts.
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4.3

Experimental Details

As described in previous work,[83] we photolithographically pattern platinum
electrical contact leads on 500 µm thick Si-N coated Si wafers, then use SF6 plasma
etch to form cleave marks for 1 cm × 1 cm chips and windows in the Si-N on the
back of the wafer, exposing the bulk Si. We then etch the bulk Si in 60% TMAH at
95 ◦ C for 10 h to form 90 µm × 90 µm Si-N membranes.
Using a two-step electron-beam lithography process,[51] we then fabricate NLSVs
on these Si-N membrane windows using Py and Al. The deliberate variance in size
and shape between FM1 and FM2, as shown in Fig. 4.1b, creates different switching
fields for the two strips when an external field is applied in the plane of the strips.
Via e-beam evaporation, we deposit 35 ± 5 nm Py at ≈ 0.1 nm/s in a load-locked
UHV chamber with typical base pressure  10−8 Torr, and aluminum in a highvacuum chamber at a higher rate ≈ 0.5 – 1 nm/s. The Py forms a native oxide due
to exposure to atmosphere during this two-step process, and although we perform
an Ar RF-cleaning step immediately prior to deposition of the aluminum layer, we
do not believe this to be sufficient to remove the native Py oxide. Our previous work
shows that the oxide does reduce overall signal size under electrical spin injection,
but does not inhibit thermal spin injection.[51]
We produced devices with intended L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm on Si-N
membranes on two different chips using the same metal deposition steps to minimize
variations in material quality. Both use a uniform 200 nm intended width of FM1.
The L = 500 nm device uses a uniform geometry for FM2 with a constant width
of ≈ 400 nm, while the L = 800 nm device narrows from 500 nm to 200 nm at the
junction between the FM detector and the NM channel to produce a contact area of
200 nm × 300 nm, the same as that of the FM injector/NM channel junction. We
study each NLSV in two Orientations (A and B), where the FM strips change roles
from spin injector to detector, which also reverses the direction of ∇T in the spin
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channel. Furthermore, we inject spin in two different ways. In the standard electrical
spin injection, charge current enters a FM and is extracted from the NM contact
away from the spin channel. In thermal spin injection, current It only through
the FM, such that Joule heat introduces a large thermal gradient that drives spin
into the channel via the spin dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE),[23] and generates
thermal gradients at the detector that leads to the ANE.
It is fairly common to measure NLSVs using AC techniques with a lock-in amplifier. In that approach authors often measure the signal component proportional
to the excitation frequency ω, and that proportional to 2ω, and assume the latter contains information related to thermal effects, since Joule heating is proportional to I 2 .[37, 46, 49, 52] As in our earlier work,[51, 83] and that of some other
groups,[35, 89] here we have chosen to use quasi-DC measurement of the entire IV
curve for the NLSV, made by integrating differential conductance curves using a
Keithley 6221 precision current source and 2182a nanovoltmeter. As described in
more detail below, fitting this curve gives the electrically-driven components proportional to I and the thermally-driven components proportional to I 2 directly. We
identify the switching locations of each NLSV at each T by recording the non-local
R using the “delta-mode” DC reversal technique with the same equipment. Note
that to avoid confusion with the Nernst coefficient, we use the term R in this paper
to refer to the non-local measurement, R = Vnl /I. All R presented here are such
non-local measurements. The fit coefficients of IV curves we then refer to as R1 and
R2 , where the field operating point is indicated with a sub-script or parentheses.

4.4

Results and Discussion

Fig. 4.2 presents example measurements and schematic R vs. H diagrams to
overview the measurement techniques used to determine the ANE contributions to
the NLSV signal. We first focus on the electrical spin injection case in Orientation
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Figure 4.2: a) Non-local R vs H for L = 500 nm NLSV at T = 78 K in orientation B,
electrical spin injection, with a small signal odd in applied H visible even at this reduced T
(with resulting low SFM ) b) IV curves collected at the parallel-positive (Pp = 400) Oe and
parallel-negative (Pn = −400 Oe) field points plotted from I = −1 mA to I = −0.995 mA,
with inset showing behavior of the Pp IV curve across the entire measured range of I =
−1 mA to I = 1 mA. Linear fits to each IV curve are annotated and agree well with the R
values in a); small variations are due to the more precise IV measurement than is used for
the R vs H sweeps. c-f) Illustration of the addition of an ANE signal (d) to the characteristic
spin-switching signal of the NLSV (c). This results in a small asymmetry between the upsweep (black, dashed) and down-sweep (red, solid) visible in (e) and shown in greater detail
in (f). The field switching points at which we collect more detailed IV curves–parallelpositive (Pp ), parallel-negatve (Pn ), antiparallel-positive (APp ), and antiparallel-negative
(APn ) are indicated in (e), and the final non-local resistance values R1 at Pp and Pn are
shown in (f). g-h) Raw (g) and spin-isolated (h) IV curves for substrate-supported (dark
purple) and membrane-supported (orange) L = 500 nm devices in orientation A at a bath
temperature of 200 K.
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B for the L = 500 nm device, shown schematically at top left. Fig.

4.2a) shows

an example R vs H sweep which we use to determine the field operation points for
subsequent IV curve measurements. This shows a fairly typical NLSV response,
though even in this case that does not isolate thermal effects, a small hysteresis
contribution that originates in the ANE is already visible. This non-local voltage
contribution is due to the large in-plane thermal gradients that form, which allow
Peltier effects proportional to I to also generate small thermal gradients and drive
a signal component ∝ I. To isolate thermal effects that result from either electrical
spin injection or thermal spin injection, we measure the full IV response at selected
magnetic fields. An example appears in Fig. 4.2b), which compares a small region
of the full IV response for the two full saturation points (here ±400 Oe), which
we identify as the parallel point on the positive field branch, Pp , and the parallel
point on the negative field branch, Pn . The full IV curve is shown in the inset.
This curve is dominated for this membrane-supported NLSV by large Seebeck and
Peltier terms that are field-independent.
The table below the schematic at left of FIg. 4.2 indicates the scheme for isolating
spin effects either with or without contributions from the ANE. Fitting the IV curve
(or the dV /dI curve before integration) after directly subtracting the data for the
appropriate field point allows examination of spin and ANE contributions. We
perform a second-order fit Vnl = R1 I + R2 I 2 , which yields the contribution due
to electrical spin injection and Peltier effects, R1 , and the much more significant
contribution due to Joule heating, R2 . As explained in more detail elsewhere,[83]
the net contribution due to Joule heating is given by R2,ANE = [R2 (Pp )−R2 (Pn )]/2.
This allows us to calculate the Nernst voltage VANE = R2,ANE I 2 at a given I.
FIgs. 4.2c-f) overview the two main components to the NLSV response. Fig. 4.2c)
shows the typical spin signal, which is even in field, with overall magnitude modeled
by the 78 K response for the 500 nm NLSV. Fig. 4.2d) shows the ANE contribution
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with hysteretic field dependence, with the switching points aligned with the coercive
field of the detector FM. The sum of these two is shown in panels e) and f), with
the relevant field points named in e) and a closer view shown in f) along with blue
points that indicate the R1 values determined from the IV fitting procedure. This
method of determining the ANE contributions focuses on acquiring the most critical
data to accurately determine the ANE and avoids long-term thermal and field drift
that arises when measuring the full H dependence of the R2 response.
The right panels of Fig. 4.2 focus on the thermal spin injection case in Orientation A, as shown schematically at top right, with the table indicating the
scheme for isolating ANE contributions using the field symmetry in this orientation with a reversed in-plane ∇T . In panel g) we compare the total measured IV
curve for the membrane and substrate-supported NLSVs recorded at 200 K, and in
panel h) the spin-component of the signal. As previously observed for substratesupported NLSVs,[51] the full IV curve in the thermally-driven case is already
strongly parabolic, and the isolated spin signal also shows a parabolic response indicating the SDSE. The membrane-supported NLSV has even stronger background
terms, but a smaller spin-isolated signal due to the proportionally smaller out-ofplane gradient needed to generate large SDSE contributions. Finally, note that the
spin-isolated IV curves do not contain any contributions from the anomalous Nernst
effect (ANE).
The ANE contribution to the signal from an NLSV is given by VANE = R2,ANE I 2 ,
where I is the charge current applied in the thermal spin injection configuration. In
figure 4.3 we show VANE vs. T for each device at an applied current I = 274 µA.
Similar ANE signals are generated in the electrical spin injection configuration,
but as described below, the flow of current from the FM to the NM introduces
Peltier effects that complicate the determination of ∇T . The L = 500 nm NLSV
has roughly T independent total ANE voltage contribution below 200 K, with an
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Figure 4.3: Anomalous Nernst voltage VANE due to Joule heating for applied current of
274 µA, plotted as a function of bath temperature T for L = 500 nm (red closed circles)
and L = 800 nm (open yellow circles). The L = 800 nm device shows a strong temperature
dependence.
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increase at higher T , while the L = 800 nm device shows a stronger T dependence
below 200 K. This device failed before complete data could be acquired at higher T .
Note also that without accurate information on the thermal gradient at locations
where the detector FM contributes ANE signals, the physical trends in the ANE
coefficient cannot be extracted.
To determine the required thermal gradients for our essentially 2D membrane
structure, we use a commercially available software package[26] for 2D FEM at
five base T ranging from 78–300 K for both NLSVs under thermal spin injection,
orientation A, using nominal geometry measurements. No models are created for
the L = 800 nm NLSV above 200 K, as the device failed before reliable data could
be collected at these temperatures. These models solve the 2D heat flow equation
in steady state,
∂
∂x





∂T (x, y)
∂
∂T (x, y)
k2D (x, y)
+
k2D (x, y)
∂x
∂y
∂y
= P2D (x, y),

(4.2)

where k2D = k · t with k the thermal conductivity (in W/m K) of the NLSV components and t the thickness of the films.
For most studies that attempt to quantify the thermal gradients in spintronic or
spincaloritronic devices, determining the correct thermal conductivity for the thin
films and nanostructures used to construct the device is a major challenge. It is not
uncommon for authors to use tabulated values of bulk thermal conductivity, which
should not be expected to represent the behavior of thin film components with
unavoidable higher levels of defects, grain boundaries, and other non-idealities. The
use of the Si-N membrane and resulting 2D nature of the heat transport simplifies
this somewhat, but this remains a source of uncertainty. The input k for Si-N and
Py use values we have measured for these thin films using similar suspended Si-N
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Figure 4.4: k2D vs. T for the 500-nm Si-N membranes (green circles),[1] Py thin films (light
blue squares),[2] and Al thin films.
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thermal isolation platforms.[69, 1, 2] Figure 4.4 shows these k2D values vs. T for
all three components. The Al values are calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz law,
ke /σ = LT , using experimentally-determined Lorenz number, L, and σ determined
from the measured first-order channel resistance for L = 500 nm (dark blue triangles)
and L = 800 nm (pink triangles) NLSVs. No data is given for the L = 800 nm Al
films above 200 K because no models were created at these temperatures. All k2D
show relatively weak dependence on T , and the small change in k2D,Al between the
L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm devices is likely caused by variations in Al grain size
caused by small variations in the channel width. Both the Py and the Si-N show
similarly small k2D , due to the ∼ 14× smaller thickness for the Py.
Figure 4.5 shows contour plots of the resulting 2D FEM solutions for both
membrane-suspended NLSVs. The black outlines show the location of metal features on the membrane. These model thermal spin injection, as is clear from panels
a) and c) that show symmetric heating of the top and bottom of the NLSV structure. The closer view of the region of the membranes near the spin channel shown in
panels b) and d) show the differing shapes of the FM2 nanowire, and the resulting
difference in temperature contours. Note that the low thermal conductance of the
substrate leads to heating across the entire NLSV. The detailed views in Figs. 4.5b)
and d) show significant thermal gradients even inside the nanoscale metallic features
of both devices. As described in more detail elsewhere,[83] both the FM/NM junction between the detector and the spin channel, shown at bottom, and the FM/NM
junction at the voltage lead, shown at top, produce a Nernst electric field. The
in-plane thermal gradients at these locations, that drive these ANE contributions,
are ∇Tbottom and ∇Ttop , respectively. These ANE fields point in opposite directions with respect to the measurement contacts, since one contact is held as positive
and the other as negative. Thus, the measured Nernst electric field is given, after
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: 2D finite-element modeling for L = 500 nm (a,b) and L = 800 nm (c,d)
membrane-supported NLSVs at T = 100 K with I = 0.274 mA. Lateral thermal gradients ∇Ttop and ∇Tbottom across the two FM/NM detector junctions are indicated.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: For the L = 500 nm NLSV (a,c), the magnitude of the thermal gradient across
the bottom detector contact (∇Tbottom , green symbols) is close to that of the thermal
gradient across the top detector contact (∇Ttop , dark purple symbols), as demonstrated
by the subtracted difference between the two shown in panel (c). For the L = 800 nm
NLSV (b,d), the magnitude of this difference is nearly three times larger. This represents a
significant change in behavior between the two separation distances and device geometries
that must be taken into account during our calculations of RN .

integrating Eq. 4.1 for the geometry of the NLSV, by

VANE = SN tPy (∇Ttop − ∇Tbottom )

(4.3)

where tPy is the Py film thickness and for ∇Ttop and ∇Tbottom defined in Fig. 4.5b)
and d).
Although slight nonlinearities can exist in the lateral thermal gradients across
the detector contacts, we determine ∇Ttop and ∇Tbottom by performing linear fits
to the T vs x data in each region at the y-coordinate location at the center of
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the contact. We display the results in Fig. 4.6. Changing L and contact width
has little effect on ∇Ttop , but has a larger effect on ∇Tbottom . This is due to the
interplay of the detector nanowire shape and the separation distance between the
two FM strips.[3] The calculated value ∇Ttop − ∇Tbottom (Fig. 4.6c,d) shows a weak
dependence on T , with a similar trends in both devices for corresponding T , though
with larger values for the L = 800 nm NLSV. This difference is used to determine
the ANE coefficient RN from:

RN SPy = −
In Fig.

VANE
.
tPy (∇Tbottom − ∇Ttop )

(4.4)

4.7, we see the dependence of RN and SN = RN SPy on the base

temperature T . Note that the SN values of Fig. 4.7a) do not include any assumption
of values of the Seebeck coefficient, so are the most direct measure of the size of
Nernst signals in the NLSVs. The error bars shown are dominated by the ∼ 15%
uncertainty in tPy . The two different NLSVs show quite different trends for SN with
T , with nearly linear behavior for the L = 800 nm NLSV and relatively constant
values for the L = 500 nm NLSV. We note that a nearly T -independent behavior
is also seen in ρH for polycrystalline Py films of similar thickness.[74] Since SN and
ρH have been shown to be related via a Mott equation,[43] this weak T -dependence
is reasonable.
Determining RN requires knowledge of the absolute Seebeck coefficient of the Py,
and here we have used values measured using similar Si-N membrane techniques[51]
to estimate this number. Variations in thickness, geometry, or composition could
alter the SPy values somewhat, and introduce an overall scaling error or modify the
apparent T dependence. Further studies to understand the impact of these factors
on the ANE are ongoing. However, for both RN and SN above 150 K the values
for both NLSVs agree well, and at 200 K the two data points are coincident on this
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) RN vs. T for the two NLSVs. (b) SN , determined using values of SPy taken
from similar thin films. Values from the two NLSVs converge at T = 200 K. The divergence
between values calculated from each device at T < 150 K is thought to be caused by the
effect of the detector nanowire geometry on ∇Tbottom and the absolute Seebeck coefficient
SPy .[3] All error bars are dominated by the 15% error in tPy .
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scale. RN = 0.2 around T = 200 K for both devices, which agrees with previous
measurements of this value for Py.[37, 41] However, it is immediately clear that the
T dependence of both RN and SN is more significant than that of either ∇Ttop −
∇Tbottom or any of the k2D values for the device components. We suspect that the
apparent divergence of SN between the L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm devices below
T = 150 K is driven by changes in SPy due to the constricted detector nanowire in the
L = 800 nm device.[3] Similar geometrical constrictions in single-component metallic
nanowires have been observed to give rise to thermoelectric voltages,[90, 91, 92]
though open questions surround these thermoelectric size-effects. Aspects of our
ongoing work are focused on probing geometric effects in ferromagnetic and other
metallic nanowire systems.

4.5

Conclusions

In summary, we presented evidence of T dependent SN and RN for Py measured
with membrane-suspended metallic NLSVs. A relatively weak T -dependence for
SN in the simplest NLSV geometry is in line with expectations for ρH on similar
Py films. We also show evidence of effects on ∇T and SN due to device geometry.
Further studies are underway to determine the effects of the constricted nanowire
used in the L = 800 nm NLSV on SPy .
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Chapter 5

Effects of Nanowire Geometry
on the Absolute Seebeck
Coefficient
5.1

Abstract

In the Seebeck effect, an applied thermal gradient gives rise to an electric potential along a material. The absolute Seebeck coefficient S (sometimes α), also
known as the thermopower, is a proportionality constant dictating the magnitude
of the voltage as a function of the thermal gradient. This proportionality constant
appears in other thermoelectric and thermal spin effects, including the anomalous
Nernst effect, and thus becomes a relevant material parameter in any electric or
spintronic circuit where large thermal gradients are generated in the plane of the
device. Our recent work with the anomalous Nernst effect in non-local spin valves
suggests that the geometry of the detector nanowire may affect the absolute Seebeck
coefficient of the nanowire material. Therefore, we propose a new microscale circuit
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on our thin Si-N membranes to test the absolute Seebeck coefficient of a constricted
nanowire for comparison to known values in uniform geometries.

5.1.1

Motivation

In Chapter 4, an interesting disparity was noted in the behavior of the thermal
gradient in the L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm NLSVs. To determine whether this
disparity had its origins in the difference in separation distance or the shape of the
nanowire, we tested a range of variations in the device geometry. Using the same
PDE coefficients applied for the L = 500 nm device in Ch. 4, we ran models with
varying constrictions in the detector nanowire, including the 200-nm constriction
used for the L = 800 nm NLSV device measured in the same chapter. Similarly, we
applied the PDE coefficients used to model the original L = 800 nm device to the
same range of constrictions in the detector nanowire, including the uniform 400-nm
width geometry used for the L = 500 nm device. This allowed us to observe the
effect of both the shape of the nanowire for the same sets of PDE coefficients as well
as the effect of the separation distance for the same geometry.
Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between nanowire geometry and thermal gradients for devices with the same PDE coefficients. Here, the thermal gradients calculated for the L = 500 nm device with uniform geometry (d) and for the L = 800
nm device with a 200 nm wide bottom contact (f) are used as the controls, based
on data taken from existing devices and also seen in Fig. 4.6. Here, we see that the
thermal gradient across the bottom contact decreases in magnitude for a constricted
geometry in the L = 500 nm separation, but increases in the L = 800 nm separation.
This is surprising, as the expectation was that the behavior of the trends in the
thermal gradients relative to the nanowire geometry would be consistent between
the L = 500 nm and L = 800 nm models. It also emphasizes that the nanowire
geometry has a significant impact on the modeled thermal gradients. As discussed
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Figure 5.1: Thermal gradients across top (∇Ttop ) and bottom (∇Tbottom ) NLSV detector
contacts as a function of bath temperature for L = 500 nm (a–d) and L = 800 nm (e–
h) NLSV models with varying degrees of nanowire constriction. The width of the bottom
detector contact is indicated on each plot (100, 200, 300, 400), with the 400-nm contact
width equivalent to the geometry for the 500-nm device in Ch. 3 and the 200-nm contact
width equivalent to the geometry for the 800-nm device in the same chapter. By comparing
the values for each ∇T at the same bath temperature across geometries and separations, we
see that although ∇Ttop is relatively consistent in all cases, ∇Tbottom varies substantially as
a function of separation distance and nanowire geometry.

in Ch. 4, the trends in the thermal gradients do not explain the diverging trends
in the transverse Seebeck coefficient SN nor the trends in the anomalous Nernst
coefficient RN , the latter of which is dependent on the absolute Seebeck coefficient
of Py, SP y . However, other work suggests that the geometry of the nanowire can
impact the absolute Seebeck coefficient of the material,[93] and as shown in Apdx.
D.2.3, our calculations are based on the assumption that SP y is independent of the
nanowire geometry.
In order to test the theory that the shape of the detector nanowire could account for the different trends in RN , we therefore propose to measure the absolute
Seebeck coefficient of a constricted nanowire in order to compare it to recorded absolute Seebeck coefficients. In this chapter, we discuss the design for this proposed
experiment, and present theoretical thermal models as proof of concept.
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Figure 5.2: a) False-color schematic of proposed microscale circuit based on membrane
regions of existing NLSV blanks. Here, the membrane is illustrated in dark gray, with
existing Pt leads and alignment marks in dark indigo and Pt features to be added in purple.
The heater is indicated in light red, and the thermometer is indicated in light orange, with
circuit and voltage leads (I±heat , I±ther , V ±heat , V ±ther ) labeled. The two heat sinks in
green transfer the heat more efficiently to the nanowire via the triangular shape and sink it
to the substrate on the right. The nanowire itself and its voltage measurement leads (V ±S )
are illustrated in light blue. b) Detailed view of the region marked by a dark blue box in
a). The constricted geometry of the nanowire is clearly visible, as well as its connections to
the heat sinks on the left and right.

5.1.2

MATLAB and 2D FEM

The thermal models we use are created using techniques very similar to those in
Ch. 3. Since the devices are to be constructed on Si-N membrane windows like those
used for the membrane-supported NLSVs, we can consider the circuits in the twodimensional limit. We therefore assemble 2D finite-element models using MATLAB,
with PDE coefficients calculated via the routines in Apdx. D.3.2. Further details
on the mathematics of the models can be found in Ch. 3.
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5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Design
Circuit Design

Figure 5.2(a) shows a colorized CAD layout of a proposed microscale circuit on
a 90 µm × 90 µm membrane window. This is based on the layout of a membrane
region of an existing NLSV blank like the chips discussed in Ch. 3. The design of the
heater, thermometer, and heat sinks echoes layouts used on thermal isolation platforms discussed in previous work.[94] For our purposes, these membrane windows
are preferred over the thermal isolation platforms because of the need to pattern the
constricted nanowire, shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The smaller span of the membrane window compared to the thermal isolation platforms makes electron-beam lithography
easier, as the unsupported Si-N tends to bow under its own weight and this is only
exacerbated for longer spans. Additionally, the NLSV blanks come pre-patterned
with 8 of the 10 required electrical leads and a set of 4 alignment marks around the
membrane window, as well as alignment references at the corners of the entire 1 cm
× 1 cm chip.
The heater and thermometer leads, shown in light red and light orange respectively in Fig. 5.2(a), each have 4 measurement leads: two charge current leads I±
and two charge voltage leads V ±. This allows us to calculate the power through the
heater lead more precisely by measuring both the current and voltage to account
for changes in the resistivity of the lead material due to the temperature change.
Similarly, changes in the resistivity of the voltage lead will be used to measure the
local temperature in this region, and thus a first approximation of the temperature
at one end of the nanowire due to the large, triangular heat sink. The heat sink
also serves the purpose of making the thermal profile more uniform, aligned with
the axis of the constricted nanowire, which will simplify calculations of the thermal
gradient. The spin voltage measured by the two leads on the nanowire, V ±s , will
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be used together with these calculations of the thermal gradient to determine the
absolute Seebeck coefficient of the material under test.
Generally, any measurements of the Seebeck effect in a material are based on
the relative Seebeck coefficient between the test material and the voltage leads:
Srel = Slead + Stest . In our circuit, the voltage leads are constructed from the same
material as the constricted nanowire, and patterned at the same time to eliminate
any possibility of oxide or defects forming at the contacts. These leads do connect
to the larger measurement leads on the bulk Si surrounding the membrane; however,
since the bulk Si has a much higher thermal conductivity than the Si-N, there is
virtually no in-plane thermal gradient at these contact points, and thus Slead is
considered negligible.

5.2.2

Material Choices

Several factors are considered in the choices of materials for the circuit. For
the added electrical leads, to bring the total number of measurement contacts to 10
from the 8 originally patterned around each membrane window, Pt is chosen because
the original 8 electrical leads are also patterned in Pt. For multi-layer circuits, the
additional L-shaped alignment marks can also be patterned with Pt so they will
show up more easily during alignment for e-beam lithography.
For single-layer circuits, all circuit elements—heater, thermometer, nanowire,
voltage leads, and heat sinks—will be patterned from the same material; for multilayer circuits, the second set of alignment marks will be used to place heat sinks of a
different material and only the heater, thermometer, nanowire, and voltage leads will
be made from the material under test. This streamlined design is therefore limited
to testing materials with larger electrical resistivities, which produce enough heat
in the heater wire to induce a large thermal gradient along the nanowire.
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The applied heat P2D is calculated according to Eq. 4.2. As noted in Apdx.
D.3.2, the calculations are based on an applied charge current I of 100 mA—a large
increase from the applied I = 0.274 mA used for the NLSV circuits. The reason
for this increase is because of the much larger heater wires; the heater wire in the
modeled NLSVs is only 200 nm wide, whereas the heater wire in these test circuits is
1 µm wide. The heater is also much farther from the nanowire in these new circuits.
These larger wires are more robust than the injector FM in the NLSVs and should
withstand this larger current.
Another important consideration is availability of materials. While Py is the
most relevant material to test, as it is used in the constricted NW of our NLSV
devices, and also desirable for its higher resistivity, our lab restricts deposition of this
material to a UHV chamber to produce high-quality films. This chamber requires
significant cooling capacity, and due to current lab conditions, this is difficult to
accomplish. In our lab, non-magnetic materials can be deposited in a high-vacuum
chamber that consumes fewer resources, albeit at a small cost to film quality, and
so alternative materials were considered. Copper and gold both have very small
electrical resistivities, and did not produce enough heat to induce significant thermal
gradients along the nanowire when used for a single-layer circuit. A 40 nm aluminum
circuit proved to be a better alternative, producing a thermal gradient on the same
order of magnitude as a single-layer 35 nm Py circuit.
Depending on lab conditions, three circuits proved most promising for tests: two
single-layer circuits with 40 nm Al and 35 nm Py respectively, and one multi-layer
circuit with 35 nm Py nanowire and measurement leads and 100 nm Au heat sinks.
The PDE coefficients for the Al and Py regions are based on values reported in Ch.
4 in Fig. 4.4 at 200 K, with the Al values based on those from the 500 nm NLSV as
a rough estimate. PDE coefficients for Au regions are based on standard values for
3D thermal conductivity and/or electrical resistivity at 200 K.[95]
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5.3

Results

Figure 5.3: a–c) 2D FEM results for 3 proposed test circuit: one with all features made
from 40 nm Al (a), all features made from 35 nm Py (b), and wires made from 35 nm
Py with heat sinks made from 100 nm Au (c). Insets show the thermal profile across the
entire circuit. d–e) ∇T along the section of the nanowire between the voltage measurement
leads as calculated by a linear fit to 2D FEM results from the single-layer 40 nm Al (d),
single-layer 35 nm Py (e), and 35 nm Py with 100 nm Au heat sinks (f). All models use a
bath temperature of T = 200 K.

The magnitude of the thermal gradient is highly dependent on the materials
chosen for both the heater/thermometer system and the heat sinks at either end
of the nanowire. Of the multiple systems modeled, three emerged as especially
promising. The first, a single-layer circuit made from 40 nm Al, produces a thermal
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gradient of ∇T = 0.038 K/µm along the length of the nanowire between the two
voltage contacts, as shown in Fig. 5.3(a) and (d). More relevant to the original
motivation for this experiment is the single-layer Py circuit shown in Fig. 5.3(b)
and (e), which more than doubles the thermal gradient to ∇T = 0.083 K/µm. The
strongest thermal gradients, however, are produced in multi-layer circuits using heat
sinks with high thermal conductivity, like the Py/Au model shown in Fig. 5.3(c) and
(f), where the modeled thermal gradient ∇T = 0.197 K/µm is more than five times
larger than that of the 40 nm Al circuit.
As discussed in Sec. 1.2.4, the measured Seebeck voltage is directly proportional
to the thermal gradient and the absolute Seebeck coefficient. Assuming an absolute
Seebeck coefficient for aluminum of Sabs = −3.2 µV/K[51] at 200 K and given the
length of the nanowire as 2.1 µm, this yields an expected Seebeck voltage ∇VS =
−1.3 µV.

5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have demonstrated a proof-of-concept for testing the absolute
Seebeck coefficient of a constricted nanowire using existing membrane-window chips.
Two different device structures are proposed: one with highly conductive heat sinks
to maximize the thermal gradient along the length of the nanowire, and one with
all features made from the same material to save fabrication time. The thermal
profile is modeled across the circuit for multiple proposed devices, and the thermal
gradient is calculated along the length of the nanowire using these results. For a
simple single-layer device made from 40 nm thick aluminum, the rough estimate for
a measured Seebeck voltage is −1.3 µV at a bath temperature of 200 K.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, I presented results of extreme thermal engineering of metallic
non-local spin valves (NLSVs) by changing the supporting substrate from a bulk Si
chip to thin Si-N membranes. This reduces the thermal profile of the NLSV to two
dimensions in the plane of the device and is shown to enhance the overall background
signal dramatically due to the lower substrate thermal conductance, as illustrated
in previous work.[35] Doing so enhances in-plane thermal spin effects. First, it
allows for thermally-assisted electrical spin injection, where phonon momentum can
enhance or reduce a non-local spin signal due to electrical spin injection depending
on the relative directions of spin current flow and heat flow. Second, it enhances the
anomalous Nernst effect, as expected from the governing equations. This allows for
the use of 2D finite-element modeling of an NLSV with FM separation L = 800 nm
to describe the thermal gradient and calculate the anomalous Nernst coefficient RN
for the FM material used, Py, as RN = 0.17 at T = 200 K, and the close agreement
of this value with values reported by other groups supports our assertion that the
thermal gradient in these membrane-supported devices can be well-described in the
two-dimensional limit.[37, 41]
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I then extended these models to include an FM separation of L = 500 nm and
a wider range of temperatures, from T = 78–200 K for the original L = 800 nm
device and T = 78–300 K for the L = 500 nm device. This study yielded the
temperature dependence of the anomalous Nernst coefficient for Py, which has not
been previously reported. In doing so, I observed an interesting divergence in the
trends of the transverse Seebeck coefficient SN and the anomalous Nernst coefficient
RN at temperatures below 200 K. Most notably, the trends in SN and RN are not
self-consistent as expected. However, in addition to the FM separation distance,
there is another important difference between the devices: a constriction in the
shape of the detector nanowire in the L = 800 nm device that is not present in the
L = 500 nm device. Since SN is directly measured and RN depends on the absolute
Seebeck coefficient of the Py forming the detector nanowire. In these models, I
assume that this value is consistent between the two device geometries. This may
not be the case at the nanoscale.
To investigate this, I therefore propose a membrane-supported circuit to test
the Seebeck coefficient of a contricted nanowire. The circuit is designed to be constructed on the same blanks used for NLSV circuits, a matter of convenience, and
consist of robust heater and thermometer leads, as well as heat sinks to maximize
the thermal gradient along the length of the nanowire. A set of 2D finite-element
models for various material compositions demonstrates proof-of-concept for this device, with a device constructed from a single layer of aluminum with a thickness of
40 nm showing an attractive balance between the magnitude of the thermal gradient
and the ease of device fabrication.
Due to the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic and shelter-in-place orders in the
state of Colorado at the time of writing, these final experiments remain an object
of future study.
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Appendix A

Naming Conventions on Data
and Model Files
The conventions outlined in this section are not exhaustive, but are fully illustrative of the types of tags that appear in files containing data and calculated
values.

A.1

NLSV AMR Data File Names

The file names on NLSV AMR data are constructed by LabVIEW from a set of
pre-determined components assembled as follows:
[Date] + Run + [Run Number] + [Chip Designation] + [Separation
Distance] + nm + [Membrane or Substrate] + [Bath Temperature] +
KAMR + [Test Name] + [Up or Down]
Date: Date the data was collected, in YYMMDD format.
Run Number: Can also be thought of as a batch number. Typically, multiple
chips are put in the deposition chamber at once to save resources; chips that were
deposited at the same time are said to be from the same run. Runs that have been
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tested are 1, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 13. However, only the Run 9 devices are physically
labeled as such in their case. All Run 9 devices are now dead.
Chip Designation: Chips from the same run are distinguished by letters of the
alphabet—lower-case in all instances except a few data sets from Run10a.
Separation Distance: Separation length between the two FM strips, in nm. Multiple separation lengths are attempted on each chip, one in each of the 3 quadrants
with pre-patterned platinum leads. (The fourth quadrant is left blank to accommodate the clip used to secure the chip to the testing mount.) On chips designed
with 1 µm × 1 µm membrane windows, 2 of the 3 circuits in each quadrant are
constructed on membranes, with the center device on the bulk Si substrate. The
reason for this is that the membranes bow slightly under their own weight, which
can make beam optimization more difficult and results in a lower yield than devices
constructed on the substrate. Currently, there is no convention for indicating which
circuit in a particular quadrant is being tested.
Membrane or Substrate: On chips where both membrane and substrate devices
are constructed, the designation M em is used to indicate membrane-supported devices and the designation Sub is used for substrate-supported devices. On chips
where all devices are constructed on a bulk substrate, such as those from Run 1,
this designation is not present.
Bath Temperature: The temperature at which the data was collected, in K,
maintained by a liquid nitrogen-cooled cryostat. Typically, device data is collected
at 5 unique temperatures: 78 K, 100 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K.
Test Name: The circuit configuration under test. Here, orientation A is indicated
as II-VV and orientation B as IV-VI. This is a reference to the way the apparatus
sets up the measurements relative to the pre-patterned electrical leads, where I
indicates a charge current contact and V indicates a non-local voltage contact.
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Up or Down: Indicates which direction the external magnetic field sweep travels.
Up is a sweep from negative to positive, usually -400 Oe–400 Oe. Down is a sweep
from positive to negative.
Following this convention, data from -400 Oe to 400 Oe taken on May 01, 2015,
from a membrane-supported device with a 500-nm separation length on Chip a of
Run 19 at a bath temperature of 100 K in orientation A, thermal spin injection,
would be labeled as:
150501Run19a500nmMem100KAMRII-VVTherUp
This data is printed as tab-delimited text files with no headers.

A.2

NLSV IV Data File Names

The file names on raw NLSV IV data are constructed by LabVIEW from a set
of pre-determined components assembled as follows, similarly to the AMR data file
names explained above:
[Date] + Run + [Run Number] + [Chip Designation] + [Separation
Distance] + nm + [Membrane or Substrate] + [Bath Temperature] + K
+ [Field Point] + Oe + [Test Name]
Date: Date the data was collected, in YYMMDD format.
Run Number: Can also be thought of as a batch number. See above.
Chip Designation: Chips from the same run are distinguished by letters of the
alphabet. See above.
Separation Distance: Separation length between the two FM strips, in nm. See
above.
Membrane or Substrate: Indicates whether the device is membrane- or substratesupported. See above.
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Bath Temperature: The temperature at which the data was collected, in K. See
above.
Field Point: The external magnetic field at which the data was taken, in Oe.
Test Name: The circuit configuration under test. See also above.
Following this convention, data taken on May 13, 2015 from a membranesupported device with a 500-nm separation length on Chip a of Run 19 at a bath
temperature of 100 K and an external magnetic field of -120 Oe in orientation A,
thermal injection would be labeled as:
150513Run19a500nmMem100K-120OeII-VVTher
This data is printed as tab-delimited text files with no headers.

A.3

NLSV 2D Finite-element Model File Names

The MATLAB files for the 2D finite-element models of the Run9 membranesupported devices are named as follows:
NLSV + [Old vs New] + [Test Name] + topview + [Separation Distance]
+ nm + [Bath Temperature] + K + [Nominal vs Measured Geometry]
Old vs New: An older version of the NLSV circuit used a uniform rectangular
shape for the shorter, wider FM strip and is indicated by the tag OldStyle. The
newer version uses the dogbone geometry for this FM strip and is indicated by
NewStyle.
Test Name: The circuit configuration under test. See also section on AMR file
naming convention.
Separation Distance: Separation length between the two FM strips, in nm. See
also section on AMR file naming convention.
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Bath Temperature: The temperature at which the model was designed, in K.
See also section on AMR file naming convention.
Nominal vs Measured Geometry: Some models were constructed using the device geometry measured with scanning electron microscopy and are indicated by
MeasuredGeom. However, the margin of error on these measurements is such that
they did not offer a significant benefit to the models, and so the nominal device
geometry (as designed in the lithography layouts) was used for the final models and
indicated by NominalGeom.
Following this convention, a model for an NLSV with the dogbone-shaped detector FM and 800-nm separation length in orientation A, thermal spin injection,
at 200 K with the nominal detector geometry is given as:
NLSVNewStyleIIVVThertopview800nm200KNominalGeom
For the special case of the geometry dependence tests discussed in Chapter 5,
the files will have a date appended in YYMMDD format. This indicates the date
on which the PDE coefficients were generated and added to the model.

A.4

NLSV PDE Coefficient File Names

For many 2D finite-element models, the required PDE coefficients are saved in
separate comma-delimited CSV files, which are named as follows:
PDECoeffs + [Separation Distance] + nm + [Bath Temperature] + K
+ [Nominal vs Measured Geometry] + [Date]
Separation Distance: Separation length between the two FM strips, in nm. See
also section on AMR file naming convention.
Bath Temperature: The temperature at which the model was designed, in K.
See also section on AMR file naming convention.
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Nominal vs Measured Geometry: Indicates whether the model uses the nominal
or measured device geometry. See also above.
Date: Date the PDE coefficients were generated and added to the model file, in
YYMMDD format.
Thus, a set of PDE coefficents generated for an NLSV at 200 K with 800 nm
separation and nominal device geometry on May 15, 2019, would be named as:
PDECoeffs800nm200KNominalGeom190515
Some files include the tag Avg as part of the file name and no separation distance.
These contain PDE coefficients averaged from those of the 500 nm and 800 nm device
models, which vary in the thermal conductivity of the NM channel as discussed in
Chapter 3.
All thermal conductivities reported in these files include the contribution from
the Si-N membrane unless stated otherwise in the headers.
These results are printed as CSVs with headers denoting variable name and
units.

A.5

NLSV 2D FEM Model Result File Names

The names of the files containing the temperature values from the 2D finiteelement models of Run 9 NLSV devices in orientation A, thermal spin injection are
assembled as follows:
[Old vs New] + IIVVTher + [Separation Distance] + nm + [Bath Temperature] + K + SuperX + [Contact Width] + cont + [Date] + [Top
or Bottom]
Old vs New: Denotes detector NW shape. See also section on NLSV finiteelement model file names.
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Separation Distance: Separation length between the two FM strips, in nm. See
also section on AMR file naming convention.
SuperX: On older data sets, the ∆x between locations at which the temperature
was sampled was larger, which led to larger error in the results. SuperX denotes the
smaller ∆x = 0.001 nm used in subesquent models, and since temperature values
were printed in a file separate from ∆x, this also tells the user which run of x values
to use for fitting the results.
Bath Temperature: The temperature at which the model was designed, in K.
See also section on AMR file naming convention.
Contact Width: For models that tested the effect of detector NW geometry on
the thermal profile, this denotes the width of the contact between the NM channel and the detector FM. These use the NewStyle geometry. For models that use
measured or nominal geometry, this label is not present.
Date: Date the model was run, in YYMMDD format. Models for Chapter 3
were run on June 26, 2019 (190626).
Top or Bottom: Results labeled bottom are slices through the geometric center
of the NM channel, from x = 40 µm to x = 50 µm. Results labeled top are slices
through the geometric center of the top contact between the voltage lead and the
detector FM, also from x = 40 µm to x = 50 µm. The actual detector contact
locations vary based on the model geometry. This is sorted out in the Python
analysis codes.
Following this convention, a thermal profile at a bath temperature of 200 K for
the line through the top contact in an NLSV with an 800 nm separation length and
a standard dogbone geometry collected on May 18, 2019, would be labeled as:
NewStyleIIVVTher800nm200KSuperX190518top
All models use the same PDE coefficients for the membrane and Py, as these
are based on standards from similar membranes and films as discussed in Chapter
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5. However, the 2D thermal conductivity for the NM regions are based on channel
resistance measurements collected for each device and vary slightly between the two,
as discussed in Chapter 3.
Some older models also contain labels such as SuperMesh. This is to denote
models that were run with very fine meshes, as distinct from older models that
were run using coarser meshes—on the order of 20,000 nodes. Models dated later
than these that do not contain such a label are run with fine meshes on the order
of 500,000 nodes. The coarseness of the mesh does have a dramatic impact on the
quality of the results; a mesh of 500,000 nodes or more returns very workable results.

A.6

Seebeck Coefficient 2D Finite-element Model File
Names

The file names on 2D finite-element models for testing the behavior of the Seebeck coefficient in a constricted nanowire are assembled similarly to those of the
NLSV 2D FEM files:
Seebeck10wire + [Date] + [Sink Style] + [Material] + [Thickness] + nm
Date: Date the PDE coefficients were added to the model in YYMMDD format.
Sink Style: Older versions of the circuit incorporated some measurement leads
into the heat sinks designed to create larger thermal gradients across the nanowire
and are indicated by the tag SinksAsLeads. Newer models separate the measurement
leads from the heat sink and are indicated by the tag SeparateSink.
Material: In multi-layer circuit designs, where the heat sink is a different material
than the nanowire, this indicates the heat sink material and the material in all other
parts of the circuit is assumed to be 35 nm Py. In single-layer circuit designs, this
indicates the material used to construct the entire circuit. With exception to Py,
this is the elemental symbol—e.g., Au, Cu, etc.
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Two later files do not contain a Sink Style: one labeled Au40nm and one labeled
Al40nm. These are single-layer circuit designs.
Following this convention, a multi-layer model constructed with 35 nm Py wires
and 100 nm gold heat sinks with coefficients generated on May 15, 2019, would be
labeled as:
Seebeck10wire190515SeparateSinkAu100nm
All models are created at a bath temperature of 200 K.

A.7

Seebeck Coefficient 2D FEM Model Result File
Names

The names of the files containing the x and T pairs from the 2D finite-element
models of circuits designed to test the Seebeck coefficient of a constricted NW are
assembled as follows:
[Date] + [Multi or Single] + [NW Material] + [NW Film Thickness] + nm
+ [Sink Material] + [Sink Film Thickness] + nm + [Bath Temperature]
+ K + [Sink Style]
Date: Date the model was run in YYMMDD format.
Multi or Single: Models constructed from a single layer of a single material (e.g.,
Py or Al) are denoted with the label Single. Models that use a separate material for
the heat sink (e.g., Au or Cu) are denoted with the label Multi. This denotes the
number of layers/steps required to assemble the circuit on the membrane, exclusive
of additional measurement leads.
NW Material: In models designed with separate materials for the heat sinks,
the NW material is listed first. This material forms not only the NW, but also the
heater and thermometer wires and the Seebeck voltage measurement leads.
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NW Film Thickness: Thickness of the NW material, in nm.
Sink Material: In models designed with separate materials for the heat sinks,
the heat sink material is listed second.
Sink Film Thickness: Thickness of the heat sink material, in nm.
Bath Temperature: Temperature at which the model is designed, in K.
Sink Style: Denotes whether the heat sinks also function as measurement leads.
See also section on Seebeck coefficient model file names.
Following this convention, a results file for a multi-layer model with a nanowire
made from 35 nm thick Py and heat sinks made from 120 nm thick Cu at 200 K,
where the heat sinks do not function as measurement leads, generated on May 24,
2019, would be labeled as:
190524MultiPy35nmCu120nm200KSeparateSink
These are printed as CSV files with headers denoting variable name and units.

A.8

Plots and Thermal Profile File Names

Naming schemes for images follow conventions similar to the associated models
and CSVs. Those plotting T or ∆T as a function of x focus on the profile across the
detector contact, which is automatically selected by the Python analysis routine.
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Appendix B

Unit Conventions in NLSV
Data and Model Result Files
Many post-2018 files generated using Python routines include units in the headers, including PDE coefficient logs, calculated NLSV Nernst voltages, and modeled
thermal profiles for Seebeck circuits. Exceptions to this rule are listed in this section.

B.1

AMR File Units

AMR results for NLSV devices are printed as two-column tab-delimited text files
with no headers. The variable names and units in these files are given as follows:
H (Oe)

R (kΩ)

where H is the external magnetic field and R is the measured non-local resistance.
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B.2

Differential Conductance and IV Measurement File
Units

Raw data for differential conductance and IV curves collected from NLSVs with
LabVIEW are printed as four-column tab-delimited text files with no headers. The
variable names and units in these files are given as follows:
I (A)

dV (µV)

dV /dI (Ω)

Vint (µV)

where I is the applied charge current, dV is the differential voltage, dV /dI is
the derivative of the IV curve, and Vint is the integrated voltage.
For calculating IV curve fit coefficients, we fit dV /dI as a function of I and
integrate the coefficients at the end. The reason for this is to minimize error, since
Vint is a value calculated by LabVIEW and dV /dI is a directly measured value. The
measurements of dV are vestigial and were once used in alternate analysis routines
that are long deprecated.

B.3

IV Curve Fit Coefficient Units

Although the number of coefficients and sets may vary between files, the units
for each curve fit coefficient are consistent. For files containing curve fit coefficients
out to fourth-order, the units and variable names are placed in the header as follows:
R1 (V/A)

R1,ST D (V/A)

R2 (V/A2 )

R2,ST D (V/A2 )

R3 (V/A3 )

R3,ST D (V/A3 )

R4 (V/A4 )

R4,ST D (V/A4 )

where Rn is the n-th order fit coefficient and Rn,ST D is the standard error associated with the coefficient.
Some older calculations are thought to have overestimated the standard error,
because they represented how well each coefficient fit the entirety of the data. Of
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course, a non-linear function will not be fit well by a linear coefficient, but this is
not the same as the experimental error in the coefficient, which is what the standard
error is intended to represent. An attempt to reduce this overestimation is made in
files tagged with ErrFix.

B.4

NLSV 2D Finite-element Model Results Units

The unfortunate part about these files is that they are row vectors instead of
columns. However, the only measurements recorded are T , in K.
These results are given as T − T0 , where T0 is the base temperature given in the
file name.

B.5

NLSV 2D Finite-element Modeling: Dataset and
dT /dx Units

These two-column comma-separated files contain x values in µm and T values
in K. These include the bath temperature T0 in the temperature value where appropriate.
Note that dT /dx is not a proper derivative, but more appropriately represented
as ∆T (x). The notation dT dx is a convenience for naming files without use of special
characters.
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Appendix C

MATLAB Routines
These codes were made to run in MATLAB R-2016a and later. The last version
on which these codes ran for this dissertation is MATLAB R-2019a.

C.1

NLSV Data Processing

This chapter contains MATLAB routines used to process raw NLSV data taken
by LabVIEW VIs described in previous work.[96]

C.1.1

NLSVAllCompsMems.m

Author’s Note: This code is a top-level routine that calls on the NLSVABComparisons.m code to fit and plot IV curves taken for a single test type (II-VVElec, IIVVTher, IV-VIElec, or IV-VITher) and all curve subtractions (Pp − Pn , Pp − APp ,
Pp − APn , Pn − APp , Pn − APn ). It is modified slightly from code written by Alex
Hojem in 2016. Changes are mostly clarifications in the comments as well as notes
made during tests to improve analysis.

%%Modified from code written by Alex Hojem
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%% Real talk: I did not bother checking whether each individual
element was an array vs a table, etc. If I call an element by the
wrong name in a comment, I'm sorry.
%% Added "NoDrop" to file names both here and ABComparisonsMems to
reflect IgnoreNumb=0
%
NumbTri=1; %Number of trials run in a single day
NumbTest=10; %Number of IV curves collected in a single test. These
will be averaged.
IgnoreNumb=2; %It is common to drop the first 2 IV curves from the
average so as to average over NumbTest-IgnoreNumb curves. This is
because at least a few IV curves in the average are very
low-quality. The researcher may rearrange the numbering of the
individual IV curve files to exclude the worst IV curves if they do
not happen to be the first 2 collected.
Date= '170524'; %Date the data was collected in YYMMDD format
T=78; %Bath temperature in K
BaseName= 'Run9a500nmMem'; %Run (integer; batch of film
depositions), chip designation (a, b, ...), FM separation distance,
membrane or substrate
TestName= 'IV-VITher'; %Orientation (A, II-VV; B, IV-VI) and spin
injection scheme (Elec or Ther)
%%
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Pp=400; %Parallel-positive field point, in Oe, determined by
inspection of AMR plots. Pp and Pn are usually chosen to be the far
extremes of the field sweep to ensure the two FM moments will always
be parallel to each other.
Pn=-400; %Parallel-negative field point, in Oe, determined by AMR
APp=160; %Antiparallel-positive field point, in Oe, determined by
AMR. APp and APn are usually chosen to be the H values in the center
of the lower resistance features on the AMR plot, so as to be sure
that the FM moments will always be anti-parallel here, and may not
necessarily be the same in magnitude.
APn=-160; %Antiparallel-negative field point, in Oe, determined by
AMR
ConfInt=.95; %Used for calculating the standard error
%}

DoCompWrite=true; %When true, print curve fit coefficients to
tab-delimited and CSV files
DoCompPlot=true; %When true, print plots of curve fit coefficient
values for each IV curve
DoCompIV=true; %When true, print plots of IV curves

%Run10Athin500nm200KCompIV-VIElecPn-APp-400Oe-AFinal-1AVG.txt
%Run10Athin500nm150KCompIV-VIElecPn-APp-400Oe-AFinal-1
TestTypes= {'Pp-Pn'; 'Pp-APn'; 'Pp-APp'; 'Pn-APp'; 'Pn-APn'}; %IV
curve subtractions. Pp-Pn isolates ANE from other spin effects.
Other IV curve subtractions may isolate spin effects from ANE
depending on the orientation (II-VV or IV-VI); see Bennet PRB 2019
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TestTypesPlus={'Pp-Pn'; 'Pp-APn' ;'Pp-APp' ;'Pn-APp'
;'Pn-APn';'Pp'}; %Sometimes, Pp is desired as a means of evaluating
a "raw" IV curve. A parallel field point is preferred as the FM
moments are only anti-parallel for short intervals of applied fields.
CompTotal=zeros(6,8); %An empty array of 6 rows and 8 columns to be
populated with curve fit coefficients and standard errors for each
TestType. This is currently set for TestTypesPlus.

for k=1:1:5
TestType=TestTypes{k,1};
NLSVABComparisonsMems %Calls NLSVABComparisonsMems to analyze IV
curves for each TestType in sequence, as given in the list TestTypes

CompTotal(k,:)=RegTotHold(1,:); %V(I) fit coeffs (converted from
dV/dI fit coeffs) in V/A, V/A^2, ..., output from
NLSVABComparisonsMems

OutputCompPlot=cell2table(num2cell(CompPlot),'VariableNames',{'Time' c
,'R44','R33','R22','R1','R4STD4','R3STD3','R2STD2','R1STD'});
%Exporting CompPlot data

Filename5=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,TestType,num2str(T),'K-',NumbTri,'CompPlotRerun.txt'); %name
for tab-delimited file
Filename6=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,TestType,num2str(T),'K-',NumbTri,'CompPlotRerun.csv'); %name
for comma-delimited file
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writetable(OutputCompPlot,Filename5) %Writes OutputCompPlot to file
writetable(OutputCompPlot,Filename6)

end

OutReg=fit(IVOut(:,1),IVOut(:,3),'poly3'); %Fitting dV/dI as a
function of I in the array IVOut, which contains the Pp data ("raw"
IV curve)
cOutReg=confint(OutReg,.95); %Applies a confidence interval
of 95% to the curve fit coefficients
cdOutReg=[(abs(cOutReg(1,1)-cOutReg(2,1))/2),(abs(cOutReg(1, c
2)-cOutReg(2,2))/2),(abs(cOutReg(1,3)-cOutReg(2,3))/2),(abs( c
cOutReg(1,4)-cOutReg(2,4))/2)]; %Calculating standard error
from the confidence interval
OutRegHold=[coeffvalues(OutReg) cdOutReg]; %Adds coefficient
values and standard error to an array to append to CompTotal

CompTotal(6,:)=[OutRegHold(4) OutRegHold(3)/2 OutRegHold(2)/3
OutRegHold(1)/4 OutRegHold(8) OutRegHold(7)/2 OutRegHold(6)/3
OutRegHold(5)/4]; %Performs the integration from dV/dI curve fit
coefficients to IV curve fit coefficients and appends to CompTotal
%
CompOut=cat(2 , TestTypesPlus , num2cell(CompTotal) ); %Concatenates
the list of TestTypesPlus to CompTotal as a header column
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OutputTable=cell2table(CompOut,'VariableNames',{'TestPoint','R1','R2 c
','R3','R4','R1STD','R2STD','R3STD','R4STD'}); %Applies a header
column to CompOut for reference in the TXT and CSV files
OutputAvgReg=cell2table(num2cell(AvgPlot),'VariableNames',{'Time','R c
44','R33','R22','R1','R4STD4','R3STD3','R2STD2','R1STD'}); %Applies
a header column to AvgPlot

%OutputTable and OutputAvgReg contain R1 in V/A, R2 in V/A^2, ...

Filename1=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,num2str(T),'K-CompTotRerun.txt'); %File names for CompTot
and AvgReg as tab-delimited and comma-delimited files; Rerun
indicates these files had a bit of experimentation with
NLSVABComparisonsMems
Filename2=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,num2str(T),'K-CompTotRerun.csv');
Filename3=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,num2str(T),'K-AvgRegRerun.txt');
Filename4=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName,T c
estName,num2str(T),'K-AvgRegRerun.csv');

% writetable(OutputTable,Filename1)
writetable(OutputTable,Filename2) %Writing OutputTable and
OutputAvgReg to files
% writetable(OutputAvgReg,Filename3)
writetable(OutputAvgReg,Filename4)
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%The below code is vestigial and has not been used for this
dissertation.

% if DoCompIV %
mkdir(strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/IV/',TestName,'/'));
% figure % plot(IVOut(:,1)*1e3,1e3*IVOut(:,4)) % title(strcat(
% BaseName,TestName,num2str(T),'K',' Average', 'V vs I')) %
% set(gca,'fontsize',16) % xlabel('Current (mA)') % ylabel('V(mV)') %
% saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName, c
TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K
% Average V vs I.png')) % % %
% IVSave=cell2table(num2cell(IVOut),'VariableNames',{'I','dV','R','V c
'});
%
% Filename3=strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/IV/',TestName,'/',BaseName,Tes c
tName,num2str(T),'K-AvgIV.txt');
%
% Filename4=strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/IV/',TestName,'/',BaseName,Tes c
tName,num2str(T),'K-AvgIV.csv');
% writetable(IVSave,Filename3) % writetable(IVSave,Filename4) % end
%}

%OutputTable=cell2table(Output,'VariableNames',{'TestPoint','R1','R2 c
','R1STD','R2STD'})
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%}

C.1.2

NLSVABComparisonsMems.m

Author’s Note: This code is made to be called by the NLSVAllCompsMems.m
code to fit and plot IV curves taken for a single test type (II-VVElec, II-VVTher, IVVIElec, or IV-VITher) and all curve subtractions (Pp − Pn , Pp − APp , Pp − APn ,
Pn − APp , Pn − APn ). It is modified slightly from code written by Alex Hojem
in 2016. Changes are mostly clarifications in the comments as well as notes made
during tests to improve analysis.

%%Modified from code written by Alex Hojem

%This is now handled by NLSVAllCompsMems
%{
NumbTri=2;
NumbTest=10;
IgnoreNumb=2;
Date= '170608';
T=250;
Factor=1;
BaseName= 'Run9a500nmMem';
TestName= 'II-VVElec';
TestType= 'Pn-APn';
Pp=400;
Pn=-400;
APp=160;
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APn=-160;
ConfInt=.95;

DoCompWrite=false;
DoCompPlot=true;
DoCompIV=false;
%}

SaveCompPlot=true; %When true, save plots of the comparisons

TestNumber='1'; %This changes if you test the same thing multiple
times in one day, stopping between tests (e.g., to refill the
cryostat). It's rare but happens, usually this should be set to '1.'
It is NOT the same as NumbTri, which indicates the number of full IV
curve sets (usu. 10) collected without stopping.

%Setting AField and BField values based on the TestType:
if strcmp(TestType, 'Pp-Pn')
AField=Pp;
BField=Pn;
elseif strcmp(TestType, 'Pp-APn')
AField=Pp;
BField=APn;
elseif strcmp(TestType, 'Pp-APp')
AField=Pp;
BField=APp;
elseif strcmp(TestType,'Pn-APn')
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AField=Pn;
BField=APn;
elseif strcmp(TestType, 'Pn-APp')
AField=Pn;
BField=APp;
else
AField=0; %This will abort the routine if for some reason the
TestType input does not match anything in the list, as no IV
curve is ever collected at H=0
BField=0;
end
DataSize=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','Comp',TestN c
ame,TestType,num2str(AField),'Oe-AFinal-',TestNumber,'AVG.txt'));

[m,n] = size(DataSize); %Reads the size of the sample dataset
DataSize and stores it as a 2x1 array, with m as the number of rows
and n as the number of columns

A=zeros(m,n,NumbTest,NumbTri+1); %A 4D array to store all the IV
curves taken at AField. m is the number of rows in an IV curve file;
n is the number of columns. NumbTest is the total number of tests
run in a trial (usu. 10); NumbTri is the number of trials run. So
this can be thought of as a 2D array (NumbTest vs NumbTri), where
each element is a 2D array of IV curve data
B=zeros(m,n,NumbTest,NumbTri); %4D array to store all the IV curves
taken at BField
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Aavg=zeros(m,n,NumbTri+1); %An array of zeroes that will store
AField IV curve data averaged over the dimension NumbTest; can be
thought of as a 1D array of NumbTri, where each element is a single
2D array of IV curve data averaged over NumbTest
Bavg=zeros(m,n,NumbTri); %Array of zeroes that will store BField IV
curve data averaged over NumbTest

%Loading Data here. Populates the A and B arrays with all the IV
curve data
%taken at each field.
for i = 1:1:NumbTest
for j = 1:1:NumbTri
strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','Comp',TestName,TestType c
,num2str(AField),'Oe-A',num2str(j),'-',TestNumber,'-',num2st c
r(i),'.txt')
A(:,:,i,j)=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','C c
omp',TestName,TestType,num2str(AField),'Oe-A',num2str(j),'-' c
,TestNumber,'-',num2str(i),'.txt'));
%Run10Athin500nm78KCompII-VVElecPp-APp400Oe-A1-1AVG
strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','Comp',TestName,TestType c
,num2str(BField),'Oe-B',num2str(j),'-',TestNumber,'-',num2st c
r(i),'.txt')
B(:,:,i,j)=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','C c
omp',TestName,TestType,num2str(BField),'Oe-B',num2str(j),'-' c
,TestNumber,'-',num2str(i),'.txt'));
end
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strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K','Comp',TestName,TestType,num c
2str(AField),'Oe-AFinal-',TestNumber,'-',num2str(i),'.txt')
A(:,:,i,NumbTri+1)=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'K c
','Comp',TestName,TestType,num2str(AField),'Oe-AFinal-',TestNumb c
er,'-',num2str(i),'.txt'));
end

%Averaging over NumbTest-IgnoreNumb IV curves for A field and B
field each
for i = 1:1:NumbTri
Aavg(:,:,i)=mean(A(:,:,IgnoreNumb+1:end,i),3);
%Run10Athin500nm78KCompII-VVElecPp-APp400Oe-A11AVG.txt
%Run10Athin500nm78KCompII-VVTherPn-APn-400Oe-A1-1AVG
Bavg(:,:,i)=mean(B(:,:,IgnoreNumb+1:end,i),3);
end
% FilenameA=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName c
,TestName,num2str(T),'K-IVCurvesAvgA.csv');
% FilenameB=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',BaseName c
,TestName,num2str(T),'K-IVCurvesAvgB.csv');
% OutputAavg=array2table(Aavg,'VariableNames',{'I','dV','dVdI','Vint c
'}); %Make table object from concat array, using column names
specified above
% OutputBavg=array2table(Bavg,'VariableNames',{'I','dV','dVdI','Vint c
'}); %Make table object from concat array, using column names
specified above
% writetable(OutputAavg,FilenameA)
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% writetable(OutputBavg,FilenameB) %the point of this code was to
output
% averaged IV curves for A and B fields to plot them for illustrative
% purposes in Bennet et al JAP 2020
Aavg(:,:,NumbTri+1)=mean(A(:,:,IgnoreNumb+1:end,NumbTri+1),3);
%Since there is always one more set of AField measurements than
BField, we just do the last one separately and average it back in
for ease of code-writing

%Regression; deprecated code that originally assigned a 64%
confidence
%interval to the curve fit coefficients. Was used on old data sets.
%{
fA=fit(A(:,1,i,j),A(:,3,i,j),'poly1');
cfAvg=confint(fA,.64);
cdfAvg=[(abs(cfA(1,1)-cfA(2,1))/4),(abs(cfA(1,2)-cfA(2,2))/2 c
)];
AavgReg(i,:)=[coeffvalues(fA) cdfA/sqrt(NumbTest)];
%}

%AvgReg: contains curve fit coefficients of dV/dI as a function of I
to 4th
%order, incl. standard error calculated from 95% confidence interval

%

| R4 | R3 | R2 | R1 | R4STD | R3STD | R2STD | R1STD

% A1

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

% B1

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
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% ...
% AFinal |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

%where R1 in V/A, R2 in V/A^2, R3 in V/A^3, R4 in V/A^4

%Strictly speaking, these are not precisely the resistance values.
They are
%the fit coefficients to dV/dI(I), not V(I). However, one can quickly
%convert to V(I) with the appropriate conversion factor:

%If V = R1*I + R2*I^2 + R3*I^3 + R4*I^4
%then dV/dI = R1 + (2*R2)*I + (3*R3)*I^2 + (4*R4)*I^3

%So to convert back to V, multiply first fit coefficient by 1/1,
second fit
%coefficient by 1/2, etc.

%Creates arrays of zeroes to be populated by curve fit coefficients
for each TestType and trial number at A and B field values
AReg=zeros(NumbTest,8,NumbTri+1);
BReg=zeros(NumbTest,8,NumbTri);

AvgReg=zeros((2*NumbTri+1),8); %Will contain curve fit coefficients
for both A and B fields in a single array
CompPlot=zeros((NumbTest*NumbTri)+NumbTest,9); %Will hold curve fit
coefficients to be plotted
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AvgPlot=zeros((NumbTest*NumbTri)+NumbTest,9); %Will hold curve fit
coefficients of averaged A and B to be plotted

%Averaging sets of A and B IV values over NumbTest-IgnoreNumb curves
MeanA=mean(A(:,:,IgnoreNumb+1:end,:),3);
MeanB=mean(B(:,:,IgnoreNumb+1:end,:),3);

%Fitting MeanA and MeanB to fourth-order (dV/dI as a function of I),
and
%calculating standard error:
for i = 1:1:NumbTri
fAavg=fit(MeanA(:,1,i),MeanA(:,3,i),'poly3');
cfAavg=confint(fAavg,ConfInt);
cdfAavg=[(abs(cfAavg(1,1)-cfAavg(2,1))/2),(abs(cfAavg(1,2)-c c
fAavg(2,2))/2),(abs(cfAavg(1,3)-cfAavg(2,3))/2),(abs(cfAavg( c
1,4)-cfAavg(2,4))/2)];
AvgReg(i*2-1,:)=[coeffvalues(fAavg) cdfAavg/sqrt(NumbTest)];
fBavg=fit(MeanB(:,1,i),MeanB(:,3,i),'poly3');
cfBavg=confint(fBavg,ConfInt);
cdfBavg=[(abs(cfBavg(1,1)-cfBavg(2,1))/2),(abs(cfBavg(1,2)-c c
fBavg(2,2))/2),(abs(cfBavg(1,3)-cfBavg(2,3))/2),(abs(cfBavg( c
1,4)-cfBavg(2,4))/2)];
AvgReg(i*2,:)=[coeffvalues(fBavg) cdfBavg/sqrt(NumbTest)];
end

%Tack on the final AField set:
fAavg=fit(MeanA(:,1,NumbTri+1),MeanA(:,3,NumbTri+1),'poly3');
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cfAavg=confint(fAavg,ConfInt);
cdfAavg=[(abs(cfAavg(1,1)-cfAavg(2,1))/2),(abs(cfAavg(1,2)-c c
fAavg(2,2))/2),(abs(cfAavg(1,3)-cfAavg(2,3))/2),(abs(cfAavg( c
1,4)-cfAavg(2,4))/2)];
AvgReg(NumbTri*2+1,:)=[coeffvalues(fAavg)
cdfAavg/sqrt(NumbTest)];

%Fit the not-averaged A and B IV curves each separately. We will
average
%the curve fit coefficients later.
for i = 1:1:NumbTest
for j = 1:1:NumbTri
fA=fit(A(:,1,i,j),A(:,3,i,j),'poly3');
cfA=confint(fA,ConfInt);
cdfA=[(abs(cfA(1,1)-cfA(2,1))/2),(abs(cfA(1,2)-cfA(2,2))/2), c
(abs(cfA(1,3)-cfA(2,3))/2),(abs(cfA(1,4)-cfA(2,4))/2)];
AReg(i,:,j)=[coeffvalues(fA) cdfA];
CompPlot((i+(j-1)*2*NumbTest),:)=[
(i+(j-1)*2*NumbTest+2*(j-1)) coeffvalues(fA) cdfA];
AvgPlot((i+(j-1)*2*NumbTest),:)=[(i+(j-1)*2*NumbTest+2*(j-1) c
)
AvgReg(j*2-1,:)];

fB=fit(B(:,1,i,j),B(:,3,i,j),'poly3');
cfB=confint(fB,ConfInt);
cdfB=[(abs(cfB(1,1)-cfB(2,1))/2),(abs(cfB(1,2)-cfB(2,2))/2), c
(abs(cfB(1,3)-cfB(2,3))/2),(abs(cfB(1,4)-cfB(2,4))/2)];
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BReg(i,:,j)=[coeffvalues(fB) cdfB];
CompPlot((i+(NumbTest+(j-1)*2*NumbTest)),:)=[(i+(j-1)*2*Numb c
Test+NumbTest+1+2*(j-1)) coeffvalues(fB)
cdfB];
AvgPlot((i+(NumbTest+(j-1)*2*NumbTest)),:)=[(i+(j-1)*2*NumbT c
est+NumbTest+1+2*(j-1))
AvgReg(j*2,:)];
end
fA=fit(A(:,1,i,NumbTri+1),A(:,3,i,NumbTri+1),'poly3');
cfA=confint(fA,ConfInt);
cdfA=[(abs(cfA(1,1)-cfA(2,1))/2),(abs(cfA(1,2)-cfA(2,2))/2),(abs c
(cfA(1,3)-cfA(2,3))/2),(abs(cfA(1,4)-cfA(2,4))/2)];
AReg(i,:,NumbTri+1)=[coeffvalues(fA) cdfA];
CompPlot(((i+NumbTri*NumbTest*2)),
:)=[(i+NumbTri*NumbTest*2)+NumbTri*2 coeffvalues(fA) cdfA];
AvgPlot(((i+NumbTri*NumbTest*2)),
:)=[(i+NumbTri*NumbTest*2)+NumbTri*2 AvgReg((2*NumbTri)+1,:)];
%Fit these with a poly0 and do the conf int of that for the
correct error
end

%Create and save plots of R_n vs Time (which is really total number
of
%tests in succession) if DoCompPlot=true:
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if DoCompPlot

mkdir(strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/'))
%Make a directory to hold these plots if it doesn't already exist

figure
%note the /2, /3, /4 on values, this is to convert R(I) fit to V(I)
fit b/c
%dV/dI = R1 + (2*R2)I + ...
%I'm only doing this on the outputs because otherwise it might get
%confusing
%plot(CompPlot(:,1),CompPlot(:,2),'--ok',AvgPlot(:,1),AvgPlot(:,2),' c
--*')
errorbar(CompPlot(:,1),1e6*CompPlot(:,5),1e6*CompPlot(:,9),'--ok')
%Data, converted to microOhm from Ohm
hold on
errorbar(AvgPlot(:,1),1e6*AvgPlot(:,5),1e6*AvgPlot(:,9),'--*') %Fit,
converted to microOhm from Ohm
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T), 'K R1 vs Time'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('R(\mu \Omega)')
legend('Data','fit')
if SaveCompPlot %If true, save the plot
saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/ c
',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K R1 vs Time
Rerun.png'))
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end

figure
%plot(CompPlot(:,1),CompPlot(:,3),'--ok',AvgPlot(:,1),AvgPlot(:,3),' c
--*')
errorbar(CompPlot(:,1),CompPlot(:,4)/2,CompPlot(:,8)/2,'--ok')
%Data, converted to microV/mA^2 b/c (1E-6 V)/(1E-3 A)^2, factor of
1E-6 cancels
hold on
errorbar(AvgPlot(:,1),AvgPlot(:,4)/2,AvgPlot(:,8)/2,'--*') %Fit,
converted to microV/mA^2
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T), 'K R2 vs Time'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('\muVolts/mA^2')
legend('Data','fit')
if SaveCompPlot
saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/ c
',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K R2 vs Time
Rerun.png'))
end

figure
%plot(CompPlot(:,1),CompPlot(:,3),'--ok',AvgPlot(:,1),AvgPlot(:,3),' c
--*')
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errorbar(CompPlot(:,1),1e-3*CompPlot(:,3)/3,1e-3*CompPlot(:,7)/3,'-- c
ok') %Data, converted to microV/mA^3 b/c (1E-6 V)/(1E-3 A)^3, factor
of 1E-6 cancels
hold on
errorbar(AvgPlot(:,1),1e-3*AvgPlot(:,3)/3,1e-3*AvgPlot(:,7)/3,'--*')
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T), 'K R3 vs Time'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('\muV/mA^3')
legend('Data','fit')
if SaveCompPlot
saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/ c
',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K R3 vs Time
Rerun.png'))
end
%
%
figure
%note the /2, /3, /4 on values, this is to convert coeffs of R(I) to
coeffs of V(I).
%I'm only doing this on the outputs because otherwise it might get
%confusing
%plot(CompPlot(:,1),CompPlot(:,2),'--ok',AvgPlot(:,1),AvgPlot(:,2),' c
--*')
errorbar(CompPlot(:,1),1e-6*CompPlot(:,2)/4,1e-6*CompPlot(:,6)/4,'-- c
ok') %Data, converted to microV/mA^4 b/c (1E-6 V)/(1E-3 A)^4, 1
factor of 1E-6 cancels
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hold on
errorbar(AvgPlot(:,1),1e-6*AvgPlot(:,2)/4,1e-6*AvgPlot(:,6)/4,'--*')
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T), 'K R4 vs Time'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('\muV/mA^4')
legend('Data','fit')
if SaveCompPlot
saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/ c
',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K R4 vs Time
Rerun.png'))
end

%
%

%}

%The below is deprecated code that originally plotted Vint as a
function of
%I:
%{
figure

plot(Aavg(:,1,1),(Aavg(:,4,1)-Bavg(:,4,1)))
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title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K',' Step Up',
'V(Volts) vs I(Amps)'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Current (Amps)')
ylabel('V(Volts)')

figure
plot(Aavg(:,1,1),(Aavg(:,4,NumbTri+1)-Bavg(:,4,NumbTri)))
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K',' Step
Down', 'V(Volts) vs I(Amps)'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlabel('Current (Amps)')
ylabel('V(Volts)')
%}

CompAvgSum=zeros(m,2); %Creates an array of zeroes to be populated
with dV/dI and Vint values from Aavg and Bavg, to be summed

for i = NumbTri
CompAvgSum(:,1)=(Aavg(:,3,i+1)-Bavg(:,3,i))+(Aavg(:,3,i)-Bavg(:,3,i) c
)+CompAvgSum(:,1); %DifCon
R
CompAvgSum(:,2)=(Aavg(:,4,i+1)-Bavg(:,4,i))+(Aavg(:,4,i)-Bavg(:,4,i) c
)+CompAvgSum(:,2); %Int V
(V)
end
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CompAvg=CompAvgSum/(2*NumbTri); %Complete the averaging by dividing
by 2*NumbTri
CompAvgReg=fit(A(:,1,1,1),CompAvg(:,1),'poly3'); %Fit CompAvg to 4th
order
CompAvgRegCoef=coeffvalues(CompAvgReg); %Print coefficient values

%Plot IV curve:
figure
plot(Aavg(:,1,1)*1e3,1e9*CompAvg(:,2))
title(strcat( BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K',' Average',
'V(Volts) vs I(Amps)'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
xlim([-1 1])
xlabel('Current (mAmps)')
ylabel('V(nVolts)')
if SaveCompPlot %If true, save plot
saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/ c
',BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K Average Subtraction vs
Time Rerun.png'))
end
%}

end

%File Output
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if DoCompWrite

%If true, write curve fit coefficients for AvgReg to

files
mkdir(strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,'/'))
Output={};
%Note again the factor of /2 on even terms
for i =1:1:NumbTri
Output=cat(1,Output, {strcat('A',num2str(i)),
AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),4),AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),3)/2,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1) c
,2)/3,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),1)/4,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),8),AvgReg(((i-1 c
)*2+1),7)/2,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),6)/3,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+1),5)/4});
Output=cat(1,Output, {strcat('B',num2str(i)),
AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),4),AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),3)/2,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2) c
,2)/3,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),1)/4,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),8),AvgReg(((i-1 c
)*2+2),7)/2,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),6)/3,AvgReg(((i-1)*2+2),5)/4});
end
Output=cat(1, Output,{'AFinal', AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1),4),AvgReg((Numb c
Tri*2+1),3)/2,AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1),2)/3,AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1),1)/4,Av c
gReg((NumbTri*2+1),8),AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1),7)/2,AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1) c
,6)/3,AvgReg((NumbTri*2+1),5)/4});

OutputTable=cell2table(Output,'VariableNames',{'TestPoint','R1','R2' c
,'R3','R4','R1STD','R2STD','R3STD','R4STD'});

Filename1=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,' c
/',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K-CompRerun.txt');
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Filename2=strcat(num2str(T),'/Results/Comp/',TestName,'/',TestType,' c
/',Date,BaseName,TestName,TestType,num2str(T),'K-CompRerun.csv');

writetable(OutputTable,Filename1)
writetable(OutputTable,Filename2)

end

if DoCompIV %only when we also want to output results for Pp
if strcmp(TestType, 'Pp-APp')
IVOut=MeanA(:,:,1,NumbTri+1);
end
end

%Output for NLSVAllCompsMems
RegHold1=zeros(1:8); %will hold (A1-B1)/NumbTri + (A2-B2)/NumbTri +
...
RegHold2=zeros(1:8); %will hold (A3-B1)/NumbTri + (A4-B2)/NumbTri +
...
RegTotHold=zeros(1:8); %will hold arithmetic mean
(RegHold1,RegHold2), converted to V(I) fit coeffs
for i = 1:1:NumbTri
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RegHold1=[(RegHold1(1,1)+(AvgReg((2*i-1),4)-AvgReg((2*i),4))/NumbTri c
),(RegHold1(1,2)+(AvgReg((2*i-1),3)-AvgReg((2*i),3))/NumbTri),(RegHo c
ld1(1,3)+(AvgReg((2*i-1),2)-AvgReg((2*i),2))/NumbTri),(RegHold1(1,4) c
+(AvgReg((2*i-1),1)-AvgReg((2*i),1))/(NumbTri)),(RegHold1(1,5)+sqrt( c
AvgReg((2*i-1),8)^2+AvgReg((2*i),8)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri))),(Reg c
Hold1(1,6)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i-1),7)^2+AvgReg((2*i),7)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt c
(NumbTri))),(RegHold1(1,7)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i-1),6)+AvgReg((2*i),6)^2) c
/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri))),(RegHold1(1,8)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i-1),5)^2+Av c
gReg((2*i),5)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri)))]
;
RegHold2=[(RegHold2(1,1)+(AvgReg((2*i+1),4)-AvgReg((2*i),4))/NumbTri c
),(RegHold2(1,2)+(AvgReg((2*i+1),3)-AvgReg((2*i),3))/NumbTri),(RegHo c
ld2(1,3)+(AvgReg((2*i+1),2)-AvgReg((2*i),2))/NumbTri),(RegHold2(1,4) c
+(AvgReg((2*i+1),1)-AvgReg((2*i),1))/(NumbTri)),(RegHold2(1,5)+sqrt( c
AvgReg((2*i+1),8)^2+AvgReg((2*i),8)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri))),(Reg c
Hold2(1,6)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i+1),7)^2+AvgReg((2*i),7)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt c
(NumbTri))),(RegHold2(1,7)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i+1),6)+AvgReg((2*i),6)^2) c
/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri))),(RegHold2(1,8)+sqrt(AvgReg((2*i+1),5)^2+Av c
gReg((2*i),5)^2)/(NumbTri*sqrt(NumbTri)))]
;
end
%Note again the factor of /2, /3, /4 to convert from dV/dI(I) to
V(I),
%coeffs in V/A, V/A^2, ...
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RegTotHold=[(RegHold1(1)+RegHold2(1))/2,(RegHold1(2)+RegHold2(2))/4, c
(RegHold1(3)+RegHold2(3))/6,(RegHold1(4)+RegHold2(4))/8,(RegHold1(5) c
+RegHold2(5))/2,(RegHold1(6)+RegHold2(6))/4,(RegHold1(7)+RegHold2(7) c
)/6,(RegHold1(8)+RegHold2(8))/8];

C.1.3

singleHSweepLoadAndPlot.m

Author’s Note: This code imports and plots AMR data taken for a single test
type (II-VVElec, II-VVTher, IV-VIElec, or IV-VITher) and one curve subtraction
(Pp − Pn , Pp − APp , Pp − APn , Pn − APp , or Pn − APn ). It is modified slightly
from code written by Alex Hojem in 2016. Changes are mostly clarifications in the
comments as well as notes made during tests to improve analysis.

%%Modified from code written by Alex Hojem

Date='170516'; %Date data was collected in YYMMDD format
BaseName='Run9a500nmMem'; %Run (integer; batch of film depositions),
chip designation (a, b, ...), FM separation distance, membrane or
substrate

T=78; %Bath temperature in K
I=1e-3; %Applied charge current in A
figure
Orientation='II-VV'; %II-VV or IV-VI
Type='Elec'; %Spin injection scheme; Elec or Ther
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TestNumber='1'; %This changes if you test the same thing multiple
times in one day, stopping between tests (e.g., to refill the
cryostat). It's rare but happens, usually this should be set to '1.'
It is NOT the same as NumbTri, which indicates the number of full IV
curve sets (usu. 10) collected without stopping.

%170414Run10Athin500nm_FMHard300KAMRChanRestUp1 %Example of fully
assembled
%data file name

A=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'KAMR',Orientation,Type c
,'Down',TestNumber,'.txt'));%Import Down
sweep
A(:,2)=A(:,2)/(1e-3*I); %convert to mOhm

%Afit = [A(1:48,:);A(63:75,:)]; %Afit and Bfit, and the subsequent
operations using them, exist for purposes of
%attempting to correct for thermal drift by fitting data taken when
FM
%moments are parallel in Up and Down sweeps and adjusting the
drifting data
%by the difference in coefficients. This was eventually abandoned.
%AfitCoeffs = polyfit(Afit(:,1),Afit(:,2),1) %Linear fit of form
y=mx+b

B=importdata(strcat(Date,BaseName,num2str(T),'KAMR',Orientation,Type c
,'Up',TestNumber,'.txt'));%Up
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B(:,2)=B(:,2)/(1e-3*I);

%Bfit = [B(1:47,:);B(63:75,:)];
%BfitCoeffs = polyfit(Bfit(:,1),Bfit(:,2),1); %linear fit of form
y=mx+b
% FitCoeffs=AfitCoeffs-BfitCoeffs
% BfitVals = Bfit(:,1)*FitCoeffs(1)+FitCoeffs(2); %calculate new
values from linear fit
%AfitVals=Bfit(:,1)*AfitCoeffs(1)+AfitCoeffs(2); %calculate new
values from linear fit
% Bfit(:,2)=Bfit(:,2)+BfitVals;
%BfitVals = Bfit(:,1)*BfitCoeffs(1)+BfitCoeffs(2); %calculate new
values from linear fit
%FitDiff=AfitVals-BfitVals; %difference between the two
%Bfit(:,2) = Bfit(:,2)+FitDiff;
%Bfitted=[Bfit(1:47,:);B(48:62,:);Bfit(48:60,:)];
% B(26:75,2) = B(26:75,2)+50e-4 %add 10 microOhms to correct for
thermal drift in 170516Run9a500nmMem78K data

% plot(A(:,1),A(:,2)/(1e-3*I),'--Vr',B(:,1),B(:,2)/(1e-3*I),'--^k')
%An
% older way of plotting R vs H, which does the conversion to mOhm
here
% instead of earlier in the code

plot(A(:,1),A(:,2),'--Vr',B(:,1),B(:,2),'--^k') %plot A and B
results on a single plot
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%1e-3 is for mOhm conversion
title(strcat('500 nm Membrane 78 K R vs H ANE'))
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
%xlim([-150 150]) %Sets the x and y limits to zoom in on a certain
region
%of the plot; was inserted for making a figure for Bennet et al PRB
2019
%ylim( [0.22 0.23] )
xlabel('H (Oe)')
ylabel('R(m\Omega)')
mkdir(strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/HSweeps/')); %creates a directory to
hold the R vs H plot if it doesn't already exist
%saveas(gcf,strcat(num2str(T),'/Plots/HSweeps/',Date,BaseName,'R vs H
%',Orientation,' ',Type,'ANEZoom',num2str(T),'K.png')) %when
uncommented,
%save plot

C.2

2D Finite-Element Modeling

These codes are representative samples of 2D finite-element models made in
MATLAB to model thermal profiles in NLSV devices and the proposed circuits for
testing the Seebeck coefficient of a material in a constricted nanowire.
IMPORTANT NOTE: These codes are made to run in MATLAB’s PDE
Modeler app, which is a graphical user interface that must be purchased separately
from a standard MATLAB license. While the codes will run and produce plots if
pasted into MATLAB’s editor window, it is non-intuitive to edit the PDE coefficients
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in this window and it is very easy to break the entire code. It is highly recommended
you use the PDE Modeler app so the circuit elements are more obvious.
As a result, neither of these sample codes contain helpful comments.

C.2.1

NLSVNewStyleIIVVThertopview800nm78KNominalGeom.m

Author’s Note: This code is modified from code written by Alex Hojem and
Devin Wesenberg in 2016. PDE coefficients and nanowire dimensions have been
updated here.

% This script is written and read by pdetool and should NOT be
edited.
% There are two recommended alternatives:
% 1) Export the required variables from pdetool and create a MATLAB
script
%

to perform operations on these.

% 2) Define the problem completely using a MATLAB script. See
%

http://www.mathworks.com/help/pde/examples/index.html for

examples
%

of this approach.

function pdemodel
[pde_fig,ax]=pdeinit;
pdetool('appl_cb',9);
set(ax,'DataAspectRatio',[80.332499999999996 80 1]);
set(ax,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1]);
set(ax,'XLim',[-30.986000000000001 129.679]);
set(ax,'YLim',[-163.74799999999999 -3.7480000000000002]);
set(ax,'XTickMode','auto');
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set(ax,'YTickMode','auto');
pdetool('gridon','on');

% Geometry description:
pderect([48.414000000000001 48.614000000000004 -96.902000000000001
-70.902000000000001],'R1');
pderect([39.014000000000003 59.014000000000003 -84.001999999999995
-83.801999999999992],'R2');
pdepoly([ 49.414000000000001,...
49.414000000000001,...
49.914000000000001,...
49.914000000000001,...
49.613999999999997,...
49.613999999999997,...
49.914000000000001,...
49.914000000000001,...
],...
[ -79.902000000000001,...
-87.902000000000001,...
-87.902000000000001,...
-85.251999999999995,...
-84.902000000000001,...
-82.902000000000001,...
-82.552000000000007,...
-79.902000000000001,...
],...
'P1');
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pdepoly([ 29.678999999999998,...
19.678999999999998,...
19.678999999999998,...
47.014000000000003,...
50.014000000000003,...
50.014000000000003,...
47.514000000000003,...
29.678999999999998,...
],...
[ -3.7480000000000002,...
-3.7480000000000002,...
-43.747999999999998,...
-72.402000000000001,...
-72.403000000000006,...
-71.903000000000006,...
-71.902000000000001,...
-43.747999999999998,...
],...
'P2');
pdepoly([ 79.679000000000002,...
69.679000000000002,...
69.679000000000002,...
50.514000000000003,...
49.264000000000003,...
49.264000000000003,...
51.014000000000003,...
79.679000000000002,...
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],...
[ -3.7480000000000002,...
-3.7480000000000002,...
-43.747999999999998,...
-80.902000000000001,...
-80.902000000000001,...
-81.402000000000001,...
-81.402000000000001,...
-43.747999999999998,...
],...
'P3');
pdepoly([ 129.679,...
129.679,...
89.679000000000002,...
58.514000000000003,...
58.514000000000003,...
59.514000000000003,...
59.514000000000003,...
89.679000000000002,...
],...
[ -63.747999999999998,...
-53.747999999999998,...
-53.747999999999998,...
-82.402000000000001,...
-84.902000000000001,...
-84.902000000000001,...
-82.902000000000001,...
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-63.747999999999998,...
],...
'P4');
pdepoly([ 69.679000000000002,...
79.679000000000002,...
79.679000000000002,...
51.014000000000003,...
49.264000000000003,...
49.264000000000003,...
50.514000000000003,...
69.679000000000002,...
],...
[ -163.74799999999999,...
-163.74799999999999,...
-123.748,...
-86.402000000000001,...
-86.402000000000001,...
-86.902000000000001,...
-86.902000000000001,...
-123.748,...
],...
'P5');
pdepoly([ 19.678999999999998,...
29.678999999999998,...
29.678999999999998,...
47.514000000000003,...
50.014000000000003,...
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50.014000000000003,...
47.014000000000003,...
19.678999999999998,...
],...
[ -163.74799999999999,...
-163.74799999999999,...
-123.748,...
-95.902000000000001,...
-95.903000000000006,...
-95.403000000000006,...
-95.402000000000001,...
-123.748,...
],...
'P6');
pdepoly([ -30.361999999999998,...
-30.361999999999998,...
9.6379999999999999,...
39.514000000000003,...
39.514000000000003,...
38.514000000000003,...
38.514000000000003,...
9.6379999999999999,...
],...
[ -103.75700000000001,...
-113.75700000000001,...
-113.75700000000001,...
-85.402000000000001,...
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-82.902000000000001,...
-82.902000000000001,...
-84.902000000000001,...
-103.75700000000001,...
],...
'P7');
pdepoly([ -30.986000000000001,...
-30.986000000000001,...
9.0139999999999993,...
38.764000000000003,...
50.014000000000003,...
50.014000000000003,...
39.014000000000003,...
9.0139999999999993,...
],...
[ -53.902000000000001,...
-63.902000000000001,...
-63.902000000000001,...
-74.152000000000001,...
-74.152000000000001,...
-73.902000000000001,...
-73.902000000000001,...
-53.902000000000001,...
],...
'P8');
pderect([4 94 -39 -129],'R3');
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set(findobj(get(pde_fig,'Children'),'Tag','PDEEval'),'String','R1+R2 c
+P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8+R3')

% Boundary conditions:
pdetool('changemode',0)
pdesetbd(168,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(165,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(164,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(161,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(160,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(157,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(156,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(153,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(146,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(144,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(142,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(141,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(139,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(137,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(136,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(134,...
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'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(133,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(131,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(129,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(128,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(119,...
'dir',...
1,...
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'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(118,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(112,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(99,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(93,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(35,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(34,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(31,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(30,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(27,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(22,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(13,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')

% Mesh generation:
setappdata(pde_fig,'Hgrad',1.3);
setappdata(pde_fig,'refinemethod','regular');
setappdata(pde_fig,'jiggle',char('on','mean',''));
setappdata(pde_fig,'MesherVersion','preR2013a');
pdetool('initmesh')
pdetool('refine')
pdetool('refine')
pdetool('refine')

% PDE coefficients:
pdeseteq(1,...
'8.6e-7!8.6e-7!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!1. c
0!1.0!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e- c
6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!6.85e-6!1.27e-6!1. c
27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!1.0!1.0!6.85e-6!6.85e- c
6!1.0!1.0!1.0!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e- c
6',...
'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0 c
!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0',...
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'(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0) c
.*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)! c
(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0). c
*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!( c
0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(6.64e-6)+(0).*(0.0)!(0) c
+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(6.64e-6)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(6.64 c
e-6)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0) c
.*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)! c
(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0). c
*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!( c
0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)',...
'(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1 c
.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0) c
.*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*( c
1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0 c
)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!( c
1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0 c
).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).* c
(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1. c
0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)' c
,...
'0:10',...
'0.0',...
'0.0',...
'[0 100]')
setappdata(pde_fig,'currparam',...
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['1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1. c
0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1. c
0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0

';...
'1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0

';...
'8.6e-7!8.6e-7!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!8.6e-7!1. c
0!1.0!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e- c
6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!6.85e-6!1.27e-6!1. c
27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!1.27e-6!6.85e-6!6.85e-6!1.0!1.0!6.85e-6!6.85e- c
6!1.0!1.0!1.0!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e-6!7.26e- c
6';...
'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!6.64e-6!0!0!6.64e-6!0!6.6 c
4e-6!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0

';...
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'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0 c
!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0

';...
'0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0 c
!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0 c
!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0

'])

% Solve parameters:
setappdata(pde_fig,'solveparam',...
char('0','553728','10','pdeadworst',...
'0.5','longest','0','1E-4','','fixed','Inf'))

% Plotflags and user data strings:
setappdata(pde_fig,'plotflags',[1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1]);
setappdata(pde_fig,'colstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'arrowstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'deformstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'heightstring','');
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C.2.2

Seebeck10wire200102SinksAsLeadsAu100nm.m

% This script is written and read by pdetool and should NOT be
edited.
% There are two recommended alternatives:
% 1) Export the required variables from pdetool and create a MATLAB
script
%

to perform operations on these.

% 2) Define the problem completely using a MATLAB script. See
%

http://www.mathworks.com/help/pde/examples/index.html for

examples
%

of this approach.

function pdemodel
[pde_fig,ax]=pdeinit;
pdetool('appl_cb',9);
set(ax,'DataAspectRatio',[9.6875 9.6875 1]);
set(ax,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1]);
set(ax,'XLim',[0.40985576923079137 19.784855769230791]);
set(ax,'YLim',[-9.6623539909150438 9.7126460090849562]);
set(ax,'XTickMode','auto');
set(ax,'YTickMode','auto');

% Geometry description:
pderect([-45 45 45 -45],'Mem');
pderect([15 45 60 155],'PtLead01');
pderect([-45 -15 60 155],'PtLead02');
pderect([-60 -155 45 15],'PtLead03');
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pderect([-60 -155 -15 -45],'PtLead04');
pderect([-45 -15 -60 -155],'PtLead05');
pderect([15 45 -60 -155],'PtLead06');
pderect([60 155 -15 -45],'PtLead07');
pderect([60 155 45 15],'PtLead08');
pderect([47.5 57.5 60 155],'NewPtLead01');
pderect([60 155 47.5 57.5],'NewPtLead02');
pdepoly([ -7.5,...
-7.5,...
-2.5,...
-2.5,...
2.5,...
2.5,...
7.5,...
7.5,...
],...
[ 45,...
40,...
40,...
35,...
35,...
40,...
40,...
45,...
],...
'AlignMark01');
pdepoly([ -45,...
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-45,...
-40,...
-40,...
-35,...
-35,...
-40,...
-40,...
],...
[ 7.5,...
-7.5,...
-7.5,...
-2.5,...
-2.5,...
2.5,...
2.5,...
7.5,...
],...
'AlignMark02');
pdepoly([ -7.5,...
7.5,...
7.5,...
2.5,...
2.5,...
-2.5,...
-2.5,...
-7.5,...
],...
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[ -45,...
-45,...
-40,...
-40,...
-35,...
-35,...
-40,...
-40,...
],...
'AlignMark03');
pdepoly([ 45,...
45,...
40,...
40,...
35,...
35,...
40,...
40,...
],...
[ 7.5,...
-7.5,...
-7.5,...
-2.5,...
-2.5,...
2.5,...
2.5,...
7.5,...
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],...
'AlignMark04');
pdepoly([ 15,...
15,...
9.3500000000000014,...
9,...
3,...
3,...
],...
[ 0.25,...
-0.25,...
-0.25,...
0.050000000000000003,...
0.050000000000000003,...
0.25,...
],...
'NW');
pdepoly([ 10.699999999999999,...
10.699999999999999,...
55,...
85,...
85,...
55,...
10.5,...
10.5,...
],...
[ -2,...
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2.5,...
22.5,...
22.5,...
37.5,...
37.5,...
3,...
-2,...
],...
'NWLeadVMinus');
pdepoly([ 8.3999999999999986,...
8.3999999999999986,...
62,...
85,...
85,...
62,...
8.1999999999999993,...
8.1999999999999993,...
],...
[ -2,...
3,...
50,...
50,...
55,...
55,...
3.5,...
-2,...
],...
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'NWLeadVPlus');
pdepoly([ 45,...
38,...
38,...
33,...
33,...
38,...
38,...
47,...
47,...
55,...
55,...
45,...
13,...
13,...
45,...
55,...
55,...
],...
[ 9.5,...
9.5,...
4.5,...
4.5,...
-4.5,...
-4.5,...
-9.5,...
-9.5,...
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9.4800000000000004,...
9.4800000000000004,...
-15,...
-15,...
-1.5,...
1.5,...
15,...
15,...
9.5,...
],...
'HeatSinkCold');
pdepoly([ 5,...
-13,...
5,...
5,...
5,...
5,...
5,...
],...
[ 15,...
0,...
-15,...
-10,...
-3,...
6,...
10,...
],...
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'HeatSinkHot');
pdepoly([ -41,...
-45,...
-45,...
-43,...
-43,...
-41,...
],...
[ 45,...
45,...
41,...
41,...
43,...
43,...
],...
'AlignMark05');
pdepoly([ -45,...
-45,...
-41,...
-41,...
-43,...
-43,...
],...
[ -41,...
-45,...
-45,...
-43,...
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-43,...
-41,...
],...
'AlignMark06');
pdepoly([ 45,...
45,...
41,...
41,...
43,...
43,...
],...
[ -41,...
-45,...
-45,...
-43,...
-43,...
-41,...
],...
'AlignMark07');
pdepoly([ 41,...
45,...
45,...
43,...
43,...
41,...
],...
[ 45,...
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45,...
41,...
41,...
43,...
43,...
],...
'AlignMark08');
pdepoly([ -22.5,...
-22.5,...
17.724,...
14.124000000000001,...
-26,...
-26,...
8.1240000000000006,...
4.524,...
-26,...
-26,...
-1.476,...
-5.0759999999999996,...
-26,...
-26,...
-11.076000000000001,...
-14.676,...
-26,...
-26,...
-14.676,...
-11.076000000000001,...
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-26,...
-26,...
-5.0759999999999996,...
-1.476,...
-26,...
-26,...
4.524,...
8.1240000000000006,...
-26,...
-26,...
14.124000000000001,...
17.724,...
-22.5,...
-22.5,...
-37.5,...
-37.5,...
-29.912959465096861,...
-42.112829679243518,...
-50,...
-85,...
-85,...
-50,...
-39.387326759061821,...
-35.883108718828211,...
14.964,...
13.763999999999999,...
-27,...
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-27,...
5.3639999999999999,...
4.1639999999999997,...
-27,...
-27,...
-4.2359999999999998,...
-5.4359999999999999,...
-27,...
-27,...
-13.836,...
-15.036,...
-27,...
-27,...
-15.036,...
-13.836,...
-27,...
-27,...
-5.4359999999999999,...
-4.2359999999999998,...
-27,...
-27,...
4.1639999999999997,...
5.3639999999999999,...
-27,...
-27,...
13.763999999999999,...
14.964,...
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-39.387326759061821,...
-50,...
-85,...
-85,...
-50.678695999814579,...
-35.363965305460269,...
-24.461953624733468,...
-37.5,...
-37.5,...
],...
[ 85,...
29.5,...
29.5,...
26.5,...
26.5,...
21.5,...
21.5,...
18.5,...
18.5,...
13.5,...
13.5,...
10.5,...
10.5,...
5.5,...
5.5,...
2.5,...
2.5,...
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-2.5,...
-2.5,...
-5.5,...
-5.5,...
-10.5,...
-10.5,...
-13.5,...
-13.5,...
-18.5,...
-18.5,...
-21.5,...
-21.5,...
-26.5,...
-26.5,...
-29.5,...
-29.5,...
-85,...
-85,...
-50,...
-29.5,...
-29.5,...
-37.5,...
-37.5,...
-22.5,...
-22.5,...
-28.5,...
-28.5,...
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-28.5,...
-27.5,...
-27.5,...
-20.5,...
-20.5,...
-19.5,...
-19.5,...
-12.5,...
-12.5,...
-11.5,...
-11.5,...
-4.5,...
-4.5,...
-3.5,...
-3.5,...
3.5,...
3.5,...
4.5,...
4.5,...
11.5,...
11.5,...
12.5,...
12.5,...
19.5,...
19.5,...
20.5,...
20.5,...
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27.5,...
27.5,...
28.5,...
28.5,...
22.5,...
22.5,...
37.5,...
37.5,...
29.5,...
29.5,...
50,...
85,...
],...
'Heater');
pdepoly([ 37.5,...
37.5,...
11.890168238775061,...
17.600745785822411,...
50,...
50,...
55,...
55,...
19.936891145978151,...
23.244,...
14.843999999999999,...
-24,...
-24,...
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13.644,...
5.2439999999999998,...
-24,...
-24,...
4.0439999999999996,...
-4.3559999999999999,...
-24,...
-24,...
-5.556,...
-13.956,...
-24,...
-24,...
-13.956,...
-5.556,...
-24,...
-24,...
-4.3559999999999999,...
4.0439999999999996,...
-24,...
-24,...
5.2439999999999998,...
13.644,...
-24,...
-24,...
14.843999999999999,...
23.244,...
21.5,...
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25,...
55,...
85,...
85,...
55,...
22.5,...
19.936891145978151,...
9.29445117193535,...
37.5,...
37.5,...
22.5,...
22.5,...
6,...
6,...
20.484000000000002,...
14.484,...
-25,...
-25,...
10.884,...
4.8840000000000003,...
-25,...
-25,...
1.284,...
-4.7160000000000002,...
-25,...
-25,...
-8.3160000000000007,...
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-14.316000000000001,...
-25,...
-25,...
-14.316000000000001,...
-8.3160000000000007,...
-25,...
-25,...
-4.7160000000000002,...
1.284,...
-25,...
-25,...
4.8840000000000003,...
10.884,...
-25,...
-25,...
14.484,...
20.484000000000002,...
8,...
8,...
24.090038452921689,...
24.349610159605675,...
],...
[ 85,...
55,...
31.5,...
31.5,...
60,...
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85,...
85,...
60,...
31.5,...
31.5,...
24.5,...
24.5,...
23.5,...
23.5,...
16.5,...
16.5,...
15.5,...
15.5,...
8.5,...
8.5,...
7.5,...
7.5,...
0.5,...
0.5,...
-0.5,...
-0.5,...
-7.5,...
-7.5,...
-8.5,...
-8.5,...
-15.5,...
-15.5,...
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-16.5,...
-16.5,...
-23.5,...
-23.5,...
-24.5,...
-24.5,...
-31.5,...
-31.5,...
-33.5,...
-22.5,...
-22.5,...
-37.5,...
-37.5,...
-35,...
-31.5,...
-31.5,...
-55,...
-85,...
-85,...
-55,...
-32.5,...
-30.5,...
-30.5,...
-25.502920181700212,...
-25.5,...
-22.5,...
-22.5,...
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-17.5,...
-17.5,...
-14.5,...
-14.5,...
-9.5,...
-9.5,...
-6.5,...
-6.5,...
-1.5,...
-1.5,...
1.5,...
1.5,...
6.5,...
6.5,...
9.5,...
9.5,...
14.5,...
14.5,...
17.5,...
17.5,...
22.5,...
22.5,...
25.5,...
25.5,...
30.5,...
30.5,...
35,...
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51.070733290071388,...
85.074626865671661,...
],...
'Thermometer');
set(findobj(get(pde_fig,'Children'),'Tag','PDEEval'),'String','Mem+P c
tLead01+PtLead02+PtLead03+PtLead04+PtLead05+PtLead06+PtLead07+PtLead c
08+NewPtLead01+NewPtLead02+AlignMark01+AlignMark02+AlignMark03+Align c
Mark04+NW+NWLeadVMinus+NWLeadVPlus+HeatSinkCold+HeatSinkHot+AlignMar c
k05+AlignMark06+AlignMark07+AlignMark08+Heater+Thermometer')

% Boundary conditions:
pdetool('changemode',0)
pdesetbd(427,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(426,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(424,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(421,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(420,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(417,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(416,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(413,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(412,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(409,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(408,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(405,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(404,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(401,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(398,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(396,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(394,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(392,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(390,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(389,...
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'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(387,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(385,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(384,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(382,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(380,...
'dir',...
1,...
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'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(379,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(377,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(376,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(374,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(373,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(371,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(370,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(368,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(367,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(365,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(361,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(359,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(358,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(356,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(355,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(353,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(352,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(350,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(349,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(347,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(346,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(344,...
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'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(343,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(341,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(340,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(338,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(337,...
'dir',...
1,...
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'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(335,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(334,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(332,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(330,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(329,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(326,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(325,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(323,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(320,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(319,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(316,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(315,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(312,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(311,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(308,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(307,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(304,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(303,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(300,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(292,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(289,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(280,...
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'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(279,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(247,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(208,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(207,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(148,...
'dir',...
1,...
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'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(147,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(146,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(145,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(144,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(143,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(142,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(141,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(140,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(139,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(134,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(133,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(132,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(131,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(130,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(125,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(124,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(123,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(122,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(121,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(116,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(115,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(114,...
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'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(113,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(112,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(111,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(106,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(104,...
'dir',...
1,...
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'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(87,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(86,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(85,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(84,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(83,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
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pdesetbd(82,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(81,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(80,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(79,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(78,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(77,...
'dir',...
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1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(76,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(15,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(14,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(4,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(3,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
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'0')
pdesetbd(2,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')
pdesetbd(1,...
'dir',...
1,...
'1',...
'0')

% Mesh generation:
setappdata(pde_fig,'Hgrad',1.3);
setappdata(pde_fig,'refinemethod','regular');
setappdata(pde_fig,'jiggle',char('on','mean',''));
setappdata(pde_fig,'MesherVersion','preR2013a');
pdetool('initmesh')
pdetool('refine')
pdetool('refine')
pdetool('refine')

% PDE coefficients:
pdeseteq(1,...
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'1.05e-6!1.05e-6!3.77e-6!1.71e-6!3.41e-5!1.0!3.34e-5!1.0!1.05e-6!1.7 c
1e-6!1.0!1.71e-6!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!3.77e-6!3.77e-6!1.0!1.05e-6 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.05e-6!3.77e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.05e-6!3.41e-5!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.0 c
5e-6!1.05e-6!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
5e-6!1.0!1.0!3.34e-5!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6',...
'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0 c
!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0',...
'(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0) c
.*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)! c
(5.61e-8)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0 c
)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*( c
0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0) c
+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0 c
.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+ c
(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0. c
0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+( c
0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0 c
)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0 c
).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0) c
!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0) c
.*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)! c
(0)+(0).*(0.0)!(0)+(0).*(0.0)',...
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'(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1 c
.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0) c
.*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*( c
1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0 c
)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!( c
1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0 c
).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).* c
(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1. c
0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)! c
(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1. c
0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0). c
*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1 c
.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)!(1.0).*(1.0)',...
'0:10',...
'0.0',...
'0.0',...
'[0 100]')
setappdata(pde_fig,'currparam',...
['1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1. c
0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1. c
0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1. c
0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0

';...
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'1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0

';...
'1.05e-6!1.05e-6!3.77e-6!1.71e-6!3.41e-5!1.0!3.34e-5!1.0!1.05e-6!1.7 c
1e-6!1.0!1.71e-6!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!3.77e-6!3.77e-6!1.0!1.05e-6 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.05e-6!3.77e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6!1.05e-6 c
!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.05e-6!3.41e-5!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.0 c
5e-6!1.05e-6!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0!1.0 c
5e-6!1.0!1.0!3.34e-5!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6!1.71e-6
';...
'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!5.61e-8!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0 c
!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0

';...
'0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0 c
!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0!0

';...
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'0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0 c
!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0 c
!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0 c
!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0!0.0

'])

% Solve parameters:
setappdata(pde_fig,'solveparam',...
char('0','1768800','10','pdeadworst',...
'0.5','longest','0','1E-4','','fixed','Inf'))

% Plotflags and user data strings:
setappdata(pde_fig,'plotflags',[1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1]);
setappdata(pde_fig,'colstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'arrowstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'deformstring','');
setappdata(pde_fig,'heightstring','');

% Solve PDE:
pdetool('solve')
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C.3

2D Finite-element Model Processing

This section contains routines used to export T and T (x) values from the 2D
finite-element models of NLSVs and proposed Seebeck coefficient test circuits. Note
that the NLSV routine pre-dates the Seebeck circuit routine and could likely be
optimized; however, analysis routines made to run in Python rely on the format
exported by this code.
Mesh and solution must be exported from the PDE Modeler app fresh each time
a new set of result files is desired. These codes are made to use the default variable
names provided by MATLAB for each of these elements to save time.

C.3.1

NLSV2DFEMlicing.m

%The purpose of this code is to take 1D (linear) slices through 2D
FEM
%results for NLSV membrane devices along 2 given y-points (top
contact and
%bottom contact) for a range of x-values and export the results.

%***Export mesh and solution from PDE Modeler app first!***

OldVsNew='NewStyle'; %OldStyle is the long, thick, uniform detector
magnet; NewStyle is the dogbone

Orientation='IIVVTher'; %IIVVElec, IIVVTher, ...

Sep='800'; %Separation distance in nm
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T='300'; %Bath temperature at which model is set, in K

Suffix='SuperX300cont190827'; %Set desired suffix for end of file

filenametop=strcat(OldVsNew,Orientation,Sep,'nm',T,'K',Suffix,'top.c c
sv'); %Filename for top contact
data

filenamebot=strcat(OldVsNew,Orientation,Sep,'nm',T,'K',Suffix,'botto c
m.csv'); %Filename for bottom contact
data

x=40:0.001:50; %SuperX

ytop=-81.15; %Y-coord near center of top contact

ybot=-83.9; %Y-coord near center of bottom contact

uxytop=tri2grid(p,t,u,x,ytop); %Slice 2D FEM results along y=ytop

csvwrite(filenametop,uxytop); %Write top contact results to CSV

uxybot=tri2grid(p,t,u,x,ybot); %Slice 2D FEM results along y=ybot

csvwrite(filenamebot,uxybot); %Write bottom contact results to CSV
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C.3.2

SeebeckConstrictedNWSliceOut.m
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Appendix D

Python Scripts
Most of these scripts were written in Python 3.5.1. All were last run in Python
3.7.0.
Author’s Note: The minted environment does not print special characters (like
µ, Ω, etc) verbatim. Therefore, an effort has been made to type units phonetically
when they are usually shown as special characters (e.g., “microns” in place of µm,
“microOhm” in place of µΩ, etc.). While these characters were mostly used in code
comments, some instances do appear in DataFrame column names and file header
rows.

D.1
D.1.1

NLSV Data Processing
NLSVAnalysis.py

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Mon Mar

6 13:02:41 2017
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@author: rachelbennet
"""

# The purpose of this code is to act as a module containing the
functions for characterization of NLSV devices. These scripts are
called by other NLSV codes as needed.

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

# This function will perform a polynomial fit to input data and
return the x- and y-values from the polyfit for plotting, along with
the curve fit coefficients.
#x -> x-values from data (pandas DataFrame)
#y -> y-values from data (pandas DataFrame)
#deg -> degree of polynomial
#Returns x-values, y-values, and coefficients of curve fit to be
plotted/printed as needed

def NLSVpolyfit(x,y,deg):
import numpy as np
z, zcov = np.polyfit(x, y, deg, cov=True) #Calculates polynomial
fit to y(x) of degree deg; returns fit coefficients in
decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and the covariance
matrix. The diagonals of this matrix are the variances for the
fit parameters
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f = np.poly1d(z) #Reconstructs the polynomial using the curve
fit coefficients output by polyfit
zerr = np.sqrt(np.diag(zcov)) #Calculates the standard error
using the diagonals of the covariance matrix from np.polyfit
x_new = np.linspace(x.iloc[0], x.iloc[-1], 2001) #Calculates a
new, more complete range of x-values based on the first x-value
from the data (x[0]) and the last x-value in the data (x[-1]) in
2001 steps
y_new = f(x_new) #Calculates new y-values based on the curve fit
parameters and the new x-values
return(x_new,y_new,z,zerr) #Return new x-values, new y-values,
curve fit coefficients, and standard error of the estimate (of
the curve fit coefficients) as 1D arrays

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will plot a FacetGrid-style plot with error bars.
This will be a figure w/ multiple plots stacked side-by-side/in
columns based on parameters defined in the DataFrame that stores the
data, as well as parameters to change what the plot looks like.
#data -> DataFrame containing all data w/appropriate column labels
#colors -> Desired color palette (dict, can also pass
sns.color_palette() arguments)
#columns -> Data type that dictates column organization (string;
leave blank if only 1 column desired)
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#rows -> Data type that dictates row organization (string; leave
blank if only 1 row desired)
#HueData -> Data type that dictates variation by hue inside the
graph (string)
#HueOrder -> Changes order by which colors are assigned (string;
leave blank if order in DF is okay)
#FontSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size okay
#FigSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size okay
#MarkerSize -> Integer
#ZeroLine -> Boolean; True creates a zero line
#x -> Data to use as x-values (string)
#y -> Data to use as y-values (string)
#err -> Data to use as error bars (string)
#Xlim -> Desired x-axis limits ([low,high] leave blank if default
okay)
#Ylim -> Desired y-axis limits ([low,high] leave blank if default
okay)
#Xlabel -> Label for x-axis (string)
#Ylabel -> Label for y-axis (string)
#LegendTitle -> Title for data legend (string)
#Save -> Boolean; True prompts for directory and file name (str),
then saves
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def plot_FacetGrid(data,colors,rows,columns,HueData,HueOrder,FontSiz c
e,FigSize,MarkerSize,ZeroLine,x,y,err,Xlim,Ylim,Xlabel,Ylabel,Legend c
Title,Save): #Define the type of plot (FacetGrid for multiple plots
stacked side by side, plt.errorbar for scatter plot w/connecting
lines + error bars)
import seaborn as sns
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
#Create the scatter plot with connecting lines:
sns.set(style='white', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors) #Setting the general
appearance of the figure
ax = sns.FacetGrid(data, row=rows, col=columns, hue=HueData,
hue_order=HueOrder, size=FigSize) #Different colors will be used
for each of the test types according to the chosen color map;
figure size set by user
if ZeroLine:
ax.map(plt.axhline, y=0, ls='-', lw=1, color="#98eff9")
ax= (ax.map(plt.errorbar, x, y, err, marker=".",
markersize=MarkerSize)
.add_legend()) #Creates an errorbar plot w/legend
axes = ax.axes.flatten()
axes[0].set_ylabel(Ylabel)
axes[0].set_xlim(Xlim)
axes[0].set_ylim(Ylim)
ax._legend.set_title(LegendTitle)
ax.set_axis_labels(x_var=Xlabel)
if Save:
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Directory = input("Enter directory to which to save file: ")
FileName = input("Enter file name, including extension: ")
ax.savefig(Directory+FileName, dpi=600)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will plot a single scatter plot of multiple data sets
on a single axis, organized by hue. The plot legend will be set
inside the figure. The size of the scatter points is set at 5
(small-ish).
#data -> DataFrame containing all data w/appropriate column labels
#colors -> Desired color palette (dict, can also pass
sns.color_palette() arguments)
#HueData -> Data type that dictates variation by hue inside the
graph (string)
#FontSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size okay
#x -> Data to use as x-values (string)
#y -> Data to use as y-values (string)
#Xlabel -> Label for x-axis (string)
#Ylabel -> Label for y-axis (string)
#LegendTitle -> Title for data legend (string)
#PointSize -> Size of plotted points (5 is small-ish)
#Save -> Boolean; True prompts for directory and file name (str),
then saves
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def plot_FancyScatter(data,colors,HueData,FontSize,x,y,Xlabel,Ylabel c
,LegendTitle,PointSize,Save):
import seaborn as sns
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors) #Setting the general
appearance of the figure
ax = sns.lmplot(x=x,y=y,data=data,hue=HueData,legend=True,legend c
_out=False,fit_reg=False,scatter_kws={"s":
PointSize})
ax.set_axis_labels(Xlabel,Ylabel)
leg = ax.axes.flat[0].get_legend()
leg.set_title(LegendTitle)
if Save:
Directory = input("Enter directory to which to save file: ")
FileName = input("Enter file name, including extension: ")
ax.savefig(Directory+FileName, dpi=600)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will plot 2 sets of data with different linewidths,
which is nice for plotting curves with fits on them so that both are
visible.
#Fit -> DataFrame containing all fit values
#Data -> DataFrame containing all data that was fitted
#colors -> Color palette to be used
#FontSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size OK
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#Xlabel -> Label for x-axis (string)
#Ylabel -> Label for y-axis (string)
#LegendTitle -> Title for data legend (string)
#Linewidths -> List of linewidth values for plot
#directory -> Directory to which to save plot
#filename -> Desired file name, including extension
#Save -> Boolean; True saves file

def plot_FancyFit(FitX,FitY,DataX,DataY,colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabe c
l,LegendTitle,Linewidths,directory,filename,Save):
import seaborn as sns
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX font
to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors, color_codes=False) #Setting
the general appearance of the figure
fig = plt.figure()
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111, aspect=1.1) #aspect=(0.465 or 1.6)
forces plot to use that aspect ratio
ax1.scatter(DataX, DataY, s=Linewidths[0], c=colors[0],
label='Data', edgecolors='face')
ax1.scatter(FitX,FitY, s=Linewidths[1], c=colors[1],
label='Fit', edgecolors='face')
#

ax1.set_aspect('equal','box')
ax1.set_xlabel(Xlabel)
ax1.set_ylabel(Ylabel)
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#

fig.tight_layout()
plt.legend(loc='upper right');
if Save:
plt.savefig(directory+filename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will import IV data for comparisons taken the same
way as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style):
#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#SetNumber = Which out of N data sets taken that day is being
imported (historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#TrialNumber = Which out of N trials performed per test is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#MeasureNumber = Which out of N measurements taken per trial is
being imported (between 1 and 10) (e.g.,
"...A+TestNumber+TrialNumber+MeasureNumber.txt")
#AorB = importing A-field data or B-field data? (input "A" or "B")
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
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#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def importCompsData(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNum c
ber,TrialNumber,MeasureNumber,AorB,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import pandas as pd
columns = ["I","dV","dV/dI","Vint"] #Labels to put on the
columns when the data is imported
directoryfirstpart =
"/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/" + Date +
DeviceName + "/" + Temp + "K/Compare/" + Orientation + TestType
+ str(SetNumber) + "/" + Date + DeviceName + Temp + "KComp" +
Orientation + TestType #Assembles most of the directory
containing the file based on user inputs
#Sorting A-field and B-field using TestType:
if TestType == "Pp-Pn":
AField = Pp
BField = Pn
if TestType == "Pp-APp":
AField = Pp
BField = APp
if TestType == "Pp-APn":
AField = Pp
BField = APn
if TestType == "Pn-APp":
AField = Pn
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BField = APp
if TestType == "Pn-APn":
AField = Pn
BField = APn
#Sorting the field value used in the directory and file name
based on whether we are importing A-field or B-field:
if AorB == "A":
Field = AField
if AorB == "B":
Field = BField
directory = directoryfirstpart + Field + "Oe-" + AorB +
str(TrialNumber) + "-" + str(SetNumber) + "/" #Full directory
containing file
#Should come out looking like (e.g.) /Users/rachelbennet/Documen c
ts/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/170712Run9a500nmMem/78K/Compare/II-VVT c
herPn-APn1/170712Run9a500nmMem78KCompII-VVTherPn-APn-160Oe-B1-1/
filename = Date + DeviceName + Temp + "KComp" + Orientation +
TestType + Field + "Oe-" + AorB + str(TrialNumber) + "-" +
str(SetNumber) + "-" + str(MeasureNumber) + ".txt" #Name of
desired data file
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
170712Run9a500nmMem78KCompII-VVTherPn-APn-160Oe-B1-1-1.txt
ImportedData = pd.read_csv(directory + filename, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the data as a pandas DataFrame
return(ImportedData) #Output of function is DataFrame of
imported data
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#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will import IV data for comparisons taken the same
way as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style):
#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#SetNumber = Which out of N data sets taken that day is being
imported (historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#TrialNumber = Which out of N trials performed per test is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#MeasureNumber = Which out of N measurements taken per trial is
being imported (between 1 and 10) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber+MeasureNumber.txt")
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def importCompsDataAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType, c
SetNumber,TrialNumber,MeasureNumber,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import pandas as pd
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columns = ["I","dV","dV/dI","Vint"] #Labels to put on the
columns when the data is imported
directoryfirstpart =
"/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/" + Date +
DeviceName + "/" + Temp + "K/Compare/" + Orientation + TestType
+ str(SetNumber) + "/" + Date + DeviceName + Temp + "KComp" +
Orientation + TestType #Assembles most of the directory
containing the file based on user inputs
#Sorting A-field and B-field using TestType. Remember that
AFinal relies on A-field only, so we only need to set the
A-field values:
if TestType == "Pp-Pn":
AField = Pp
if TestType == "Pp-APp":
AField = Pp
if TestType == "Pp-APn":
AField = Pp
if TestType == "Pn-APp":
AField = Pn
if TestType == "Pn-APn":
AField = Pn
directory = directoryfirstpart + AField + "Oe-AFinal-" +
str(SetNumber) + "/" #Full directory containing file
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/170519Run9a c
500nmMem/200K/Compare/II-VVElecPn-APn1/170519Run9a500nmMem200KCo c
mpII-VVElecPn-APn-400Oe-AFinal-1/
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filename = Date + DeviceName + Temp + "KComp" + Orientation +
TestType + AField + "Oe-AFinal-" + str(SetNumber) + "-" +
str(MeasureNumber) + ".txt" #Name of desired data file
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
170519Run9a500nmMem200KCompII-VVElecPn-APn-400Oe-AFinal-1-1.txt
ImportedData = pd.read_csv(directory + filename, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the data as a pandas DataFrame
return(ImportedData) #Output of function is DataFrame of
imported data

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will iterate through all measurement numbers for a
single trial of a single test to import all N measurements taken
during that trial for data taken in the same fashion as the
Run9a500nmMem devices (new style) and assemble them into an xarray
DataArray along dim MeasureNumber:

#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#SetNumber = Which out of N data sets taken that day is being
imported (historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
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#TrialNumber = Which out of N trials performed per test is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#IgnoreNumber = Number of initial measurements to be ignored
(usually 2)
#MeasureMax = maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)
#AorB = importing A-field data or B-field data? (input "A" or "B")
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def importAllMeasures(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetN c
umber,TrialNumber,MeasureMax,AorB,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import NLSVAnalysis
import xarray as xr
import numpy as np
indexpoints = np.arange(0,2001,1) #1d array containing the index
values 0 to 2000 (number of individual points taken in a single
measurement)
columns = ["I","dV","dV/dI","Vint"] #List of column names
dimensions = ['DataPoint','DataType']
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Initialize =
NLSVAnalysis.importCompsData(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,Te c
stType,SetNumber,TrialNumber,str(1),AorB,Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Imports
the first measurement, which we will use to initialize the
xr.DataArray
MeasuresArray = xr.DataArray(Initialize,coords=[indexpoints,colu c
mns],dims=dimensions)
for i in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1): #For all measurements numbered
2 and up
MeasureNumber = str(i) #Convert int to string
ImportedData = NLSVAnalysis.importCompsData(Date,DeviceName, c
Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNumber,TrialNumber,MeasureNumbe c
r,AorB,Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Import the data for this measurement
number
ImportedDataArray = xr.DataArray(ImportedData,coords=[indexp c
oints,columns],dims=dimensions) #Convert the imported pandas
DataFrame to a DataArray
MeasuresArray =
xr.concat([MeasuresArray,ImportedDataArray],'Measurement')
#Concatinate the new DataArray onto the DataArray that
contains all the measurements along dimension 'Measurement'
(3)
indexmeasures = np.arange(1,MeasureMax+1,1) #1d array containing
the index values 1 to MeasureMax (number of total measurements
taken)
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MeasuresArrayOut =
MeasuresArray.assign_coords(Measurement=(indexmeasures))
#Assigns indexmeasures as coordinates for the dimension
'Measurement'this makes indexing easier later
return(MeasuresArrayOut) #Return the final assembled DataArray
of all measurements for a particular test and trial number

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will iterate through all measurement numbers for a
single trial of a single test to import all N AFinal measurements
taken during that trial for data taken in the same fashion as the
Run9a500nmMem devices (new style) and assemble them into an xarray
DataArray along dim MeasureNumber:

#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#SetNumber = Which out of N data sets taken that day is being
imported (historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#TrialNumber = Which out of N trials performed per test is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
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#IgnoreNumber = Number of initial measurements to be ignored
(usually 2)
#MeasureMax = maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def importAllMeasuresAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestTyp c
e,SetNumber,TrialNumber,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import NLSVAnalysis
import xarray as xr
import numpy as np
indexpoints = np.arange(0,2001,1) #1d array containing the index
values 0 to 2000 (number of individual points taken in a single
measurement)
columns = ["I","dV","dV/dI","Vint"] #List of column names
dimensions = ['DataPoint','DataType']
Initialize =
NLSVAnalysis.importCompsDataAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientat c
ion,TestType,SetNumber,TrialNumber,str(1),Pp,Pn,APp,APn)
#Imports the first not-ignored measurement, which we will use to
initialize the xr.DataArray
MeasuresArray = xr.DataArray(Initialize,coords=[indexpoints,colu c
mns],dims=dimensions)
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for i in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1): #For all measurements numbered
2 and up
MeasureNumber = str(i) #Convert int to string
ImportedData = NLSVAnalysis.importCompsDataAFinal(Date,Devic c
eName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNumber,TrialNumber,Measur c
eNumber,Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Import the data for this measurement
number
ImportedDataArray = xr.DataArray(ImportedData,coords=[indexp c
oints,columns],dims=dimensions) #Convert the imported pandas
DataFrame to a DataArray
MeasuresArray =
xr.concat([MeasuresArray,ImportedDataArray],'Measurement')
#Concatinate the new DataArray onto the DataArray that
contains all the measurements along dimension 'Measurement'
(3)
indexmeasures = np.arange(1,MeasureMax+1,1) #1d array containing
the index values 1 to MeasureMax (number of total measurements
taken)
MeasuresArrayOut =
MeasuresArray.assign_coords(Measurement=(indexmeasures))
#Assigns indexmeasures as coordinates for the dimension
'Measurement'this makes indexing easier later
return(MeasuresArrayOut) #Return the final assembled DataArray
of all measurements for a particular test and trial number

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------
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#This function will import all IV data for all trials EXCLUDING
AFinal in a given test (typically 1, sometimes 2) for comparisons
taken the same way as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style):

#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#SetNumber = Which out of N data sets taken that day is being
imported (historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#TrialNumber = Which out of N trials performed per test is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+SetNumber...")
#IgnoreNumber = Number of initial measurements to be ignored
(usually 2)
#MeasureMax = maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)
#AorB = importing A-field data or B-field data? (input "A" or "B")
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe
#TheBs = List of B trial numbers from 1->TrialMax
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def importAllBTrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNu c
mber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheBs):
import NLSVAnalysis
import xarray as xr
TrialsArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasures(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation, c
TestType,SetNumber,"1",MeasureMax,'B',Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Imports
the first trial of measurements, which we will use to initialize
the xr.DataArray
if TrialMax==1:
TrialsArrayOut = TrialsArray #If only 1 trial was performed,
stop work now and output the 3d DataArray of all
measurements for this trial (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType',
and 'Measurement')
else:
for j in range(2,int(TrialMax)+1,1):
TrialNumber = str(j)
ImportedMeasuresArray = NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasures(D c
ate,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNumber,Trial c
Number,MeasureMax,'B',Pp,Pn,APp,APn)
TrialsArray =
xr.concat([TrialsArray,ImportedMeasuresArray],'Trial')
indextrials = TheBs #1d array containing the values 1 to
TrialMax
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TrialsArrayOut =
TrialsArray.assign_coords(Trial=(indextrials)) #Assigns
indextrials as coordinates for the dimension
'Measurement'this makes indexing easier later
return(TrialsArrayOut) #Output the 4d DataArray of all
measurements at all trials (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType',
'Measurement', and 'Trial')
#

TrialsArray =

xr.concat([TrialsArray,ImportedMeasuresArray],'Measurement')
#

indexmeasures =

np.arange(1,int(MeasureMax)*int(TrialMax)+1,1)

#1d array containing

the values 1 to TrialMax (number of total trials taken)
#

TrialsArrayOut =

TrialsArray.assign_coords(Measurement=(indexmeasures)) #Assigns
indexmeasures as coordinates for the dimension 'Measurement'this
makes indexing easier later
#

return(TrialsArrayOut) #Output the 4d DataArray of all

measurements at all trials (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType',
'Measurement', and 'Trial')

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will import all IV data for all trials INCLUDING
AFinal in a given test (typically 1, sometimes 2) for comparisons
taken the same way as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style):
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#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#TestNumber = Which out of N tests performed that day is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g., "...A+TestNumber...")
#TrialMax = maximum number of trials carried out per test (has
always been 1 thus far)
#IgnoreNumber = Number of initial measurements to be ignored
(usually 2)
#MeasureMax = maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)
#AorB = importing A-field data or B-field data? (input "A" or "B")
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe
#TheAs = List of all A trial names from 1->TrialMax->AFinal

def importAllATrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNu c
mber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheAs):
import NLSVAnalysis
import xarray as xr
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TrialsArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasures(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation, c
TestType,SetNumber,"1",MeasureMax,'A',Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Imports
the first trial of measurements, which we will use to initialize
the xr.DataArray
if TrialMax==1:
indextrials = TheAs #List of dim Trial indices
else:
for j in range(2,int(TrialMax)+1,1):
TrialNumber = str(j)
ImportedMeasuresArray = NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasures(D c
ate,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType,SetNumber,Trial c
Number,MeasureMax,'A',Pp,Pn,APp,APn)
TrialsArray =
xr.concat([TrialsArray,ImportedMeasuresArray],'Trial')
indextrials = TheAs

#1d array containing the values 1 to

TrialMax (number of total trials taken)
AFinal = NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasuresAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Te c
mp,Orientation,TestType,SetNumber,"1",MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn)
#Import all measurements of AFinal
TrialsArrayAFinal = xr.concat([TrialsArray,AFinal],'Trial') #Add
the AFinal measurements along dim Trial
TrialsArrayOut =
TrialsArrayAFinal.assign_coords(Trial=(indextrials)) #Assigns
indexmeasures as coordinates for the dimension 'Measurement'this
makes indexing easier later
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return(TrialsArrayOut) #Output the 4d DataArray of all
measurements at all trials (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType',
'Measurement', and 'Trial')

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will import all AFinal IV data for all trials in a
given test (typically 1, sometimes 2) for comparisons taken the same
way as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style):

#Date = date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = device key name (e.g., Run9a500nmMem)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#TestType = Pp-Pn, Pp-APn, ...
#TestNumber = Which out of N tests performed that day is being
imported (usually 1, sometimes 2) (e.g., "...A+TestNumber...")
#TrialMax = maximum number of trials carried out per test (has
always been 1 thus far)
#IgnoreNumber = Number of initial measurements to be ignored
(usually 2)
#MeasureMax = maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
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#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def importAllTrialsAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,TestType, c
SetNumber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import NLSVAnalysis
import xarray as xr
import numpy as np
TrialsArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasuresAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orient c
ation,TestType,SetNumber,"1",MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Imports
the first trial of measurements, which we will use to initialize
the xr.DataArray
return(TrialsArray)
#
#

if TrialMax==1:
return(TrialsArray) #If only 1 trial was performed, stop

work now and output the 3D DataArray of all measurements for this
trial (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType', and 'Measurement')
#
#

else:
for j in range(2,int(TrialMax)+1,1):

#

TrialNumber = str(j)

#

ImportedMeasuresArray =

NLSVAnalysis.importAllMeasuresAFinal(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientatio c
n,TestType,SetNumber,TrialNumber,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn)
#

TrialsArray =

xr.concat([TrialsArray,ImportedMeasuresArray],'Trial')
#

indextrials = np.arange(1,int(TrialMax)+1,1)

#1d array

containing the values 1 to TrialMax (number of total trials taken)
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#

TrialsArrayOut =

TrialsArray.assign_coords(Trial=(indextrials)) #Assigns
indexmeasures as coordinates for the dimension 'Measurement'this
makes indexing easier later
#

return(TrialsArrayOut) #Output the 4d DataArray of all

measurements at all trials (dims 'DataPoint', 'DataType',
'Measurement', and 'Trial')

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will create a DataFrame of the coefficients R1-R4 +
standard errors of comparisons taken the same way as the
Run9a500nmMem devices (new style) for a single TestType. Because of
the way the standard error is calculated (relying on the number of
measurements taken and averaged), this only works for the AvgArrays:

#Array: DataArray containing dims DataPoint, DataType, TestType, and
Trial
#index: List containing dim Trial coordinates
#TestType: Item from list TestTypes, selected externally
#MeasureMax: Max number of measurements in each trial

def AvgCoeffsByTestType(Array,index,TestType,MeasureMax):
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import NLSVAnalysis
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xCol = Array.sel(DataType='I',TestType=TestType).values #Create
a new DataArray containing the I-value data for the chosen
TestType of Array (dim Measurement does not exist). values
command stops it from being a DataArray. This will be a float64
object, which NLSVpolyfit will not accept. NLSVpolyfit wants a
2d (n rows, 1 col) series created from a pandas DataFrame.
yCol = Array.sel(DataType='dV/dI',TestType=TestType).values
#Create a new DataArray containing the dV/dI-value data for the
chosen Test Type of Array (dim Measurement does not exist).
xDFrows = pd.DataFrame(data=xCol,index=index) #Convert xCol to
pandas DataFrame. This will be TrialMax(+1) rows x 2001 col
x = xDFrows.transpose() #Transpose xDFrows
yDFrows = pd.DataFrame(data=yCol,index=index) #Convert yCol to
pandasDataFrame. This will be TrialMax(+1) rows x 2001 col
y = yDFrows.transpose() #Transpose yDFrows
x_new,y_new,z,zerr = NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(x[1],y[1],3)
#Returns new x-values (fitted); new y-values (fitted);
coefficients R_4, R_3, R_2, R_1, y-int (Az); and std errors of
the coefficients (Azerr) for a dV/dI vs I fit of the first trial
of the averaged array for Pp-Pn. We will not use the new
(fit-generated) x- and y-values in this code.
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DictOut = {'R1': z[3]/1, 'R2': z[2]/2, 'R3': z[1]/3, 'R4':
z[0]/4, 'R1STD': zerr[3]/(1*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R2STD':
zerr[2]/(2*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R3STD':
zerr[1]/(3*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R4STD':
zerr[0]/(4*np.sqrt(MeasureMax))} #where 1/1, 1/2, ... are
constants of integration. Remember, this is dV/dI vs I, so the
slope would be dV/dI^2 without the constant of integration.
Integrating gets us back to dV/dI = R. Division by
sqrt(MeasureMax) finishes the standard-error calculation b/c
averaging
Coeffs = pd.DataFrame(data=DictOut, index=[1]) #Make a DataFrame
from that dict above, using the int 1 as the index label
for i in range(1,len(index),1):
trial = index[i] #Trial selected from index
x_new,y_new,z,zerr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(x[trial],y[trial],3) #Returns new
x-values (fitted); new y-values (fitted); coefficients R_4,
R_3, R_2, R_1, y-int (Az); and std errors of the
coefficients (Azerr) for a dV/dI vs I fit of the
AAveragedArray for Pp-Pn. We will not use the new
(fit-generated) x- and y-values in this code.
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DictOut = {'R1': z[3]/1, 'R2': z[2]/2, 'R3': z[1]/3, 'R4':
z[0]/4, 'R1STD': zerr[3]/(1*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R2STD':
zerr[2]/(2*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R3STD':
zerr[1]/(3*np.sqrt(MeasureMax)), 'R4STD':
zerr[0]/(4*np.sqrt(MeasureMax))} #where 1/1, 1/2, ... are
constants of integration. Remember, this is dV/dI vs I, so
the slope would be dV/dI^2 without the constant of
integration. Integrating gets us back to dV/dI = R. Division
by sqrt(MeasureMax) finishes the standard-error calculation
b/c averaging
CoeffsHold = pd.DataFrame(data=DictOut, index=[trial]) #Make
a DataFrame from that dict above, using the next element of
index as the index label
Coeffs = pd.concat([Coeffs,CoeffsHold]) #Concatenate this
trial below previous trial(s)
return(Coeffs)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will create a DataFrame of the coefficients R1-R4 +
standard errors of comparisons taken the same way as the
Run9a500nmMem devices (new style) for a single TestType. This is for
the data:

#Array: DataArray containing dims DataPoint, DataType, TestType, and
Trial
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#index: List containing dim Trial coordinates
#TestType: Item from list TestTypes, selected externally

def CoeffsByTestType(Array,index,TestType):
import pandas as pd
import NLSVAnalysis
xCol = Array.sel(DataType='I',TestType=TestType).values #Create
a new DataArray containing the I-value data for the chosen
TestType of Array (dim Measurement does not exist). values
command stops it from being a DataArray. This will be a float64
object, which NLSVpolyfit will not accept. NLSVpolyfit wants a
2d (n rows, 1 col) series created from a pandas DataFrame.
yCol = Array.sel(DataType='dV/dI',TestType=TestType).values
#Create a new DataArray containing the dV/dI-value data for the
chosen Test Type of Array (dim Measurement does not exist).
xDFrows = pd.DataFrame(data=xCol,index=index) #Convert xCol to
pandas DataFrame. This will be TrialMax(+1) rows x 2001 col
x = xDFrows.transpose() #Transpose xDFrows
yDFrows = pd.DataFrame(data=yCol,index=index) #Convert yCol to
pandasDataFrame. This will be TrialMax(+1) rows x 2001 col
y = yDFrows.transpose() #Transpose yDFrows
x_new,y_new,z,zerr = NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(x[1],y[1],3)
#Returns new x-values (fitted); new y-values (fitted);
coefficients R_4, R_3, R_2, R_1, y-int (Az); and std errors of
the coefficients (Azerr) for a dV/dI vs I fit of the first trial
of the averaged array for Pp-Pn. We will not use the new
(fit-generated) x- and y-values in this code.
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DictOut = {'R1': z[3]/1, 'R2': z[2]/2, 'R3': z[1]/3, 'R4':
z[0]/4, 'R1STD': zerr[3]/1, 'R2STD': zerr[2]/2, 'R3STD':
zerr[1]/3, 'R4STD': zerr[0]/4} #where 1/1, 1/2, ... are
constants of integration. Remember, this is dV/dI vs I, so the
slope would be dV/dI^2 without the constant of integration.
Integrating gets us back to dV/dI = R.
Coeffs = pd.DataFrame(data=DictOut, index=[1]) #Make a DataFrame
from that dict above, using the int 1 as the index label
for i in range(1,len(index),1):
trial = index[i] #Trial selected from index
x_new,y_new,z,zerr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(x[trial],y[trial],3) #Returns new
x-values (fitted); new y-values (fitted); coefficients R_4,
R_3, R_2, R_1, y-int (Az); and std errors of the
coefficients (Azerr) for a dV/dI vs I fit of the
AAveragedArray for Pp-Pn. We will not use the new
(fit-generated) x- and y-values in this code.
DictOut = {'R1': z[3]/1, 'R2': z[2]/2, 'R3': z[1]/3, 'R4':
z[0]/4, 'R1STD': zerr[3]/1, 'R2STD': zerr[2]/2, 'R3STD':
zerr[1]/3, 'R4STD': zerr[0]/4} #where 1/1, 1/2, ... are
constants of integration. Remember, this is dV/dI vs I, so
the slope would be dV/dI^2 without the constant of
integration. Integrating gets us back to dV/dI = R.
CoeffsHold = pd.DataFrame(data=DictOut, index=[trial]) #Make
a DataFrame from that dict above, using the next element of
index as the index label
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Coeffs = pd.concat([Coeffs,CoeffsHold]) #Concatenate this
trial below previous trial(s)
return(Coeffs)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will populate a DataArray initialized by
initializeCoeffs with the R1-R4 coeffs and standard errors of the
averaged ('fit') data for all remaining TestTypes:

#Array: DataArray containing dims DataPoint, DataType, TestType,
either averaged along dim Measurement or with a single index
selected from dim Measurement
#CoeffsIn: Initialized DataFrame of coeffs for Pp-Pn
#TestTypes: List containing strings of test types ('Pp-Pn', ...)
#TestType: Selected from list TestTypes via external for-loop
#i: integer value from external for-loop that cycles through
TestTypes
#m: integer value from external for-loop that cycles through
measurements
#Measure: Boolean. If True, dim Measurement exists.

def Coeffs(Array,CoeffsIn,index,TrialMax,TestType):
import NLSVAnalysis
import pandas as pd
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xCol = Array.sel(DataType='I', TestType=TestType).values #Create
a new DataArray of the I-value data for the selected TestType
only. dim Measurement does not exist.
yCol = Array.sel(DataType='dV/dI',TestType=TestType).values
#Create a new DataArray of the dV/dI-value data for the selected
TestType only. dim Measurement does not exist.
xDF = pd.DataFrame(data=xCol, columns=['I']) #Convert xNP to
pandas DataFrame from which series will be created
x = xDF['I'] #Creates the series for NLSVpolyfit
yDF = pd.DataFrame(data=yCol, columns=['dV/dI']) #Convert yNP to
pandas DataFrame from which series will be created
y = yDF['dV/dI'] #Creates the series for NLSVpolyfit
x_new,y_new,z,zerr = NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(x,y,3) #Returns
new x-values (fitted); new y-values (fitted); coefficients R_4,
R_3, R_2, R_1; and std errors of the coefficients (Azerr) for a
dV/dI vs I fit of the AAveragedArray for a given TestType
iterdict = {'R1': z[3]/1, 'R2': z[2]/2, 'R3': z[1]/3, 'R4':
z[0]/4, 'R1STD': zerr[3]/1, 'R2STD': zerr[2]/2, 'R3STD':
zerr[1]/3, 'R4STD': zerr[0]/4} #where 1/1, 1/2, ... are
constants of integration. Remember, this is dV/dI vs I, so the
slope would be dV/dI^2 without the constant of integration.
Integrating gets us back to dV/dI = R.
IterCoeffs = pd.DataFrame(data=iterdict, index=[TestType]) #Make
a DataFrame from that dict above, using the ith TestType as the
index label
CoeffsOut = CoeffsIn.append(IterCoeffs) #Append the previous
DataFrame to the end of CoeffsIn.
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return(CoeffsOut)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------

#This function will iterate across all TestTypes to import data
where dim Measurements exists:

#Array: DataArray containing initialized data values (1 measurement,
Pp-Pn)
#CoeffsIn: DataFrame containing initialized coefficient values (1
measurement, Pp-Pn)
#TestTypes: List of test types (Pp-Pn, ...)
#m: Integer, measurement number from external for-loop

def CoeffsMeasureLoop(Array,CoeffsIn,TestTypes,m):
import NLSVAnalysis
for i in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[i] #Cycles through all TestTypes,
skipping Pp-Pn
CoeffsIn = NLSVAnalysis.Coeffs(Array,CoeffsIn,TestTypes,Test c
Type,m,True) #Returns a DataFrame of all the coefficients
for all TestTypes from a given Measurement m
return(CoeffsIn)

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------
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#This function will import IV data for comparisons taken the same
way as the Run9a500nmSub devices (old style):

#Date = date data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = full device name (e.g., Run9aSub500nm)
#DeviceNameNoRun = shortened device name used on folders (e.g.,
500nmSub)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

#Function returns the IV curves at all 4 field points (Pp, Pn, APp,
APn) for the specified date/device/temperature/orientation.

def importCompsDataOldStyle(Date,DeviceName,DeviceNameNoRun,Temp,Ori c
entation,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import pandas as pd
columns = ["I","dV","dV/dI","Vint"] #Labels to put on the
columns when data is imported
directoryfirstpart =
"/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/"
+ DeviceNameNoRun + "/" + Date + DeviceName + "/" + Temp +
"K/IVCurves/"
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#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/
filenamefirstpart = Date + DeviceName + Temp + "K"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.) 160311Run9aSub500nm78K
#For Pp data:
directoryPp = directoryfirstpart + "Ppos/"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/Ppos/
filenamePp = filenamefirstpart + Pp + "Oe" + Orientation + ".txt"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
160311Run9aSub500nm78K400OeII-VVElec.txt
ImportPp = pd.read_csv(directoryPp + filenamePp, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the Ppos data as a pandas DataFrame
#For Pn data:
directoryPn = directoryfirstpart + "Pneg/"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/Pneg/
filenamePn = filenamefirstpart + Pn + "Oe" + Orientation + ".txt"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
160311Run9aSub500nm78K-400OeII-VVElec.txt
ImportPn = pd.read_csv(directoryPn + filenamePn, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the Pneg data as a pandas DataFrame
#For APp data:
directoryAPp = directoryfirstpart + "AP2/"
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#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/AP2/
filenameAPp = filenamefirstpart + APp + "Oe" + Orientation +
".txt"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
160311Run9aSub500nm78K190OeIV-VIElec.txt
ImportAPp = pd.read_csv(directoryAPp + filenameAPp, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the APp data as a pandas DataFrame
#For APn data:
directoryAPn = directoryfirstpart + "AP1/"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/AP1/
filenameAPn = filenamefirstpart + APn + "Oe" + Orientation +
".txt"
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
160311Run9aSub500nm78K-165OeIV-VIElec.txt
ImportAPn = pd.read_csv(directoryAPn + filenameAPn, sep='\t',
names=columns) #Imports the APn data as a pandas DataFrame
return(ImportPp,ImportPn,ImportAPp,ImportAPn,directoryfirstpart, c
filenamefirstpart) #Function returns the imported IV curves at
all 4 field points for a single orientation and the genesis of
the import/save directory and filename

#------------------------------------------------------------------- c
---------
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#This function will perform the necessary subtractions for data
taken the same way as the Run9a500nmSub devices (old style):

#Date = date data was collected (YYMMDD)
#DeviceName = full device name (e.g., Run9aSub500nm)
#DeviceNameNoRun = shortened device name used on folders (e.g.,
500nmSub)
#Temp = bath temperature in K
#Orientation = II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...
#Pp = Parallel-positive point in Oe
#Pn = Parallel-negative point in Oe
#APp = Antiparallel-positive point in Oe
#APn = Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

def subtractCompsOldStyle(Date,DeviceName,DeviceNameNoRun,Temp,Orien c
tation,Pp,Pn,APp,APn):
import pandas as pd #For handling DataFrames
import pathlib #For creating new directories
import NLSVAnalysis
ImportPp,ImportPn,ImportAPp,ImportAPn,directoryfirstpart,filenam c
efirstpart =
NLSVAnalysis.importCompsDataOldStyle(Date,DeviceName,DeviceNameN c
oRun,Temp,Orientation,Pp,Pn,APp,APn) #Imports the data as 4
pandas DataFrames and the genesis of the import/save directory
and filename
#Do the subtractions now:
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PpPn = ImportPp-ImportPn
PpAPp = ImportPp-ImportAPp
PpAPn = ImportPp-ImportAPn
PnAPp = ImportPn-ImportAPp
PnAPn = ImportPn-ImportAPn
#Create new folder for subtractions:
pathlib.Path(directoryfirstpart +
'Subtractions/').mkdir(exist_ok=True) #The code will not throw
an error if the directory we're attempting to create already
exists. It will simply move on.
#Should come out looking like (e.g.)
/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData/NLSVRun9/50 c
0nmSub/160311Run9aSub500nm/78K/IVcurves/Subtractions/
#Save each of these subtractions to a new file:
PpPn.to_csv(directoryfirstpart + 'Subtractions/' +
filenamefirstpart + 'Comp' + Orientation + 'Pp-Pn' + '.csv')
PpAPp.to_csv(directoryfirstpart + 'Subtractions/' +
filenamefirstpart + 'Comp' + Orientation + 'Pp-APp' + '.csv')
PpAPn.to_csv(directoryfirstpart + 'Subtractions/' +
filenamefirstpart + 'Comp' + Orientation + 'Pp-APn' + '.csv')
PnAPp.to_csv(directoryfirstpart + 'Subtractions/' +
filenamefirstpart + 'Comp' + Orientation + 'Pn-APp' + '.csv')
PnAPn.to_csv(directoryfirstpart + 'Subtractions/' +
filenamefirstpart + 'Comp' + Orientation + 'Pn-APn' + '.csv')

#
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D.1.2

NLSVABComparisonsNew.py

Author’s Note: This code is made to replicate the functionality of NLSVABComparisonsMems.m in Python. This is intended to reduce dependence on paid
licenses for students. Unlike the MATLAB code, it is not reliant on a top-level
script to import the files. The calculated error bars from this script differ from
those calculated by MATLAB; at this time, it is not known which analysis method
is more reliable.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Oct 24 14:58:58 2018

@author: rachelbennet
"""

# The purpose of this code is to perform the same tasks as
NLSVABComparisonsMems.m, but in Python. This imports raw comps IV
data from NLSVs taken using the new style of data collection (same
as Run9a500nmMem), fits them out to R4, and saves and plots the
results.

#Why are the error bars here smaller than the error bars from the
MATLAB script? Am I doing it differently/wrong, or is it a
legitimate improvement?

#
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#Import necessary packages

import NLSVAnalysis #Custom package; contains most of the importing
and plotting functions

import numpy as np #For making arange arrays, mostly

import pandas as pd #For handling DataFrames (2D)

import xarray as xr #For handling DataArrays (nD)

import pathlib #For creating new directories (if needed)

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt #For plotting

import seaborn as sns #For plotting, esp color palettes

#

#Set user inputs:

Date = '170714' #String; date on which data was collected (YYMMDD)

DeviceName = 'Run9a500nmMem' #String; device key name (e.g.,
Run9a500nmMem)
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Temp = '250' #String; bath temperature in K

Orientation = 'IV-VIElec' #String; II-VVElec, IV-VIElec, ...

TestTypes = ['Pp-Pn', 'Pp-APp', 'Pp-APn', 'Pn-APp', 'Pn-APn'] #List
of all test types

TestTypesPlusPp = ['Pp-Pn', 'Pp-APp', 'Pp-APn', 'Pn-APp', 'Pn-APn',
'Pp'] #List of all test types + Pp (used for a final output CSV file)

coeffs = ['R1', 'R1STD', 'R2', 'R2STD', 'R3', 'R3STD', 'R4',
'R4STD'] #List of coefficients/standard error column headers

SetNumber = 1 #Which of N data sets taken that day is being imported
(historically 1) (e.g., "...A+TrialNumber+'-'+TestNumber...")

TrialMax = 2 #Max number of trials performed per set (1 or 2) (e.g.,
"...A+TrialNumber+'-'+SetNumber...")

MeasureMax = 10 #Maximum number of measurements taken per trial
(usually 10)

IgnoreNumber = 2 #Number of initial measurements to be ignored
during data analysis (the 2 lousiest ones, basically)

Pp = '400' #String; Parallel-positive point in Oe
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Pn = '-400' #String; Parallel-negative point in Oe

APp = '160' #String; Antiparallel-positive point in Oe

APn = '-160' #String; Antiparallel-negative point in Oe

parent = '/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData'
#Parent directory in which all data will be found (and saved)

Save = False #Boolean; Whether or not to save the graphs and data
generated. True=save files

indextrialsArray = np.arange(1,int(TrialMax)+1,1)

#1d array

containing the values 1 to TrialMax (number of total trials taken)

indextrialslist = indextrialsArray.tolist() #Converts
indextrialsArray to a list

TheAs = indextrialslist + ['AFinal'] #Adds 'AFinal' to the end of
the index. Note that 'AFinal' is a string while the numeric values
are still integers

TheBs = indextrialslist #List containing the values 1 to TrialMax

#
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#Import data:

AMeasuresArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllATrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,'Pp-P c
n',SetNumber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheAs) #Initializes
AMeasuresArray. Iterates through all measurement numbers for each of
all trials of the Pp-Pn TestType to import all N A-field
measurements taken during that trial for data taken in the same
fashion as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style)

BMeasuresArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllBTrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,'Pp-P c
n',SetNumber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheBs) #Initializes
AMeasuresArray. Iterates through all measurement numbers for each of
all trials of the Pp-Pn TestType to import all N B-field
measurements taken during that trial for data taken in the same
fashion as the Run9a500nmMem devices (new style)

for i in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[i] #Cycles through the list TestTypes,
skipping Pp-Pn
AImportedMeasuresArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllATrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,T c
estType,SetNumber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheAs)
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AMeasuresArray =
xr.concat([AMeasuresArray,AImportedMeasuresArray],'TestType')
#Assembles a new xarray DataArray from all the imported A
measurements along the new dim TestType
BImportedMeasuresArray =
NLSVAnalysis.importAllBTrials(Date,DeviceName,Temp,Orientation,T c
estType,SetNumber,TrialMax,MeasureMax,Pp,Pn,APp,APn,TheBs)
#Iterates through all measurement numbers for each of all trials
of a single test to import all N B-field measurements taken
during that trial for data taken in the same fashion as the
Run9a500nmMem devices (new style) and assemble them into an
xarray DataArray along dim Trial
BMeasuresArray =
xr.concat([BMeasuresArray,BImportedMeasuresArray],'TestType')
#Assembles a new xarray DataArray from all the imported B
measurements along the new dim TestType

AMeasuresArrayOut =
AMeasuresArray.assign_coords(TestType=(TestTypes),Trial=TheAs)
#Assigns the index of dim TestType to be the list of TestTypes.

BMeasuresArrayOut =
BMeasuresArray.assign_coords(TestType=(TestTypes)) #Assigns the
index of dim TestType to be the list of TestTypes

#
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#Drop IgnoreNumber measurements from the top of both the A and B
MeasuresArrayOut DataArrays and average data along dim Measurement.
This will return I, dV, dV/dI, and Vint as a result of averaging
MeasureMax-IgnoreNumber individual measurements:

A1ToAverage = AMeasuresArrayOut.drop(np.arange(1,IgnoreNumber+1,1),
dim='Measurement') #New DataArray from A1 measurements, IgnoreNumber
excluded

ASplitAveragedArray = A1ToAverage.mean(dim='Measurement') #Average
along dim Measurement

B1ToAverage = BMeasuresArrayOut.drop(np.arange(1,IgnoreNumber+1,1),
dim='Measurement') #New DataArray from B1 measurements, IgnoreNumber
excluded

BSplitAveragedArray = B1ToAverage.mean(dim='Measurement') #Average
along dim Measurement

#

#Fit dV/dI vs I to fourth order for averaged array (the "fit") and
assemble the fit coefficients in a DataFrame. To adjust for the
differentiation/integration process, divide R1 and R1STD by 1, R2
and R2STD by 2, ...:
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ASplitAvgCoeffs = NLSVAnalysis.AvgCoeffsByTestType(ASplitAveragedArr c
ay,TheAs,'Pp-Pn',MeasureMax) #Create pandas DataFrame containing R1,
R1STD, ... for all A trials (including AFinal) for Pp-Pn

AAvgCoeffsHold =
xr.DataArray(ASplitAvgCoeffs,dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Create xarray
DataArray from ASplitAvgCoeffs with dimensions Trial, Coeff(icient)

BSplitAvgCoeffs = NLSVAnalysis.AvgCoeffsByTestType(BSplitAveragedArr c
ay,TheBs,'Pp-Pn',MeasureMax) #Create pandas DataFrame containing R1,
R1STD, ... for all B trials for Pp-Pn

BAvgCoeffsHold =
xr.DataArray(BSplitAvgCoeffs,dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Create xarray
DataArray from BSplitAvgCoeffs with dimensions Trial, Coeff(icient)

for i in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[i]
print(TestType)
ANextAvgCoeffs = NLSVAnalysis.AvgCoeffsByTestType(ASplitAveraged c
Array,TheAs,TestType,MeasureMax) #Create pandas DataFrame
containing R1, R1STD, ... for all A trials (including AFinal)
for chosen TestType
ANextAvgCoeffsHold =
xr.DataArray(ANextAvgCoeffs,dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Create
xarray DataArray from ASplitAvgCoeffs with dimensions Trial,
Coeff(icient)
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BNextAvgCoeffs = NLSVAnalysis.AvgCoeffsByTestType(BSplitAveraged c
Array,TheBs,TestType,MeasureMax) #Create pandas DataFrame
containing R1, R1STD, ... for all B trials for chosen TestType
BNextAvgCoeffsHold =
xr.DataArray(BNextAvgCoeffs,dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Create
xarray DataArray from BSplitAvgCoeffs with dimensions Trial,
Coeff(icient)
AAvgCoeffsHold = xr.concat([AAvgCoeffsHold,ANextAvgCoeffsHold],
dim='TestType') #Concatenate ANextAvgCoeffs onto AAvgCoeffsHold
along dimension TestType
BAvgCoeffsHold = xr.concat([BAvgCoeffsHold,BNextAvgCoeffsHold],
dim='TestType') #Concatenate BNextAvgCoeffs onto BAvgCoeffsHold
along dimension TestType

AAvgCoeffs = AAvgCoeffsHold.assign_coords(TestType=TestTypes)
#Assign coordinates to dimension TestType

BAvgCoeffs = BAvgCoeffsHold.assign_coords(TestType=TestTypes)
#Assign coordinates to dimension TestType

#

#Fit dV/dI vs I to fourth-order for all n measurements in
MeasuresArrayOut (the "data") and assemble the fit coefficients in a
DataFrame. To adjust for the differentiation/integration process,
divide R1 and R1STD by 1, R2 and R2STD by 2, ...:
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indexmeasures = np.arange(1,MeasureMax+1,1) #1d array containing the
index values 1 to MeasureMax

#Create AMeasureCoeffs:

AMeasure = AMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=1) #Selects the 1st
measurement of all trials of all TestTypes in AMeasuresArrayOut

AMeasureCoeffsDF =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(AMeasure,TheAs,'Pp-Pn') #Produces the
coefficients for the 1st measurement of all trials of TestType Pp-Pn
as a pandas DataFrame

AMeasureCoeffsOut = xr.DataArray(AMeasureCoeffsDF, dims =
['Trial','Coeffs']) #Make the aforementioned DataFrame into a
(temporary) xarray DataArray

for m in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1): #Repeat the above for all
remaining measurements of TestType Pp-Pn
AMeasurePpPn = AMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=m)
AMeasureCoeffsPpPn =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(AMeasurePpPn,TheAs,'Pp-Pn')
AMeasureCoeffsPpPnArray = xr.DataArray(AMeasureCoeffsPpPn,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs'])
AMeasureCoeffsOut = xr.concat([AMeasureCoeffsOut,AMeasureCoeffsP c
pPnArray],'Measurement')
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AMeasureCoeffsTT =
AMeasureCoeffsOut.assign_coords(Measurement=indexmeasures) #Number
the measurements from 1-10

for tt in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[tt] #Select the tt'th TestType from list
TestTypes
AMeasureFirst = AMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=1)
AMeasureFirstCoeffsDF =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(AMeasureFirst,TheAs,TestType)
AMeasureCoeffsHold = xr.DataArray(AMeasureFirstCoeffsDF,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs'])
for m in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1):
AMeasureHold = AMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=m) #Select
all trials and TestTypes of the mth measurement of
AMeasuresArrayOut
AMeasureCoeffsDFHold =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(AMeasureHold,TheAs,TestType)
#Produce coefficients R1-R4, R1STD-R4STD for all trials of
selected measurement number of selected TestType in pandas
DataFrame
AMeasureCoeffsHoldArray = xr.DataArray(AMeasureCoeffsDFHold,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Make a DataArray from created DF
AMeasureCoeffsHold =
xr.concat([AMeasureCoeffsHold,AMeasureCoeffsHoldArray],
'Measurement')
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AMeasureCoeffsHoldOut =
AMeasureCoeffsHold.assign_coords(Measurement=indexmeasures)
AMeasureCoeffsTT =
xr.concat([AMeasureCoeffsTT,AMeasureCoeffsHold], 'TestType')

AMeasureCoeffs = AMeasureCoeffsTT.assign_coords(TestType=TestTypes)

#Repeat for BMeasureCoeffs:

BMeasure = BMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=1) #Selects the 1st
measurement of all trials of all TestTypes in BMeasuresArrayOut

BMeasureCoeffsDF =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(BMeasure,TheBs,'Pp-Pn') #Produces the
coefficients for the 1st measurement of all trials of TestType Pp-Pn
as a pandas DataFrame

BMeasureCoeffsOut = xr.DataArray(BMeasureCoeffsDF, dims =
['Trial','Coeffs']) #Make the aforementioned DataFrame into a
(temporary) xarray DataArray

for m in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1): #Repeat the above for all
remaining measurements of TestType Pp-Pn
BMeasurePpPn = BMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=m)
BMeasureCoeffsPpPn =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(BMeasurePpPn,TheBs,'Pp-Pn')
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BMeasureCoeffsPpPnArray = xr.DataArray(BMeasureCoeffsPpPn,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs'])
BMeasureCoeffsOut = xr.concat([BMeasureCoeffsOut,BMeasureCoeffsP c
pPnArray],'Measurement')

BMeasureCoeffsTT =
BMeasureCoeffsOut.assign_coords(Measurement=indexmeasures) #Number
the measurements from 1-10

for tt in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[tt] #Select the tt'th TestType from list
TestTypes
BMeasureFirst = BMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=1)
BMeasureFirstCoeffsDF =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(BMeasureFirst,TheBs,TestType)
BMeasureCoeffsHold = xr.DataArray(BMeasureFirstCoeffsDF,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs'])
for m in range(2,MeasureMax+1,1):
BMeasureHold = BMeasuresArrayOut.sel(Measurement=m) #Select
all trials and TestTypes of the mth measurement of
AMeasuresArrayOut
BMeasureCoeffsDFHold =
NLSVAnalysis.CoeffsByTestType(BMeasureHold,TheBs,TestType)
#Produce coefficients R1-R4, R1STD-R4STD for all trials of
selected measurement number of selected TestType in pandas
DataFrame
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BMeasureCoeffsHoldArray = xr.DataArray(BMeasureCoeffsDFHold,
dims=['Trial','Coeffs']) #Make a DataArray from created DF
BMeasureCoeffsHold =
xr.concat([BMeasureCoeffsHold,BMeasureCoeffsHoldArray],
'Measurement')
BMeasureCoeffsHoldOut =
BMeasureCoeffsHold.assign_coords(Measurement=indexmeasures)
BMeasureCoeffsTT =
xr.concat([BMeasureCoeffsTT,BMeasureCoeffsHold], 'TestType')

BMeasureCoeffs = BMeasureCoeffsTT.assign_coords(TestType=TestTypes)

#

#Pick out the Pp-APn TestType from AAvgCoeffs. This will become the
set of Pp coefficients in the CompTot files:

PpCoeffsSeries = AAvgCoeffs.loc['Pp-APn'] #Select the Pp-APn row
from AAvgCoeffs. This will create a series of 8 rows (R1, R1STD,...)
and 1 column (Pp-APn)

PpCoeffsAvg = PpCoeffsSeries.mean(dim='Trial') #Average across all
trials

PpCoeffs = PpCoeffsAvg.assign_coords(TestType='Pp') #Rename the
coordinate for TestType as Pp to avoid confusion
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#

#Assemble the A- and B-field values to plot:

#Create DataForErrorBarPlots DataArray:

TestType='Pp-Pn' #Selects TestType Pp-Pn, which we will use to
initialize the full DataArray

DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldA1 =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType) #Select a 2D slice of
the AMeasureCoeffs DataArray that contains all coefficients for all
measurements of a single trial and TestType

DataForErrorBarPlotsDF = DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldA1.to_pandas()
#Convert that 2D slice to a pandas DataFrame

DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldB1 =
BMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType) #Repeat for the
BMeasureCoeffs DataArray

DataForErrorBarPlotsB1 = DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldB1.to_pandas()
#Convert the 2D slice to a pandas DataFrame
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DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,DataForErrorBarPlotsB1])
#Concatenate B1 behind A1 as a single DF to reflect the fact that
the B1 measurements are taken after the A1 measurements

for tr in range(2,TrialMax+1,1): #Repeat this for the remaining
trials, alternating A and B and concatenating onto the full DF
ADataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
ADataForErrorBarPlots = ADataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas()
BDataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
BMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
BDataForErrorBarPlots = BDataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas()
DataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
pd.concat([ADataForErrorBarPlots,BDataForErrorBarPlots])
DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,DataForErrorBarPlotsHold])

AFinalDataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial='AFinal',TestType=TestType) #Repeat for
AFinal

AFinalDataForErrorBarPlots =
AFinalDataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas() #Convert to DF
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DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,AFinalDataForErrorBarPlots]) #Tack
onto the end of the full DF

DataForErrorBarPlotsOut = xr.DataArray(DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,
dims=['Measurement','Coeffs']) #DataArray contains all coeffs for
all measurements of all trials of Pp-Pn TestTypes, arranged by order
in which the measurements were taken in the lab (A1, B1, ..., AFinal)

for tt in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType=TestTypes[tt] #Selects tt'th TestType from list
TestTypes
DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldA1 =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType) #Select a 2D slice
of the AMeasureCoeffs DataArray that contains all coefficients
for all measurements of the first trial for this TestType
DataForErrorBarPlotsDF = DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldA1.to_pandas()
#Convert that 2D slice to a pandas DataFrame
DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldB1 =
BMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType) #Repeat for the B1
data
DataForErrorBarPlotsB1 = DataForErrorBarPlotsHoldB1.to_pandas()
#Convert the 2D slice to a pandas DataFrame
DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,DataForErrorBarPlotsB1])
#Concatenate the first A and B trials together in 1 DF
for tr in range(2,TrialMax+1,1): #Repeat for remaining Trials
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ADataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType) #Select the
2D slice for the A coeffs
ADataForErrorBarPlots =
ADataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas() #Convert to DF
BDataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
BMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType) #Select the
2D slice for the B coeffs
BDataForErrorBarPlots =
BDataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas() #Convert to DF
DataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
pd.concat([ADataForErrorBarPlots,BDataForErrorBarPlots])
#Concatenate A and B together
DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,DataForErrorBarPlotsHold])
#Concatenate onto larger DF
AFinalDataForErrorBarPlotsHold =
AMeasureCoeffs.sel(Trial='AFinal',TestType=TestType) #2D slice
for AFinal
AFinalDataForErrorBarPlots =
AFinalDataForErrorBarPlotsHold.to_pandas() #Convert to DF
DataForErrorBarPlotsDF =
pd.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,AFinalDataForErrorBarPlots])
#Concatenate onto larger DF
DataForErrorBarPlotsArray = xr.DataArray(DataForErrorBarPlotsDF,
dims=['Measurement','Coeffs']) #Convert DF to DataArray
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DataForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([DataForErrorBarPlotsOut,DataForErrorBarPlotsArray],
'TestType') #Concat onto larger DataArray along dimension
'TestType'

DataForErrorBarPlots = DataForErrorBarPlotsOut.assign_coords(Measure c
ment=np.arange(1,2*TrialMax*MeasureMax+MeasureMax+1,1),
TestType=TestTypes) #Number the measurements from
1->2*TrialMax*MeasureMax+MeasureMax, which will represent the
minutes at which each measurement is taken

#Repeat the above for the AvgCoeffs, which will repesent the "fits":

TestType='Pp-Pn' #Selects TestType Pp-Pn, which we will use to
initialize the full DataArray

FitForErrorBarPlotsA1 = AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType)
#Select a 2D slice of the AMeasureCoeffs DataArray that contains all
coefficients for all measurements of a single trial and TestType

FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsA1,FitForErrorBarPlotsA1],
dim='Measurement') #Concatenate the same values behind one another
for a total of 2 measurements

for n in range(3,MeasureMax+1,1): #Repeat for the remaining
MeasureMax-2 measurements in Trial 1
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FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitForErrorBarPlotsA1],
dim='Measurement')

FitForErrorBarPlotsB1 = BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType)
#Repeat for the BMeasureCoeffs DataArray

for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1): #Concatenate MeasureMax rows of
FitForErrorBarPlotsB1 coeffs onto FitForErrorBarPlots
FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitForErrorBarPlotsB1],
dim='Measurement')

#Repeat the above for TrialMax-1 trials. This should leave the
Measurement dimension with TrialMax*2 rows.

for tr in range(2,TrialMax+1,1):
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsA =
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitForErrorBarPlotsA],
dim='Measurement')
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsB =
BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
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FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitForErrorBarPlotsB],
dim='Measurement')

#Add AFinal:

FitForErrorBarPlotsAFinalPpPn =
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial='AFinal',TestType=TestType)

for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsOut = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitFo c
rErrorBarPlotsAFinalPpPn],
dim='Measurement')

#Repeat the above for the remaining TestTypes:

for tt in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType=TestTypes[tt]
FitForErrorBarPlotsA1Iter =
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType)
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsA1Iter,FitForErrorBarPlotsA1Iter],
dim='Measurement')
for n in range(3,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsIter c
,FitForErrorBarPlotsA1Iter],
dim='Measurement')
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FitForErrorBarPlotsB1Iter =
BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=1,TestType=TestType)
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsIter c
,FitForErrorBarPlotsB1Iter],
dim='Measurement')
for tr in range(2,TrialMax+1,1):
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsAIter =
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlots c
Iter,FitForErrorBarPlotsAIter],
dim='Measurement')
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsBIter =
BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=tr,TestType=TestType)
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlots c
Iter,FitForErrorBarPlotsBIter],
dim='Measurement')
FitForErrorBarPlotsAFinalIter =
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial='AFinal',TestType=TestType)
for n in range(1,MeasureMax+1,1):
FitForErrorBarPlotsIter = xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsIter c
,FitForErrorBarPlotsAFinalIter],
dim='Measurement')
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FitForErrorBarPlotsOut =
xr.concat([FitForErrorBarPlotsOut,FitForErrorBarPlotsIter],
dim='TestType')

FitForErrorBarPlotsDrop = FitForErrorBarPlotsOut.drop('Trial') #Drop
the coordinate Trial from dimension Measurement; it's carried along
by the .sel process and we don't need it anymore

FitForErrorBarPlots = FitForErrorBarPlotsDrop.assign_coords(Measurem c
ent=np.arange(1,2*TrialMax*MeasureMax+MeasureMax+1,1)) #Assigns
appropriate coordinates to dim Measurement. The coordinates for dim
TestType are carried along by the concat process.

#

#Errorbar plots of R1, R2, R3, and R4 ("data" and "fits") for A and
B:

sns.set(style='white', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=1.5, palette=sns.color_palette("cubehelix", 2)) #Setting
the general appearance of the figures

c=1 #Initialize a count for numbering the figures from 1 to 20

RMultipliers = [1E6,1,1E-3,1E-6] #List of multiplicative constants
used to convert units for R_n. Converts to [microOhm, microV/mA^2,
microV/mA^3, microV/mA^4]
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LaTeXcoeffs = ['$R_1$','$(\mu\Omega)$','$R_2$','$(\mu
V/mA^2)$','$R_3$','$(\mu V/mA^3)$','$R_4$','$(\mu V/mA^4)$'] #List
of LaTeX-ready coefficients and units for y-axis labels and fig
titles

for i in range(0,4,1):
RMult = RMultipliers[i] #Sets the correct multiplicative
constant for unit conversion
coeff = coeffs[2*i] #Sets the correct coefficient (R1, R2,...)
Rlabel = LaTeXcoeffs[2*i] #Sets the correct LaTeX-ready
coefficient for titles
err = coeffs[2*i+1] #Sets the correct error (R1STD, R2STD,...)
UnitLabel = LaTeXcoeffs[2*i+1] #Sets the correct LaTeX-ready
y-axis units for titles
for t in range(0,len(TestTypes), 1):
TestType = TestTypes[t]
ErrorbarSaveDir = pathlib.Path(parent,Temp,'Plots','Comp',Or c
ientation,TestType) #Directory to which to save errorbar
plots of R1, R2, ...
MakeErrorbarSaveDir =
ErrorbarSaveDir.mkdir(parents=True,exist_ok=True) #Makes the
ErrorbarSaveDir path if it doesn't already exist.
parents=True means that any missing parents of this path
will be created. exist_ok=True means the system will not
raise an error if the directory we're trying to create
already exists.
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ErrorbarSaveFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation +
TestType + Temp

+ 'K ' + coeff + ' vs TimeA.png' #Filename

of the image file when we save it
fig = plt.figure(c) #Figure #c (begins at 1)
axData = plt.errorbar(np.arange(1,TrialMax*MeasureMax*2+Meas c
ureMax+1,1),
RMult*DataForErrorBarPlots.sel(Coeffs=coeff,TestType=TestTyp c
e),
RMult*DataForErrorBarPlots.sel(Coeffs=err,TestType=TestType) c
, label = 'Data', capsize=5, capthick=1, marker='o',
markersize=7) #The data (raw measurements) as R_n vs
measurement (time (minutes))
axFit = plt.errorbar(np.arange(1,TrialMax*MeasureMax*2+Measu c
reMax+1,1),
RMult*FitForErrorBarPlots.sel(Coeffs=coeff,TestType=TestType c
),
RMult*FitForErrorBarPlots.sel(Coeffs=err,TestType=TestType),
label = 'Fit', capsize=5, capthick=1, marker='o',
markersize=5) #Fit (R_n) vs measurement (time (minutes))
fig.suptitle(Date + ' ' + DeviceName + ' ' + Temp + ' K, ' +
Orientation + TestType + ', ' + Rlabel, y=1.08) #Sets figure
title. y=1.08 keeps the title from overlapping the legend
plt.xlabel('Time (min)') #X-axis label
plt.ylabel(Rlabel + ' ' + UnitLabel) #Y-axis label
plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(0., 1.04, 1., .102), loc=3,
ncol=2, mode="expand", borderaxespad=0.) #Places legend
above plot, expanding to fit the given figure size
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plt.xlim(0,2*TrialMax*MeasureMax+MeasureMax+1) #Sets the
x-axis limits such that the last measurement doesn't get cut
off awkwardly
if Save:
plt.savefig(str(ErrorbarSaveDir) + '/' +
ErrorbarSaveFilename, dpi=300, bbox_inches='tight')
#Saves the plot at a resolution of 300 dpi.
bbox_inches='tight' ensures that the title and/or legend
don't get cut off when the image saves.
plt.show()
c=c+1 #Count up to the next figure number

#

#Assemble CompAvg arrays of dV/dI, and Vint. This consists of
averaging the subtracted IV curves across all trials.

#dV/dI or Vint = (A_{i+1} - B_i + A_i - B_i)/2n where i

TrialMax

along dim Trial and n=TrialMax. Note that A_{i+1} will eventually
include AFinal by default.

#Recall that the SplitAveragedArrays already dropped IgnoreNumber
measurements from dim Measurement and then averaged along dim
Measurement. So that step is already done. We just need to do the
average across trials now.
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#Start by creating a DataArray of zeroes with 2 dimensions:
DataPoint and DataType (reduced to dV/dI and Vint).

indexpoints = np.arange(0,2001,1) #Index containing the values
0-2000, representing the number of data points taken

CompAvgSumDFNaN = pd.DataFrame(index=indexpoints,
columns=['dV/dI','Vint']) #Create an empty DataFrame, which we will
use to initialize the DataArray. We have to create a DataArray so
that the subtractions we do (and subsequent filling) won't freak out
b/c the two object types are different.

CompAvgSumDF = CompAvgSumDFNaN.fillna(0) #Fill the NaNs as zeros

CompAvgSum = xr.DataArray(CompAvgSumDF,
coords=[indexpoints,['dV/dI','Vint']], dims=['DataPoint','DataType'])

#Populate the 2 dimensions of the DataArray by performing the
summation of trials, then arithmetically adding it to the
corresponding column of CompAvgSum. Repeat this through all trials
of all TestTypes

for tr in range(0,TrialMax,1):
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CompAvgSum = (ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[tr+1]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType='Pp-Pn') BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType='Pp-Pn') +
ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[tr]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType='Pp-Pn') BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType='Pp-Pn')) + CompAvgSum
#Perform the correct calculation on dV/dI and Vint and leave it
all in 1 convenient object

for tt in range(1,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType=TestTypes[tt]
CompAvgSumNext = (ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[0+1]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[0],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) +
ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[0]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[0],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType))
for tr in range(1,TrialMax,1):
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CompAvgSumNext =
(ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[tr+1]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) +
ASplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=str(TheAs[tr]),
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType) BSplitAveragedArray.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr],
DataType=['dV/dI','Vint'], TestType=TestType)) +
CompAvgSumNext
CompAvgSum =
xr.concat([CompAvgSum,CompAvgSumNext],dim='TestType')

#Divide CompAvgSum by 2n to complete the average:

CompAvg = CompAvgSum/(2*TrialMax)

#Fit the CompAvg data as dV/dI vs I:

if TrialMax != 1:
CompAvgI = ASplitAveragedArray.sel(DataType='I',Trial=['1','2'])
#Select 2 trials because getting rid of the Trial dimension is
messy, as you'll see
CompAvgIDrop = CompAvgI.drop('2',dim='Trial') #Drop 1 coordinate
from dim Trial to leave Trial as 1D

else:
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CompAvgIDrop = ASplitAveragedArray.sel(DataType='I',Trial=['1'])
#Idk why this works for TrialMax=1 and not, e.g., TrialMax=2,
but w/e

CompAvgISqueeze = CompAvgIDrop.squeeze('Trial', drop=True) #Removes
dim Trial

CompAvgToFit = xr.concat([CompAvgISqueeze,CompAvg], dim='DataType')

#

#Line or scatter plot of CompAvg Vint vs I:

for ty in range(0,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType=TestTypes[ty] #Select a single TestType from list
TestTypes
fig = plt.figure(c) #Recall that c is our counter for figure
numbers in this code
AvgSaveDir =
pathlib.Path(parent,Temp,'Plots','Comp',Orientation,TestType)
#Directory to which to save errorbar plots of R1, R2, ...
MakeAvgSaveDir = AvgSaveDir.mkdir(parents=True,exist_ok=True)
#Makes the ErrorbarSaveDir path if it doesn't already exist.
parents=True means that any missing parents of this path will be
created. exist_ok=True means the system will not raise an error
if the directory we're trying to create already exists.
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AvgSaveFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation + TestType +
Temp

+ 'K ' + 'Average Subtraction vs Time.png' #Filename of

the image file when we save it
axData = plt.plot(1E3*AMeasuresArrayOut.sel(DataType='I',TestTyp c
e=TestType,Measurement=1,Trial='1'),
1E9*CompAvg.sel(DataType='Vint',TestType=TestType), linewidth=3)
#The subtracted IV curve for the selected TestType plotted as
Vint (nV) vs I (mA)
fig.suptitle(Date + ' ' + DeviceName + ' ' + Temp + ' K, ' +
Orientation + TestType + ', ' + 'Average V vs I', y=1.02) #Sets
figure title. y=1.02 keeps the title from overlapping the plot
plt.xlabel('I (mA)') #X-axis label
plt.ylabel('V (nV)') #Y-axis label
if Save:
plt.savefig(str(AvgSaveDir) + '/' + AvgSaveFilename,
dpi=300, bbox_inches='tight') #Saves the plot at a
resolution of 300 dpi. bbox_inches='tight' ensures that the
title doesn't get cut off when the image saves.)
plt.show()
c=c+1

#

#Assemble DataFrames containing An, Bn, and AFinal fit coefficients,
separate ones for each TestType. Index by An, Bn, AFinal and export
as .csv files.
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CompsAs = [] #Empty list. This will hold strings 'A1', 'A2', ...,
'AFinal' to be used as indices for the Comps.csv files

CompsBs = [] #Empty list. This will hold strings 'B1', 'B2', ... to
be used as indices for the Comps.csv files

for j in range(1,int(TrialMax)+1,1):
TrialNumber = str(j)
ATrial = ['A'+TrialNumber]
BTrial = ['B'+TrialNumber]
CompsAs = CompsAs + ATrial
CompsBs = CompsBs + BTrial

CompsAs = CompsAs + ['AFinal']

for ty in range(0,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[ty] #Select a single TestType from list
TestTypes
ACoeffsHold = pd.DataFrame(AAvgCoeffs.loc[TestType].values,
index=[CompsAs], columns=coeffs) #Make new DataFrame from
AAvgCoeffs values for a single TestType. This will contain rows
of coefficients for each trial of a single TestType.
BCoeffsHold = pd.DataFrame(BAvgCoeffs.loc[TestType].values,
index=[CompsBs], columns=coeffs) #Make new DataFrame from
BAvgCoeffs values for a single TestType. This will contain rows
of coefficients for each trial of a single TestType.
Coeffs = pd.concat([ACoeffsHold,BCoeffsHold])
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if Save:
CoeffsSaveDir = pathlib.Path(parent,Temp,'Results','Comp',Or c
ientation,TestType) #Directory to which to save CSV files of
R1, R2, ...
CoeffsCSVFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation +
TestType + Temp + 'K-Comp.csv'
CoeffsTXTFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation +
TestType + Temp + 'K-Comp.txt'
Coeffs.to_csv(str(CoeffsSaveDir) + '/' + CoeffsCSVFilename)
Coeffs.to_csv(str(CoeffsSaveDir) + '/' + CoeffsTXTFilename,
sep='\t')

#

#Export FitForErrorBarPlots results by TestType:

for ty in range(0,len(TestTypes),1):
TestType = TestTypes[ty]
CompSel = FitForErrorBarPlots.sel(TestType=TestType)
CompVals = CompSel.values
CompValsDF = pd.DataFrame(CompVals,
index=np.arange(1,2*TrialMax*MeasureMax+MeasureMax+1,1),
columns=coeffs)
if Save:
CompValsSaveDir = pathlib.Path(parent,Temp,'Results','Comp', c
Orientation,TestType)
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CompValsCSVFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation +
TestType + Temp + 'K-' + TrialMax + 'CompPlot.csv'
CompValsTXTFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation +
TestType + Temp + 'K-' + TrialMax + 'CompPlot.txt'
CompValsDF.to_csv(str(CompValsSaveDir) + '/' +
CompValsCSVFilename)
CompValsDF.to_csv(str(CompValsSaveDir) + '/' +
CompValsTXTFilename, sep='\t')

#

#Assemble the "final" comps coefficients (combining A- and B-field
measurements across all trials) by performing the summation of
trials, then arithmetically adding it to the corresponding column of
CompTotHold. Repeat this through all trials of all TestTypes

CompTotSumDFNaN = pd.DataFrame(index=TestTypes, columns=coeffs)
#Create an empty DataFrame, which we will use to initialize the
DataArray. We have to create a DataArray so that the subtractions we
do (and subsequent filling) won't freak out b/c the two object types
are different.

CompTotSumDF = CompTotSumDFNaN.fillna(0) #Fill the NaNs as zeros

CompTotSum = xr.DataArray(CompTotSumDF, coords=[TestTypes, coeffs],
dims=['TestType','Coeffs'])
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#Populate the 2 dimensions of the DataArray by performing the
summation of trials, then arithmetically adding it to the
corresponding column of CompAvgSum. Repeat this through all trials
of all TestTypes

for tr in range(0,TrialMax,1):
CompTotSum = (AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=TheAs[tr+1]) BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr]) +
AAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=TheAs[tr]) BAvgCoeffs.sel(Trial=TheBs[tr])) + CompTotSum #Perform the
correct calculation on all TestTypes and leave it all in 1
convenient object

#Divide RegTotSum by 2n to complete the average:

CompTotHold = CompTotSum/(2*TrialMax)

#Concatenate PpCoeffs onto RegTotHold along dim TestType

CompTot = xr.concat([CompTotHold,PpCoeffs], dim='TestType')

#

#Export CompTot to CSV and TXT files:
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CompTotDF = pd.DataFrame(CompTot.values, index=TestTypes+['Pp'],
columns=coeffs) #Create a pandas DataFrame from the xr DataArray;
it's easier this way

if Save:
CompTotCSVFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation + TestType
+ Temp + 'K-' + TrialMax + 'CompTot.csv'
CompTotTXTFilename = Date + DeviceName + Orientation + TestType
+ Temp + 'K-' + TrialMax + 'CompTot.txt'
CompTotDF.to_csv(str(CompValsSaveDir) + '/' + CompTotCSVFilename)
CompTotDF.to_csv(str(CompValsSaveDir) + '/' +
CompTotTXTFilename, sep='\t') #They save to the same location as
the CompVals files, so this is OK

D.1.3

NLSVSingleHSweepLoadAndPlot.py

Author’s Note: This code is made to replicate the functionality of the MATLAB script singleHSweepLoadAndPlot.m in Python. This is intended to reduce
dependence on paid licenses for students.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Fri Jan 18 12:57:42 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""
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#The purpose of this code is to load and plot a single set of R vs H
data for a NLSV device. Based on singleHSweepLoadAndPlot.m from Alex
Hojem (2016).

#

#Import necessary files and packages:

import pandas as pd #Importing and manipulating data

import seaborn as sns #Making the plots look pretty

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt #The actual plotting stuff

import pathlib #Constructing file directories

#

#Set user inputs:

Date = '170524' #String; YYMMDD

DeviceName = 'Run9a500nmMem' #String; Run9a500nmMem, ...

Temp = '78' #String; bath temperature in K

Orientation = 'IV-VIElec' #String; II-VVElec, II-VVTher, ...
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parent = '/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVData'
#String; parent directory in which all data will be found (and saved)

TestNumber = '1' #String; has always been 1, may be different someday

Save = False #Boolean; True saves plot graphics

#

#Import up- and down-sweeps as separate DataFrames:

DataDirectory = pathlib.Path(parent,Date+DeviceName,Temp+'K','AMR')
#Complete directory in which data files are found

AFilename = Date + DeviceName + Temp + 'KAMR' + Orientation + 'Down'
+ TestNumber + '.txt' #Filename for down-sweep (A) data

BFilename = Date + DeviceName + Temp + 'KAMR' + Orientation + 'Up' +
TestNumber + '.txt' #Filename for up-sweep (B) data

A = pd.read_csv(str(DataDirectory) + '/' + AFilename, sep='\t',
names=['H','R']) #Import down-sweep data as pandas DataFrame

B = pd.read_csv(str(DataDirectory) + '/' + BFilename, sep='\t',
names=['H','R']) #Import up-sweep data as pandas DataFrame
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#

#Convert resistance measurements from kOhm to mOhm (why is this data
taken in kOhm? hell if I know):

A['R'] = A['R']*1E6

B['R'] = B['R']*1E6

#

#Plot and save:

sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=2) #Setting the general appearance of the figure

fig = plt.figure(1) #Initialize figure
axDown = plt.plot(A['H'], A['R'], label='Down', linestyle='--',
marker='v', markersize=7, color='red') #The down-sweep R vs H
measurements
axUp = plt.plot(B['H'], B['R'], label='Up', linestyle='--',
marker='^', markersize=7, color='black') #The up-sweep R vs H
measurements
fig.suptitle(Orientation + ' R vs H', y=1.08) #Sets figure title.
y=1.08 keeps the title from overlapping the legend
plt.xlabel('H (Oe)') #X-axis label
plt.ylabel('R (m$\Omega$)') #Y-axis label
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plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(0., 1.04, 1., .102), loc=3, ncol=2,
mode="expand", borderaxespad=0.) #Places legend above plot,
expanding to fit the given figure size
plt.xlim(-400,400) #Sets the x-axis limits such that everything is
symmetric and pretty
if Save:
SaveDir = pathlib.Path(parent,Temp,'Plots','HSweeps') #Directory
to which to save R vs H plot
MakeSaveDir = SaveDir.mkdir(parents=True,exist_ok=True) #Makes
the SaveDir path if it doesn't already exist. parents=True means
that any missing parents of this path will be created.
exist_ok=True means the system will not raise an error if the
directory we're trying to create already exists.
SaveFilename = Date + DeviceName + 'R vs H' + Orientation + Temp
+ 'K.png' #Filename of the image file when we save it
plt.savefig(str(SaveDir) + '/' + SaveFilename, dpi=300,
bbox_inches='tight') #Saves the plot at a resolution of 300 dpi.
bbox_inches='tight' ensures that the title and/or legend don't
get cut off when the image saves.
plt.show()

D.1.4

NLSVPp-PnIVCurvePlot.py

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
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Created on Mon Jan 27 14:09:39 2020

@author: rachelbennet
"""

#The purpose of this code is to plot the Pp and Pn IV curves on a
single plot so as to demonstrate the subtraction between them for
the gradT and R_N geometry paper.

#

#Import necessary packages:

import pandas as pd #for importing data

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt #for plotting

import numpy as np #for fitting

import NLSVAnalysis #for polyfit function

import seaborn as sns #for making plots look pretty

#

#Set variables:
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SaveDiff = False #Boolean; True saves plot of Pp and Pn zoomed to
show the difference between IV curves

SaveRaw = False #Boolean; True saves plot of raw Pp IV curve in its
entirety

SaveSubtr = False #Boolean; True saves plot of V_Pp-V_Pn vs I curve

SaveSubtrFit = False

ADataDirectory = '/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVDa c
ta/170516Run9a500nmMem/78K/Compare/II-VVTherPp-Pn1/170516Run9a500nmM c
em78KCompII-VVTherPp-Pn400Oe-A1-1/' #Base directory containing
data

BDataDirectory = '/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSVDa c
ta/170516Run9a500nmMem/78K/Compare/II-VVTherPp-Pn1/170516Run9a500nmM c
em78KCompII-VVTherPp-Pn-400Oe-B1-1/' #Base directory containing
data

PpFilename =
'170516Run9a500nmMem78KCompII-VVTherPp-Pn400Oe-A1-1-7.txt' #Name of
data file containing Pp IV curve

PnFilename =
'170516Run9a500nmMem78KCompII-VVTherPp-Pn-400Oe-B1-1-7.txt' #Name of
data file containing Pn IV curve
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SaveDirectory = '/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSV
Images/gradTandRNgeometryPaper/RvsH/' #Where to save the plot

SaveDiffFilename = '170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPp-PnIVdiff.png'
#What to name the image file

SaveRawFilename = '170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPpIV.png' #What to
name the image file

SaveSubtrFilename = '170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPp-PnIV.png'
#What to name the image file

SaveSubtrFitFilename =
'170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPp-PnIVfit.png' #What to name the
image file

#

#Import data, renaming header columns with variable names:

PpImport = pd.read_csv(ADataDirectory+PpFilename, delimiter='\t',
header=0, names=['I','dV','dV/dI','Vint']) #I (A), dV (microV),
dV/dI (Ohm), Vint (microV)

PnImport = pd.read_csv(BDataDirectory+PnFilename, delimiter='\t',
header=0, names=['I','dV','dV/dI','Vint'])
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PpIsPp = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Pp']*len(PpImport)}) #DataFrame
filled with the word "Pp" in as many rows as the DF PpImport

Pp = PpImport.join(PpIsPp) #Join PpIsPp to PpImport as a new column

PnIsPn = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Pn']*len(PnImport)}) #DataFrame
filled with the word "Pn" in as many rows as the DF PnImport

Pn = PnImport.join(PnIsPn) #Join PnIsPn to PnImport as a new column

#Note that this polyfit is extremely rough compared to MATLAB's. It
is sufficient for fitting smooth, uniform data (such as that
obtained through 2D FEM), but very poor at fitting raw, real-world
experimental data. Rely on MATLAB's fits instead for the latter
cases.

PpI_new,PpdVdI_new,PpdVdICoeffs,PpdVdICoeffsErr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(PpImport['I'],PpImport['dV/dI'],3) #returns
fit coefficients in decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and
the standard error for each coefficient. This does not include the
/1, /2 factors required to convert to V/A.
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PnI_new,PndVdI_new,PndVdICoeffs,PndVdICoeffsErr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(PnImport['I'],PnImport['dV/dI'],3) #returns
fit coefficients in decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and
the standard error for each coefficient. This does not include the
/1, /2 factors required to convert to V/A.

PpI_new2,PpV_new,PpVCoeffs,PpVCoeffsErr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(PpImport['I'],PpImport['Vint'],2) #returns
fit coefficients in decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and
the standard error for each coefficient, in V/A, V/A^2, ...

PnI_new2,PnV_new,PnVCoeffs,PnVCoeffsErr =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(PnImport['I'],PnImport['Vint'],2) #returns
fit coefficients in decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and
the standard error for each coefficient, in V/A, V/A^2, ...

PpVR1 = PpVCoeffs[1] #V(I) R1 fit coefficient in V/A (Ohms)

PpVR1plot = round(PpVR1*1E3,4) #rounds V(I) R1 fit coefficient in
mV/A (mOhms) to 4 decimal places

PnVR1 = PnVCoeffs[1] #V(I) R1 fit coefficient in V/A (Ohms)

PnVR1plot = round(PnVR1*1E3,4) #rounds R1 fit coefficient in mV/A
(mOhms) to 4 decimal places

PpVR2 = PpVCoeffs[0] #V(I) R2 fit coefficient in V/A^2
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PnVR2 = PnVCoeffs[0] #V(I) R2 fit coefficient in V/A^2

PpVR2plot = round(PpVR2*1E3,4) #rounds V(I) R2 fit coefficient in
mV/A^2 (nV/mA^2) to 4 decimal places

PnVR2plot = round(PnVR2*1E3,4) #rounds V(I) R2 fit coefficient in
mV/A^2 (nV/mA^2) to 4 decimal places

PpdVdIR1 = PpdVdICoeffs[1] #dV/dI(I) R1 fit coefficient in V/A

PpdVdIR1plot = round(PpdVdIR1*1E3,4) #rounds dV/dI(I) R1 fit
coefficient in mV/A to 4 decimal places

PndVdIR1 = PndVdICoeffs[1] #dV/dI(I) R1 fit coefficient in V/A

PndVdIR1plot = round(PndVdIR1*1E3,4) #rounds dV/dI(I) R1 fit
coefficient in mV/A to 4 decimal places

PpdVdIR2 = PpdVdICoeffs[0]/2 #dV/dI(I) R2 fit coefficient, converted
to V(I) coefficient, in V/A^2

PpdVdIR2plot = round(PpdVdIR2*1E3,4) #dV/dI(I) R2 fit coefficient in
nV/mA^2

PndVdIR2 = PndVdICoeffs[0]/2 #dV/dI(I) R2 fit coefficient, converted
to V(I) coefficient, in V/A^2
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PndVdIR2plot = round(PndVdIR2*1E3,4) #dV/dI(I) R2 fit coefficient in
nV/mA^2

#

#Plot

colors = sns.cubehelix_palette(4, start=1.5, rot=-1.5, light=0.7)
#Use 2 colors from a modified cubehelix palette

HueData = "Type" #Colors will be applied w/r/t type (Pp or Pn)

FontSize = 2 #Size of font for plot; 2 is large, 4 is huge

Xlabel = "I (mA)" #x in microns

x = 'I' #x-values to be plotted is I in mA

Ylabel = "$V_{nl}$ ($\mu$V)" #nonlocal voltage in nV

y = 'Vint' #y-values to be plotted is V in nV

LegendTitle = None #No legend title

PointSize = 50 #Int; size of scatter points; 5 is small-ish
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Linewidths = [1,1] #Linewidths to be used [Pp,Pn]

def plot_FancyFit(PpX,PpY,PnX,PnY,colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabel,Lege c
ndTitle,Linewidths,directory,filename,Save):
#

import seaborn as sns

#

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX font
to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors, color_codes=False) #Setting
the general appearance of the figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=[7,7])
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111) #aspect=(0.465 or 1.6) forces plot to
use that aspect ratio
ax1.plot(PpX, PpY, marker='o', linewidth=Linewidths[0],
linestyle=':', color=colors[0], label='$P_p$')
ax1.plot(PnX,PnY, marker='o', linewidth=Linewidths[1],
linestyle='-', color=colors[1], label='$P_n$')
ax1.set_ylim(-57.9,-57.3)
ax1.set_xlim(-1.001,-0.995)
ax1.text(-0.998,-57.62,'$R_{1,P_p}$ = ' + str(0.2501) + '
m$\Omega$', fontsize=25)
ax1.text(-1.0005,-57.5,'$R_{1,P_n}$ = ', fontsize=25)
ax1.text(-1.0005,-57.55, str(0.2513) + ' m$\Omega$', fontsize=25)
ax1.set_xlabel(Xlabel)
ax1.set_ylabel(Ylabel)

#

fig.tight_layout()
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plt.legend(loc='upper right');
if Save:
plt.savefig(directory+filename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

def plot_FancyFitSubtr(SubtrX,SubtrY,FitX,FitY,colors,FontSize,Xlabe c
l,Ylabel,LegendTitle,Linewidths,directory,filename,Save):
#

import seaborn as sns

#

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX font
to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors, color_codes=False) #Setting
the general appearance of the figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=[7,7])
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111) #aspect=(0.465 or 1.6) forces plot to
use that aspect ratio
ax1.plot(SubtrX, SubtrY, marker='o', markersize=5,
color=colors[0], label='Data')
ax1.plot(FitX,FitY, marker='o', markersize=10, color=colors[1],
label='Fit')

#

ax1.set_ylim(-57.9,-57.3)

#

ax1.set_xlim(-1.001,-0.995)

#

ax1.text(-0.3,125,'$R_{1}$ = ' + str(SubtrR1plot) + '

m$\Omega$', fontsize=25)
#

ax1.text(-0.3,100,'$R_{2}$ = ' + str(SubtrR2plot) + '

nV/mA$^2$', fontsize=25)
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ax1.set_xlabel(Xlabel)
ax1.set_ylabel(Ylabel)
#

fig.tight_layout()
plt.legend(loc='lower right');
if Save:
plt.savefig(directory+filename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

def plot_Fancy(x,y,colors,FontSize,label,Xlabel,Ylabel,LegendTitle,L c
egendLoc,Linewidths,directory,filename,Save):
#

import seaborn as sns

#

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX font
to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors, color_codes=False) #Setting
the general appearance of the figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=[7,7])
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111) #aspect=(0.465 or 1.6) forces plot to
use that aspect ratio
ax1.plot(x, y, marker='o', color=colors[0], label=label)

#

ax1.set_ylim(-24350,-24210)

#

ax1.set_xlim(-1.001,-0.995)
ax1.set_xlabel(Xlabel)
ax1.set_ylabel(Ylabel)

#

fig.tight_layout()
plt.legend(loc=LegendLoc);
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if Save:
plt.savefig(directory+filename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

plot_FancyFit(Pp['I']*1E3,Pp['Vint']*1E6,Pn['I']*1E3,Pn['Vint']*1E6, c
colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabel,LegendTitle,Linewidths,SaveDirectory,S c
aveDiffFilename,SaveDiff)

plot_Fancy(Pp['I']*1E3,Pp['Vint']*1E3,colors,FontSize,'$P_p$',Xlabel c
,"$V_{nl,int}$ (nV)",LegendTitle,'upper
right',Linewidths,SaveDirectory,'170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPpIV c
.png',False)

plot_Fancy(Pn['I']*1E3,Pn['Vint']*1E3,colors,FontSize,'$P_n$',Xlabel c
,"$V_{nl,int}$ (nV)",LegendTitle,'upper
right',Linewidths,SaveDirectory,'170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPnIV c
.png',True)

plot_Fancy(Pp['I']*1E3,Pp['dV/dI'],colors,FontSize,'$P_p$',Xlabel,'$ c
dV/dI$ ($\Omega$)',LegendTitle,'upper
right',Linewidths,SaveDirectory,'170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPpdV c
dI.png',True)

plot_Fancy(Pn['I']*1E3,Pn['dV/dI'],colors,FontSize,'$P_n$',Xlabel,'$ c
dV/dI$ ($\Omega$)',LegendTitle,'upper
right',Linewidths,SaveDirectory,'170516Run9a500nmMemII-VVTher78KPndV c
dI.png',True)
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plot_Fancy(Pp['I']*1E3,(Pp['Vint']-Pn['Vint'])*1E9,colors,FontSize,' c
$P_p-P_n$',Xlabel,"$V_{nl}$ (nV)",LegendTitle,'lower
right',Linewidths,SaveDirectory,SaveSubtrFilename,SaveSubtr)

plot_FancyFitSubtr(Pp['I']*1E3,(Pp['Vint']-Pn['Vint'])*1E9,PpI_new*1 c
E3,(PpV_new-PnV_new)*1E9,colors,FontSize,Xlabel,'$V_{nl}$
(nV)',LegendTitle,Linewidths,SaveDirectory,SaveSubtrFitFilename,Save c
SubtrFit)

plot_FancyFitSubtr(Pp['I']*1E3,(Pp['dV/dI']-Pn['dV/dI'])*1E6,PpI_new c
*1E3,(PpdVdI_new-PndVdI_new)*1E6,colors,FontSize,Xlabel,'$dV/dI$
($\mu\Omega$)',LegendTitle,[1,10],SaveDirectory,'170516Run9a500nmMem c
II-VVTher78KPp-PndVdI.png',True)

D.1.5

RvsHideal.py

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Tue Jan 14 14:37:12 2020

@author: rachelbennet
"""
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#The purpose of this code is to plot idealized R vs H sweeps
illustrating Pp, Pn, APp, APn, and the effects of ANE addition on
traditional spin switching signals.

#

#Import necessary packages:

import pandas as pd #for importing and manipulating data

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt #for plotting

import seaborn as sns #for making the plots pretty

#

#Info for saving:

SaveDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSV
Images/gradTandRNgeometryPaper/RvsH/" #Directory to which to save
files

Save = True #If true, save images

#

#Import data:
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DataDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSV
Images/gradTandRNgeometryPaper/RvsH/" #Location of CSVs on disk

#IIVVFilename = "IIVV H-sweep example.csv" #Name of file containing
IIVV example

IVVIFilename = "IVVI H-sweep example.csv" #Name of file containing
IVVI example

#ImportIIVV = pd.read_csv(DataDirectory+IIVVFilename) #Import H and
R1 values as pandas DataFrame

ImportIVVI = pd.read_csv(DataDirectory+IVVIFilename) #Import H and
R1 values as pandas DataFrame

#

#Plots:

colors = sns.xkcd_palette(['red','black', 'grey', 'azure']) #Colors
for down sweep, up sweep, and axes, chosen to match MATLAB plots

def plot_RvsH(data, Orientation): #Just a nice little function for
plotting this data
heightPp = data.loc[66,'AddedUp (mOhm)'] #Float of the composite
R value @ H=250 Oe
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heightPn = data.loc[16, 'AddedUp (mOhm)'] #Float of the
composite R value @ H=-250 Oe
heightAPn = data.loc[26, 'AddedDown (mOhm)'] #Float of the
composite R @ H=-150 Oe
heightAPp = data.loc[56, 'AddedUp (mOhm)'] #Float of the
composite R @ H=150 Oe
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX
characters to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=2) #Set the style (using seaborn) as a plot with tick
marks, large-ish font
fig, (ax1, ax2, ax3, ax4) = plt.subplots(4, sharex=True,
figsize=[7,10])
ax1.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['DataDown (mOhm)'], c=colors[0],
linewidth=2)
ax1.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['DataUp (mOhm)'], c=colors[1],
linewidth=2, linestyle='--')
ax1.text(250,0.17,'Spin', fontsize=20)
ax1.set_ylabel("R (m$\Omega$)")
ax1.axvline(x=0, color=colors[2]) #add x=0 line
ax1.set_ylim(0.16,0.255)
ax2.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['ANEDown (mOhm)'], c=colors[0],
linewidth=2)
ax2.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['ANEUp (mOhm)'], c=colors[1],
linewidth=2, linestyle='--')
ax2.text(250,-0.0004,'ANE', fontsize=20)
ax2.set_ylabel("R (m$\Omega$)")
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ax2.axvline(x=0, color=colors[2]) #add x=0 line
ax2.axhline(y=0, color=colors[2]) #add y=0 line
ax2.set_ylim(-0.0007,0.0007)
ax3.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['AddedDown (mOhm)'], c=colors[0],
linewidth=2)
ax3.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['AddedUp (mOhm)'], c=colors[1],
linewidth=2, linestyle='--')
ax3.text(345,heightPp-0.02,r'$P_p$', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive label
ax3.text(-390,heightPn-0.02,r'$P_n$', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive label
ax3.text(107,heightAPp+0.01,r'$AP_p$', fontsize=20)
#antiparallel-positive label
ax3.text(-185, heightAPn+0.01,r'$AP_n$', fontsize=20)
#antiparallel-negative label
ax3.text(250,0.17,'Sum', fontsize=20)
ax3.set_ylabel("R (m$\Omega$)")
ax3.axvline(x=0, color=colors[2]) #add x=0 line
ax3.set_ylim(0.16,0.257)
ax3.set_xlim(-400,400)
ax4.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['AddedDown (mOhm)'], c=colors[0],
linewidth=2)
ax4.plot(data['H (Oe)'],data['AddedUp (mOhm)'], c=colors[1],
linewidth=2, linestyle='--')
ax4.scatter([-400,400],[0.2513,0.2501], c=colors[3], s=200)
#plot the R1 values for Pp and Pn on the same plot
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ax4.text(345,heightPp-0.0007,r'$P_p$', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive label
ax4.text(200,heightPp+0.0009,r'$R_{1,Pp}$ =', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive R1 value
ax4.text(200,heightPp+0.0003,r'0.2501 m$\Omega$', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive R1 value
ax4.text(-390,heightPn-0.0007,r'$P_n$', fontsize=20)
#parallel-positive label
ax4.text(-390,heightPn+0.0003,r'$R_{1,Pn}$ = 0.2513 m$\Omega$',
fontsize=20) #parallel-positive R1 value
ax4.set_ylabel("R (m$\Omega$)")
ax4.axvline(x=0, color=colors[2]) #add x=0 line
ax4.set_ylim(0.249,0.2525)
ax4.set_xlim(-400,400)
ax4.set_xlabel("x (Oe)")
if Save:
plt.savefig(SaveDirectory + Orientation + "example.eps",
dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight') #bbox_inches='tight' ensures
nothing gets cut off during the save
plt.show()

#plot_RvsH(ImportIIVV, 'IIVV')

plot_RvsH(ImportIVVI, 'IVVI')
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D.2
D.2.1

NLSV 2D Finite-element Modeling
NLSV2DFEMPDECoeffCalculatorDicts.py

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Thu Jun 25 12:50:37 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""

#The purpose of this code is to calculate the 2D FEM PDE
coefficients used in MATLAB thermal sims of NLSVs. Modified from
NLSV2DFEMPDECoeffCalculator.py to use dicts instead of nested
if/elif statements. Exports FM and NM resistivities, P2D in FM
channel, and cumulative k2Ds for membrane, FM regions, NM regions,
and FM/NM junctions to .csv file.

#Additional code provides options to output a single set of PDE
coefficients based on an average between the 500-nm and 800-nm
calculated values.

#Import necessary packages:

import numpy as np

import pandas as pd
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#Defining variables:

Save = False #Boolean; True exports PDE coeffs to .csv file

IIorIV = 'II-VV' #String; II-VV triggers calculations for
Orientation A

Orientation = 'IIVVTher' #IIVVElec, IIVVTher; used to label output
file

Sep = 800 #FM separation distance in nm

Temp = 200 #Bath temperature in K

thick_NM = 110 #Thickness of NM film in nm

thick_FM = 35 #Thickness of FM film in nm

#thick_FM = 40 #Thickness of Pt on thermal isolation platforms from
Devin's thesis

thick_tot = thick_NM + thick_FM #Thickness of film at junctions in nm

#I = 0.2744 #Charge current through the circuit, in mA
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I = 100 #Charge current through the circuit, in mA for Seebeck
circuit

#Defining thermal conductivity of Si-N (still a guesstimate from the
NIST data in Sultan 2013; subtract 3.5E-7 W/K from the values in
"k2D vs T Fit Vals.csv" such that k2D @ 200 K = 1.05E-6 W/K) and Py
(calculated from Fig. 3 of Avery 2015, which is 25 nm Py as
measured), channel resistance (measured), and contact resistance
(measured) as fct of temperature:

#Make dicts of thermal conductivities, resistances, etc, with
temperature values, separations as the keys:

DictkTher_FM = {78: 11.75, 100: 11.84, 150: 16.51, 200: 18.96, 250:
21.16, 300: 21.39} #3D thermal conductivity of FM (Py, Avery 2015)
in W/(K*m), sorted by bath temperature

Dictk2D_mem = {78: 1.21E-6-3.5E-7, 100: 1.31E-6-3.5E-7, 150:
1.38E-6-3.5E-7, 200: 1.40E-6-3.5E-7, 250: 1.35E-6-3.5E-7, 300:
1.27E-6-3.5E-7} #2D thermal conductivity of Si-N membrane in W/K
(still a guesstimate from Sultan 2013 NIST samples, subtract 3.5E-7
W/K from all values to apply vertical shift to curve), sorted by
bath temperature
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DictR1s = {78: {500: {'ChanR1': 0.98, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -2.47E-5,
'IV-VI': -4.42E-3}}, 800: {'ChanR1': 0.88, 'ContR1': {'II-VV':
5.56E-3, 'IV-VI': -8.89E-3}}}, 100: {500: {'ChanR1': 1.08, 'ContR1':
{'II-VV': -7.12E-3, 'IV-VI': -1.05E-2}}, 800: {'ChanR1': 0.99,
'ContR1': {'II-VV': 1.85E-3, 'IV-VI': -8.89E-3}}}, 150: {500:
{'ChanR1': 1.34, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -2.29E-2, 'IV-VI': -2.53E-2}},
800: {'ChanR1': 1.24, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -5.62E-3, 'IV-VI':
-8.89E-3}}}, 200: {500: {'ChanR1': 1.61, 'ContR1': {'II-VV':
-3.62E-2, 'IV-VI': -3.90E-2}}, 800: {'ChanR1': 1.51, 'ContR1':
{'II-VV': -1.17E-2, 'IV-VI': -8.89E-3}}}, 250: {500: {'ChanR1':
1.88, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -4.67E-2, 'IV-VI': -5.13E-2}}, 800:
{'ChanR1': 1.78, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -1.78E-2, 'IV-VI': -4.35E-2}}},
300: {500: {'ChanR1': 2.21, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -4.75E-2, 'IV-VI':
-5.99E-2}}, 800: {'ChanR1': 2.12, 'ContR1': {'II-VV': -4.84E-3,
'IV-VI': -4.81E-2}}}} #First-order channel resistances and contact
resistances, all in Ohms, sorted by bath temperature (78, 100, ...),
separation distance (500, 800) and orientation (II-VV, IV-VI)

DeviceGeom = {500: {'length_chan': 500, 'width_NM': 0.25,
'width_FM': {'II-VV': 0.2, 'IV-VI': 0.4}, 'length_FM': {'II-VV':
11.4, 'IV-VI': 2.4}}, 800: {'length_chan': 800, 'width_NM': 0.25,
'width_FM': {'II-VV': 0.2, 'IV-VI': 0.4}, 'length_FM': {'II-VV':
11.4, 'IV-VI': 2.4}}} #Nominal separation distance in nm, nominal NM
channel width in microns, nominal width of FM channel in microns,
nominal length of FM channel in microns; sorted by separation
distance (500, 800) and orientation (II-VV, IV-VI)
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DictL_FM = {78: 2.48E-8-5.9E-9, 100: 2.73E-8-5.9E-9, 150:
2.48E-8-5.9E-9, 200: 2.45E-8-5.9E-9, 250: 2.41E-8-5.9E-9, 300:
2.37E-8-5.9E-9} #Lorenz number from fit to 56-nm Py data from Avery
2015 in W*Ohm/K^2. Apply vertical shift of -5.9E-9 W*Ohm/K^2 to move
data down such that L~=1.86E-8 W*Ohm/K^2 (Sommerfeld value) near
T=200 K, but maintains the same trend in behavior, esp at lower
temperatures

#L_FM = 1.86E-8 #Lorenz number for FM (Py) in W*Ohm/K^2 ((sommerfeld
value))

L_FM = DictL_FM[Temp]

L_NM = 2.112E-8 #Lorenz number for NM (Al) in W*Ohm/K^2

kTher_FM = DictkTher_FM[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
kTher_FM from the dictionary

#kTher_FM = 2.2 #3D thermal conductivity of Pt @ 200 K from Devin's
thesis Fig. 2.8

width_FM = 2000 #Width of FM heater lead is 2 microns

#width_FM500 = DeviceGeom[500]['width_FM'][IIorIV] #Picking out the
correct value for width_FM for 500-nm device from the dictionary
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#width_FM800 = DeviceGeom[800]['width_FM'][IIorIV] #Picking out the
correct value for width_FM for 800-nm device from the dictionary

width_NM = DeviceGeom[Sep]['width_NM'] #Picking out the correct
value for width_NM from the dictionary

#width_NM500 = DeviceGeom[500]['width_NM'] #Picking out the correct
value for width_NM for 500-nm device from the dictionary

#width_NM800 = DeviceGeom[800]['width_NM'] #Picking out the correct
value for width_NM for 800-nm device from the dictionary

length_chan = DeviceGeom[Sep]['length_chan'] #Picking out the
correct value for length_chan from the dictionary

#length_chan500 = DeviceGeom[500]['length_chan'] #Picking out the
correct value for length_chan for 500-nm device from the dictionary

#length_chan800 = DeviceGeom[800]['length_chan'] #Picking out the
correct value for length_chan for 800-nm device from the dictionary

ChanR1 = DictR1s[Temp][Sep]['ChanR1'] #Picking out the correct value
for ChanR1 from the dictionary

#ChanR1500 = DictR1s[Temp][500]['ChanR1'] #Picking out the correct
value for ChanR1 for 500-nm device from the dictionary
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#ChanR1800 = DictR1s[Temp][800]['ChanR1'] #Picking out the correct
value for ChanR1 for 800-nm device from the dictionary

ContR1 = DictR1s[Temp][Sep]['ContR1'][IIorIV] #Picking out the
correct value for ContR1 from the dictionary

#ContR1500 = DictR1s[Temp][500]['ContR1'][IIorIV] #Picking out the
correct value for ContR1 for 500-nm device from the dictionary

#ContR1800 = DictR1s[Temp][800]['ContR1'][IIorIV] #Picking out the
correct value for ContR1 for 500-nm device from the dictionary

k2D_mem = Dictk2D_mem[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
k2D_mem from the dictionary

print(str(Temp) + ' K, ' + str(Sep) + ' nmMem:')

rho_FM = (L_FM*Temp/kTher_FM)*1E8 #Electrical resistivity of FM in
microOhm*cm

#print('Electrical resistivity, FM: ' + str(rho_FM) + '
microOhm*cm') #Print result in console

#rho_junc500 = ContR1500*(thick_tot*1E-9*width_FM500*1E-6)/(length_c c
han500*1E-9)*1E8 #Electrical resistivity of FM/NM junction in
microOhm*cm for 500-nm device
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#rho_junc800 = ContR1800*(thick_tot*1E-9*width_FM800*1E-6)/(length_c c
han800*1E-9)*1E8 #Electrical resistivity of FM/NM junction in
microOhm*cm for 800-nm device

#rho_junc = np.mean([rho_junc500,rho_junc800]) #Average of the 2
calculated electrical resistivities for the junction contact

rho_junc =
ContR1*(thick_tot*1E-9*width_FM*1E-6)/(length_chan*1E-9)*1E8
#Electrical resistivity of FM/NM junction in microOhm*cm

#print('Electrical resistivity, junction: ' + str(rho_junc) + '
microOhm*cm')

#rho_NM500 =
ChanR1500*(thick_NM*1E-9*width_NM500*1E-6)/(length_chan500*1E-9)*1E8
#Electrical resistivity of NM in microOhm*cm for 500-nm device

#rho_NM800 =
ChanR1800*(thick_NM*1E-9*width_NM800*1E-6)/(length_chan800*1E-9)*1E8
#Electrical resistivity of NM in microOhm*cm for 800-nm device

#rho_NM = np.mean([rho_NM500,rho_NM800]) #Average of the 2
calculated electrical resistivities for the NM

rho_NM = ChanR1*(thick_NM*1E-9*width_NM*1E-6)/(length_chan*1E-9)*1E8
#Electrical resistivity of NM in microOhm*cm
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#
#print('Electrical resistivity, NM: ' + str(rho_NM) + ' microOhm*cm')
#
k2D_FM = kTher_FM*thick_FM*1E-9 #2D thermal conductivity in W/K

#k2D_FM = 50*1e-9 #2D thermal conductivity of Pt @ 200 K from
Devin's thesis Fig. 2.8
#
print('2D thermal conductance, FM: ' + str(k2D_FM) + ' W/K')
#
#kTher_NM = L_NM*Temp/(rho_NM*1E-8) #3D thermal conductivity of NM
in W/K*m
#
#print('3D thermal conductivity, NM: ' + str(kTher_NM) + ' W/K*m')
#
#k2D_NM = kTher_NM*thick_NM*1E-9 #2D thermal conductivity in W/K
#
#print('2D thermal conductance, NM: ' + str(k2D_NM) + ' W/K')
#
#P2D_FM500 =
(I*1E-3)**2*rho_FM*1E-8/((width_FM500**2)*thick_FM*1E-9) #2D power
dissipated by FM channel (1 leg), in W/m^2, for 500-nm device

#P2D_FM800 =
(I*1E-3)**2*rho_FM*1E-8/((width_FM800**2)*thick_FM*1E-9) #2D power
dissipated by FM channel (1 leg), in W/m^2, for 500-nm device
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#P2D_FM = np.mean([P2D_FM500,P2D_FM800]) #Average of the 2
calculated 2D power values

P2D_FM = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_FM*1E-8/((width_FM**2)*thick_FM*1E-9) #2D
power dissipated by FM channel (1 leg), in W/m^2

print('2D power dissipated in FM channel: ' + str(P2D_FM) + ' W/m^2')

#P2D_NM = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_NM*1E-8/((width_NMsim**2)*thick_NM*1E-9)
#2D power dissipated by NM channel (Elec inj only), in W/m^2
#
#print('2D power dissipated in NM channel (Elec inj only): ' +
str(P2D_NM) + ' W/m^2')
#
#P2D_junc = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_junc*1E-8/((width_FM**2)*thick_tot*1E-9)
#2D power dissipated by junction in W/m^2
#
#print('2D power dissipated in junction: ' + str(P2D_junc) + '
W/m^2')

print('2D thermal conductivity, membrane: ' + str(k2D_mem) + ' W/K')

k2D_FMchan = k2D_mem + k2D_FM #2D thermal conductance of Si-N
membrane with FM film on top, W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, FM regions: ' + str(k2D_FMchan) + '
W/K')
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#
#k2D_NMchan = k2D_mem + k2D_NM #2D thermal conductance of Si-N
membrane with NM film on top, W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, NM regions: ' + str(k2D_NMchan) + '
W/K')

#k2D_FMNMjunc = k2D_mem + k2D_FM + k2D_NM #2D thermal conductance of
Si-N membrane with FM and NM films on top, W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, FM/NM junctions: ' +
str(k2D_FMNMjunc) + ' W/K')

#If Save = True, export values to CSV:

if Save:
PDECoeffs = pd.DataFrame({'rho_FM (microOhm*cm)': rho_FM,
'rho_NM (microOhm*cm)': rho_NM, 'P2D_FM (W/m^2)': P2D_FM, 'k2D
mem only (W/K)': k2D_mem, 'k2D FM regions (W/K)': k2D_FMchan,
'k2D NM regions (W/K)': k2D_NMchan, 'k2D FM/NM junctions (W/K)':
k2D_FMNMjunc}, index=[Temp]) #Create a 1x7 pandas DataFrame
containing all the PDE coefficients we'll need for the models +
resistivities for reference
PDECoeffs.to_csv('/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/ c
NLSVThermalSims/Membranes/CSVs/Run9/' + str(Sep) + 'nmMem/' +
Orientation + '/PDECoeffs/' + 'PDECoeffsAvg' + str(Temp) +
'KNominalGeom190821.csv')
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#

PDECoeffs.to_csv('/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB c

/NLSVThermalSims/Membranes/CSVs/Run9/' + str(Sep) + 'nmMem/' +
Orientation + '/PDECoeffs/' + 'PDECoeffs' + str(Sep) + 'nm' +
str(Temp) + 'KNominalGeom190812.csv')

D.2.2

NLSV2DFEMSliceFitAndPlot.py

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Fri Mar 22 13:10:03 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""

#The purpose of this code is to plot the 1D slices along x from the
2D FEM results from MATLAB and do a linear fit across the detector
to determine gradT.

#This code is modified from NLSVThermalSimSlicePlot.py and
NLSVThermalSimSliceFitAndPlot.py and is made to work with the SuperX
x-value file ONLY.

#

#Import necessary packages:
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import pandas as pd

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

import seaborn as sns

import numpy as np

import NLSVAnalysis

#

#Define variables:

SaveCSVs = True #Boolean; True saves CSVs.

SaveFigs = True #Boolean; True saves plots.

TestName = "IIVVTher" #IIVVElec, IIVVTher, ...

Temperature = 78 #simulation bath temp in K

Separation = "800" #simulation FM separation in nm

OldVsNew = "NewStyle" #OldStyle (detector shape: rectangle),
NewStyle (detector shape: flagged)
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TopVsBottom = "bottom" #Two thermocouples are involved: the top
contact and the bottom contact. In the case of NewStyle devices, the
dimensions for the top contact and bottom contact differ by 200 nm.
"top" triggers calculations based on the top contact; "bottom"
triggers calculations based on the bottom contact

ContWidth = "300cont" #For cases when the bottom contact width
deviates from the standard (400 nm for OldStyle, 200 nm for NewStyle)

Suffix = "SuperX" + ContWidth + "190827" + TopVsBottom #Suffix on
data file name (e.g., 'SuperXbottom')

DataDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/NLSVT c
hermalSims/Membranes/CSVs/Run9/" #Location of CSVs from MATLAB on
disk

SaveCSVDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/NL c
SVThermalSims/Membranes/CSVs/Run9/" + Separation + "nmMem/" +
TestName + "/" #Location to which to save results as CSVs

SaveImageDirectory =
"/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/NLSV/NLSV
Images/MembraneThermalSims/python/" #Location to which to save plots
as PNGs

#
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#Variables for T(x) plots:

colors = sns.cubehelix_palette(2, start=.5, rot=-.75, light=0.6)
#Use 2 colors from a modified cubehelix palette

HueData = "Type" #Colors will be applied w/r/t type (data or fit)

FontSize = 2 #Size of font for plot; 2 is large, 4 is huge

Xlabel = "x ($\mu m$)" #x in microns

x = 'x' #x-values to be plotted is x in microns

Ylabel = "T (K)" #temperature in Kelvin

y = 'T' #y-values to be plotted is T in Kelvin

LegendTitle = None #No legend title

PointSize = 50 #Int; size of scatter points; 5 is small-ish

Linewidths = [100,15] #Linewidths to be used [data,fit]

#

#File names:
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XvalFile = DataDirectory + "MembraneThermalSimSuperX.csv" #directory
and name of file containing the x-values (dx in microns)

YvalFile = DataDirectory + Separation + "nmMem/" + TestName +
"/MATLAB/" + OldVsNew + TestName + Separation + "nm" +
str(Temperature) + "K" + Suffix + ".csv" #directory and name of file
containing the y-values (T)

DSfilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "Datasets/" + OldVsNew + TestName +
Separation + "nm" + str(Temperature) + "KDataset" + Suffix + ".csv"
#File name for exported data set (x values, finalized T values,
arranged as columns)

dTdxFilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "dTdx/" + OldVsNew + TestName +
Separation + "nm" + str(Temperature) + "KdTdx" + Suffix + ".csv"
#File name for exported

and corresponding x values

dTdxPlotFilename = SaveImageDirectory + OldVsNew + TestName +
Separation + "nm" + str(Temperature) + "KdTdx" + Suffix + ".png"
#File name for T vs x plot

TvsXFilename = OldVsNew + TestName + Separation + "nm" +
str(Temperature) + "KDetectorTvsX" + Suffix + ".png" #File name for
T vs X plot across the detector contact (data and fit)
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FitCoeffsFilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "FitCoeffs/" + OldVsNew +
TestName + Separation + "nm" + str(Temperature) + "KDetectorFitVals"
+ Suffix + ".csv" #File name for exported T vs x (across detector)
fit values

#

#Import raw data files:

ImportYvals = pd.read_csv(YvalFile, header=None) #Import T values as
pandas DataFrame

ImportXvals = pd.read_csv(XvalFile, header=None) #Import x values as
pandas DataFrame

#

#Clean up and organize T and x values:

ImportYvalsT = pd.DataFrame.transpose(ImportYvals)+Temperature
#Transpose so row vector becomes column vector; add 200 because
MATLAB introduces rounding errors if we set the BCs to T0=200 during
the sim

Yvals = ImportYvalsT.rename(columns={0: 'T'}) #Name the column 'T'
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ImportXvalsT = pd.DataFrame.transpose(ImportXvals) #Transpose so row
vector becomes column vector

Xvals = ImportXvalsT.rename(columns={0: 'x'}) #Name the column 'x'

Data = Xvals.join(Yvals) #Join the T values onto the x values as a
single DataFrame

#Change the row (index) labels to the corresponding x-values. This
will make it easier to slice the data later:

LeData = Data.set_index('x',drop=False)

#Export dataset for use elsewhere:
if SaveCSVs:
Data.to_csv(DSfilename)

#

#Subtract the temperature near the middle of the injector strip to
produce a gradient showing the temp diff between the injector strip
and all other points:

#Set InjStart, DetStart, etc based on device style and orientation.
These are based on the MeasuredGeom files that account for the
measured channel widths and lengths (where appropriate).
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if OldVsNew == 'OldStyle':
if TestName == 'IIVVTher':
if Separation == "500":
InjStart = 48.564
InjEnd = 48.764
DetStart = 49.264
DetEnd = 49.664
#

InjStart = 48.56399999999999 #For when python

introduces rounding errors
#

InjEnd = 48.763999999999996

#

DetStart = 49.263999999999996

#

DetEnd = 49.663999999999994
elif Separation == "800":
InjStart = 48.414
InjEnd = 48.614
DetStart = 49.414
DetEnd = 49.814
elif TestName == 'IIVVElec':
if Separation == "500":
InjStart = 48.56399999999999
InjEnd = 48.763999999999996
DetStart = 49.263999999999996
DetEnd = 49.663999999999994
elif Separation == "800":
InjStart = 48.414
InjEnd = 48.614
DetStart = 49.414
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DetEnd = 49.814
elif TestName == 'IVVITher':
if Separation == '500':
InjStart = 49.263999999999996
InjEnd = 49.663999999999994
DetStart = 48.56399999999999
DetEnd = 48.763999999999996
elif TestName == 'IVVIElec':
if Separation == '500':
InjStart = 49.263999999999996
InjEnd = 49.663999999999994
DetStart = 48.56399999999999
DetEnd = 48.763999999999996
#Don't have IVVITher @ 800 nm separation right now because 1) 800nm
data is crap, 2) we haven't bothered to use it yet.

if OldVsNew == 'NewStyle':
if TestName == 'IIVVTher':
if Separation == '500':
InjStart = 48.564
InjEnd = 48.764
DetStart = 49.264
if TopVsBottom == 'top':
DetEnd = 49.764
if TopVsBottom == 'bottom':
if ContWidth == '100cont':
DetEnd = 49.364
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elif ContWidth == '300cont':
DetEnd = 49.564
else:
DetEnd = 49.464
elif Separation == '800':
InjStart = 48.414
InjEnd = 48.614
DetStart = 49.414
if TopVsBottom == 'top':
DetEnd = 49.914
if TopVsBottom == 'bottom':
if ContWidth == '100cont':
DetEnd = 49.514
elif ContWidth == '300cont':
DetEnd = 49.714
else:
DetEnd = 49.614
#Will add case for more orientations in NewStyle if/when we need it.

DatadT = Data.rename(columns={'T': 'dT'}) #Rename the columns

ToSubtract = DatadT.iloc[int((DetStart-40)*1000)] #Create a new DF
containing the x and T values @ the start of the detector contact.
Since we're working with the SuperX x-values, the index value is
just the x-value -40 multiplied by 1000
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DatadT['dT'] = DatadT['dT']-float(ToSubtract['dT']) #Subtract the
temperature value @ x=DetStart from all other values. If the code
fails here, it is most likely a rounding error with DetStart that
can be caught by examining the Dataset CSV file.

#Export results for use elsewhere:

if SaveCSVs:
DatadT.to_csv(dTdxFilename)

#

#Do the plotting for T(x):

Title = Separation + " nm | Membrane | " + TestName + " | " +
str(Temperature) + " K" #desired plot title

InjCenter = np.around(np.mean([InjStart,InjEnd]), decimals=2) #Mean
of InjStart and InjEnd, rounded to 2 decimal places. This is the
center of the injector contact

DetCenter = np.around(np.mean([DetStart,DetEnd]), decimals=2) #Mean
of DetStart and DetEnd, rounded to 2 decimal places. This is the
center of the detector contact

def plot_fancy(data,Title,TestName,Temp,Sep): #Just a nice little
function for plotting this data
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plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX
characters to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=2) #Set the style (using seaborn) as a plot with tick
marks, large-ish font
dT = data.iloc[int((DetEnd-40)*1000)] #1x2 DataFrame containing
the dT value @ end of detector
plt.figure(figsize=[7,5]) #Changes figure dimensions so larger
fonts for x, y axes don't get cut off. Default from matplotlib
is [6.4, 4.8].
plt.plot(data['x'],data['dT'], linewidth=2)
plt.xlim(DetStart-0.1,50) #Sets x-axis limit
plt.ylim(-0.3,0.1) #Sets y-axis limit
plt.axvline(x=DetStart, lw=1, color=sns.xkcd_rgb['rust']) #start
of detector strip
plt.axhline(color="#98eff9") #add y=0 line
plt.text(DetStart+0.05,0.05,r'Det') #adds label
plt.text(DetEnd+0.05,-0.03,r'$\nabla T$ =', fontsize=20)
plt.text(DetEnd+0.05,-0.08,
str(round(float(dT['dT']/abs(DetStart-DetEnd)),4)) + ' K/$\mu
m$', fontsize=20)
plt.axvline(x=DetEnd, lw=1, color=sns.xkcd_rgb['rust']) #end of
detector strip
plt.xlabel("x $(\mu m)$")
plt.ylabel("$\Delta T$ (K)")
plt.title(Title)
if SaveFigs:
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plt.savefig(dTdxPlotFilename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
#bbox_inches='tight' ensures nothing gets cut off during the
save
plt.show()

plot_fancy(DatadT,Title,TestName,Temperature,Separation)

#

#Select T vs x data to fit:

Start = DetStart #Start of detector

Stop = DetEnd #End of detector

ToFit = LeData[DetStart:DetEnd]

#

#Fit the data:

FitXarray, FitTarray, CoeffsArray, CoeffErrArray =
NLSVAnalysis.NLSVpolyfit(ToFit['x'],ToFit['T'],1) #NLSVpolyfit
returns new x-values, new y-values, curve fit coefficients in
decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0), and standard error of
the estimate (of the curve fit coefficients) as 1D arrays
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#

#Organize the fit values and coefficients, and export the
coefficients:

FitX = pd.DataFrame(FitXarray,columns=["FitX"]) #Make a new DF from
the x-values returned by NLSVpolyfit

FitT = pd.DataFrame(FitTarray,columns=["FitT"]) #Make a new DF from
the y-values returned by NLSVpolyfit

LeFit = FitX.join(FitT) #Join the fit values as a single DataFrame

CoeffsTrans = pd.DataFrame(CoeffsArray)

Coeffs = pd.DataFrame({'dT/dx':CoeffsTrans.loc[0],
'T0':CoeffsTrans.loc[1]}) #Because CoeffsArray is 1D, it won't
transpose properly. So instead we construct the DF from scratch to
get everything in a column instead of a row

CoeffErrTrans = pd.DataFrame(CoeffErrArray)

CoeffErr = pd.DataFrame({'dT/dxSTD':CoeffErrTrans.loc[0],
'T0STD':CoeffErrTrans.loc[1]}) #Same rationale as Coeffs

FitCoeffs = Coeffs.join(CoeffErr)
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if SaveCSVs:
FitCoeffs.to_csv(FitCoeffsFilename) #Export the curve
coefficients and standard error of the curve coefficients to a
.csv file for future use

#

#Make a single DataFrame containing both data values and fit values
labeled with 'Data' or 'Fit' in the column 'Type':

DataIsData = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Data']*len(ToFit)}) #DataFrame
filled with the word "Data" in as many rows as the DF LeData

Mashup = ToFit.reset_index(drop=True) #Resets the index of ToFit so
that DataIsData will join up properly

LeLeData = Mashup.join(DataIsData) #Join DataIsData to Mashup as a
new column

LeFitRename = LeFit.rename(columns={'FitX':'x','FitT':'T'}) #Rename
the FitX and FitT columns as x and T so that the plotting routine
will arrange them correctly

FitIsFit = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Fit']*len(LeFitRename)})
#DataFrame filled with the word "Fit" in as many rows as the DF LeFit
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LeLeFit = LeFitRename.join(FitIsFit) #Join FitIsFit to LeFit as a
new column

data = LeLeData.append(LeLeFit) #Tack LeLeFit onto the bottom of
LeLeData

#

#Let's plot!

NLSVAnalysis.plot_FancyFit(LeFit['FitX'],LeFit['FitT'],ToFit['x'],To c
Fit['T'],colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabel,LegendTitle,Linewidths,SaveIm c
ageDirectory,TvsXFilename,SaveFigs)

D.2.3

ANECoeffCalculator.py

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Sep 19 14:26:13 2018

@author: rachelbennet
"""
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#The purpose of this code is to calculate the anomalous Nernst
coefficient R_N given a thermal gradient gradT, IV fit coeffiicents
R2 and R4, charge current I, absolute Seebeck coefficient S (from
Hojem 2016, 75 nm Py), and thickness thick.

#

#Import necessary packages:

import pandas as pd

#import numpy as np

#Define values:

Temp = 200 #bath temperature in K

Sep = 800

#Nominal separation distance in nm

OldVsNew = "NewStyle" #OldStyle=uniform detector, NewStyle=dogbone

Orientation = "IIVVTher" #IIVVElec, IIVVTher, ...

Suffix = "SuperX190627" #Suffix denoting data from whence this came
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directory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/NLSVTherm c
alSims/Membranes/CSVs/Run9/" + str(Sep) + "nmMem/" + Orientation +
"/" #Base directory containing .csv files

gradTtopFile = directory + "FitCoeffs/" + OldVsNew + Orientation +
str(Sep) + "nm" + str(Temp) + "KDetectorFitVals" + Suffix +
"top.csv" #File containing gradT for top contact

gradTbotFile = directory + "FitCoeffs/" + OldVsNew + Orientation +
str(Sep) + "nm" + str(Temp) + "KDetectorFitVals" + Suffix +
"bottom.csv" #File containing gradT for bottom contact

gradTtopData = pd.read_csv(gradTtopFile) #Read in file containing
gradT for top contact

gradTbotData = pd.read_csv(gradTbotFile) #Read in file containing
gradT for bottom contact

gradTtop = float(gradTtopData['dT/dx']) #Selects just gradT from all
values imported and converts to decimal number

errgradTtop = float(gradTtopData['dT/dxSTD']) #Selects just the
error in gradT and converts to decimal number

gradTbot = float(gradTbotData['dT/dx']) #Selects just gradT from all
values imported and converts to decimal number
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errgradTbot = float(gradTbotData['dT/dxSTD']) #Selects just the
error in gradT and converts to decimal number

gradT = abs(gradTtop-gradTbot) #Magnitude of thermal gradient in
K/micron

errgradT = abs(errgradTtop-errgradTbot) #Magnitude of error in
thermal gradient, in K/micron

SaveDirectory = directory + "R_N/"

SaveRNFilename = "R_NandS_N" + Orientation + str(Sep) + "nm" +
str(Temp) + "K" + Suffix + ".csv" #Filename containing saved R_N
value

SaveVNFilename = "V_N" + Orientation + str(Sep) + "nm" + str(Temp) +
"K" + Suffix + ".csv" #Filename containing saved /V_N value

I = 0.2744 #Charge current in mA

DictS = {78: -4.14, 100: -5.51, 150: -8.6, 200: -11.42, 250: -13.63,
300: -14.91} #Absolute Seebeck coeffs of FM in microV/K (Py, Hojem
2016), sorted by bath temperature

S = DictS[Temp] #Picking out the correct Seebeck coeff from the
dictionary
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#errS = 2 #Assumed error in SPy in microV/K

DictR2 = {78: {500: 58.91, 800: 34.18}, 100: {500: 59.13, 800:
73.82}, 150: {500: 60.59, 800: 137.1}, 200: {500: 68.26, 800:
207.7}, 250: {500: 90.51, 800: -830.5}, 300: {500: 107.1,
800:-830.2}} #Second-order IV curve fit coeffs (R_2I^2) in nV/mA^2,
sorted by bath temperature and separation distance

R2 = DictR2[Temp][Sep]

thick = 35E-3 #Thickness of film from nm to micron

#errthick = 5E-3 #Error in film thickness from nm to micron

#

#Calculate Nernst voltage VN:

#Calculate using the second-order IV fit coefficient, which
corresponds to (Joule) heat flow and convert to microV from nV
VN = ((R2*I**2)*1E-3)/2

ExportVN = pd.DataFrame({'V_N (microV)': VN}, index=[str(Temp)])
#Make a DataFrame containing VN, with bath temperature as index label

ExportVN.to_csv(SaveDirectory + SaveVNFilename) #Export to .csv in
the desired directory with desired filename
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#errVN = 1E-2 #Error in VN, in microV

#

#Calculate Nernst coefficient RN and Nernst Seebeck coeff SN:

#RN_hi = -VN/((S-3)*thick*gradT) #Subtract 3 microV/K to Seebeck
coeff (makes magnitude larger since S<0)

RN = -VN/(S*thick*gradT)

#errRN = np.sqrt((errVN/(S*thick*gradT))**2+(-VN*errS/(S**2*thick*gr c
adT))**2+(-VN*errthick/(S*thick**2+gradT))**2+(-VN*errgradT/(S*thick c
*gradT**2))**2) #Propagated error in
RN

SN = -VN/(thick*gradT)

#errSN = np.sqrt((errVN/(thick*gradT))**2+(-VN*errthick/(thick**2*gr c
adT))**2+(-VN*errgradT/(thick*gradT**2))**2) #Propagated error in
SN

#RN_lo = -VN/((S+3)*thick*gradT) #Add 3 microV/K to Seebeck coeff
(makes magnitude smaller since S<0)
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#print(str(round(RN_hi,2)) + ", S high, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

print(str(round(RN,2)) + ", RN, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

#print(str(errRN) + ", RN err, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

print(str(round(SN,2)) + ", SN, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

#print(str(errSN) + ", SN err, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

#print(str(round(RN_lo,2)) + ", S low, " + str(Sep) + " nm Mem, " +
str(Temp) + " K, " + Orientation) #Print it out, rounded to 2
decimal places

#Save to a .csv file for reference
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LeDict = {'R_N': round(RN,2), 'S_N (microV/K)':
round(SN,2),'err_RN': errRN, 'err_SN': errSN} #Make a dict
containing the column labels ('R_N',...) and values (RN,...)

#LeDict = {'R_N, S high': round(RN_hi,2), 'R_N, standard S':
round(RN,2), 'R_N, S low': round(RN_lo,2)} #Make a dict containing
the column label ('R_N') and value (RN)

ExportRN = pd.DataFrame(LeDict, index=[str(Temp)]) #Make a DataFrame
containing RN rounded to 2 decimal places, with bath temperature as
index label

ExportRN.to_csv(SaveDirectory + SaveRNFilename) #Export to .csv in
the desired directory with desired filename

D.3
D.3.1

Seebeck Coefficient Test Circuit Calculations
SeebeckAnalysis.py

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Tue Dec 10 17:21:13 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""
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#This file acts as a package containing frequently used functions
for calculating Seebeck coefficients and associated data.

#

# This function will perform a polynomial fit to input data and
return the x- and y-values from the polyfit for plotting, along with
the curve fit coefficients.
#x -> x-values from data (pandas DataFrame)
#y -> y-values from data (pandas DataFrame)
#deg -> degree of polynomial
#Returns x-values, y-values, and coefficients of curve fit to be
plotted/printed as needed

def SeebeckPolyfit(x,y,deg):
import numpy as np
z, zcov = np.polyfit(x, y, deg, cov=True) #Calculates polynomial
fit to y(x) of degree deg; returns fit coefficients in
decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0) and the covariance
matrix. The diagonals of this matrix are the variances for the
fit parameters
f = np.poly1d(z) #Reconstructs the polynomial using the curve
fit coefficients output by polyfit
zerr = np.sqrt(np.diag(zcov)) #Calculates the standard error
using the diagonals of the covariance matrix from np.polyfit
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x_new = np.linspace(x.iloc[0], x.iloc[-1], 2001) #Calculates a
new, more complete range of x-values based on the first x-value
from the data (x[0]) and the last x-value in the data (x[-1]) in
2001 steps
y_new = f(x_new) #Calculates new y-values based on the curve fit
parameters and the new x-values
return(x_new,y_new,z,zerr) #Return new x-values, new y-values,
curve fit coefficients, and standard error of the estimate (of
the curve fit coefficients) as 1D arrays

#

#This function will plot a single scatter plot of multiple data sets
on a single axis, organized by hue. The plot legend will be set
inside the figure. The size of the scatter points is set at 5
(small-ish).
#data -> DataFrame containing all data w/appropriate column labels
#colors -> Desired color palette (dict, can also pass
sns.color_palette() arguments)
#HueData -> Data type that dictates variation by hue inside the
graph (string)
#FontSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size okay
#x -> Data to use as x-values (string)
#y -> Data to use as y-values (string)
#Xlabel -> Label for x-axis (string)
#Ylabel -> Label for y-axis (string)
#LegendTitle -> Title for data legend (string)
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#PointSize -> Size of plotted points (5 is small-ish)
#Save -> Boolean; True prompts for directory and file name (str),
then saves

def plot_FancyScatter(data,colors,HueData,FontSize,x,y,Xlabel,Ylabel c
,LegendTitle,PointSize,Save):
import seaborn as sns
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors) #Setting the general
appearance of the figure
ax = sns.lmplot(x=x,y=y,data=data,hue=HueData,legend=True,legend c
_out=False,fit_reg=False,scatter_kws={"s":
PointSize})
ax.set_axis_labels(Xlabel,Ylabel)
leg = ax.axes.flat[0].get_legend()
leg.set_title(LegendTitle)
if Save:
Directory = input("Enter directory to which to save file: ")
FileName = input("Enter file name, including extension: ")
ax.savefig(Directory+FileName, dpi=600)

#

#This function will plot 2 sets of data with different linewidths,
which is nice for plotting curves with fits on them so that both are
visible.
#Fit -> DataFrame containing all fit values
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#Data -> DataFrame containing all data that was fitted
#colors -> Color palette to be used
#FontSize -> Integer from 1->n, leave blank if default size OK
#Xlabel -> Label for x-axis (string)
#Ylabel -> Label for y-axis (string)
#LegendTitle -> Title for data legend (string)
#Linewidths -> List of linewidth values for plot
#directory -> Directory to which to save plot
#filename -> Desired file name, including extension
#Save -> Boolean; True saves file

def plot_FancyFit(FitX,FitY,DataX,DataY,colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabe c
l,LegendTitle,Linewidths,directory,filename,Save):
import seaborn as sns
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX font
to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=FontSize, palette=colors, color_codes=False) #Setting
the general appearance of the figure
fig = plt.figure()
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111) #aspect=(0.465 or 1.6) forces plot to
use that aspect ratio
ax1.scatter(DataX, DataY, s=Linewidths[0], c=colors[0],
label='Data', edgecolors='face')
ax1.scatter(FitX,FitY, s=Linewidths[1], c=colors[1],
label='Fit', edgecolors='face')
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#

ax1.set_aspect('equal','box')
ax1.set_xlabel(Xlabel)
ax1.set_ylabel(Ylabel)

#

fig.tight_layout()
plt.legend(loc='upper right');
if Save:
plt.savefig(directory+filename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.show()

#

D.3.2

Seebeck2DFEMCoeffCalculator.py

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Nov 20 15:42:20 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""

#The purpose of this code is to calculate the 2D FEM PDE
coefficients used in MATLAB thermal sims of the circuit for Seebeck
coefficient of constricted nanowire.
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#Import necessary packages:

#import numpy as np

import pandas as pd

#Defining variables:

Date = '200210Al40nm' #Date PDE coeffs were calculated (YYMMDD)

Mat = 'Al' #Material under test is Al

Save = True #Boolean; True exports PDE coeffs to .csv file

Temp = 200 #Bath temperature in K

thick_test = 40 #Thickness of Py film in nm

thick_Pt = 40 #Thickness of Pt film in nm

thick_Cu = 120 #Thickness of Cu film in nm

thick_Au = 40 #Thickness of Au film in nm

I = 100 #Charge current through the circuit, in mA for Seebeck
circuit
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#Defining thermal conductivity of Si-N (still a guesstimate from the
NIST data in Sultan 2013; subtract 3.5E-7 W/K from the values in
"k2D vs T Fit Vals.csv" such that k2D @ 200 K = 1.05E-6 W/K) and Py
(calculated from Fig. 3 of Avery 2015, which is 25 nm Py as
measured), channel resistance (measured), and contact resistance
(measured) as fct of temperature:

#Make dicts of thermal conductivities, resistances, etc, with
temperature values, separations as the keys:

DictkTher_test = {78: 11.75, 100: 11.84, 150: 16.51, 200: 18.96,
250: 21.16, 300: 21.39} #3D thermal conductivity of Py (Avery 2015)
in W/(K*m), sorted by bath temperature

DictkTher_Pt = {78: 0.78E2, 100: 0.72E2, 150: 0.68E2, 200: 0.68E2,
250: 0.69E2, 300: 0.70E2} #3D thermal conductivity of Pt (Slack
1963) in W/(K*m), sorted by bath temperature

DictkTher_Cu = {78: 241, 100: 246, 150: 232.4, 200: 224.6, 250:
220.8, 300: 219} #3D thermal conductivity of Pt (Nath and Chopra
1974) in W/(K*m), sorted by bath temperature
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Dictk2D_mem = {78: 1.21E-6-3.5E-7, 100: 1.31E-6-3.5E-7, 150:
1.38E-6-3.5E-7, 200: 1.40E-6-3.5E-7, 250: 1.35E-6-3.5E-7, 300:
1.27E-6-3.5E-7} #2D thermal conductivity of Si-N membrane in W/K
(still a guesstimate from Sultan 2013 NIST samples, subtract 3.5E-7
W/K from all values to apply vertical shift to curve), sorted by
bath temperature

DictL_test = {78: 2.48E-8-5.9E-9, 100: 2.73E-8-5.9E-9, 150:
2.48E-8-5.9E-9, 200: 2.45E-8-5.9E-9, 250: 2.41E-8-5.9E-9, 300:
2.37E-8-5.9E-9} #Lorenz number from fit to 56-nm Py data from Avery
2015 in W/K^2. Apply vertical shift of -5.9E-9 Wz/K^2 to move data
down such that L~=1.86E-8 W/K^2 (Sommerfeld value) near T=200 K, but
maintains the same trend in behavior, esp at lower temperatures

DictR1s = {78: 0.98, 100: 1.08, 150: 1.34, 200: 1.61, 250: 1.88,
300: 2.21} #First-order channel resistances, all in , sorted by bath
temperature (78, 100, ...) for Al channel (110 nm thick, 250 nm
wide, 500 nm long) of Run9a500nmMem NLSV

AlR1 = DictR1s[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for ChanR1 from
the dictionary

thick_Al = 110 #Thickness of Al channel in Run9a500nmMem NLSV, in nm

width_Al = 0.25 #Width of Al channel in Run9a500nmMem NLSV, in
microns
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length_Al = 500 #Length of Al channel in Run9a500nmMem NLSV, in nm

rho_Al = AlR1*(thick_Al*1E-9*width_Al*1E-6)/(length_Al*1E-9)*1E8
#Electrical resistivity of NM in *cm

L_Al = 2.112E-8 #Lorenz number for NM (Al) in W/K^2

L_test = DictL_test[Temp]

kTher_test = DictkTher_test[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
kTher_Py from the dictionary

kTher_Pt = DictkTher_Pt[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
kTher_Pt from the dictionary

kTher_Cu = DictkTher_Cu[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
kTher_Cu from the dictionary

kTher_Au = 320 #3D thermal conductivity of gold @ 200 K in W/(m*K)
(Wolfram|Alpha Knowledgebase, 2019)

rho_Au = 1.462 #Electrical resistivity of Au @ 200 K in *cm
(Wolfram|Alpha Knowledgebase, 2019)

width_HL = 1000 #Width of heater lead (HL) is 1 m
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k2D_mem = Dictk2D_mem[Temp] #Picking out the correct value for
k2D_mem from the dictionary

print(str(Temp) + ' K:')

#rho_test = (L_test*Temp/kTher_test)*1E8 #Electrical resistivity of
Py in *cm

#k2D_test = kTher_test*thick_test*1E-9 #2D thermal conductance of Py
in W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, Py: ' + str(k2D_test) + ' W/K')

k2D_Pt = kTher_Pt*thick_Pt*1E-9 #2D thermal conductance of Pt in W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, Pt: ' + str(k2D_Pt) + ' W/K')

#k2D_Cu = kTher_Cu*thick_Cu*1E-9 #2D thermal conductance of Cu in W/K
#
#print('2D thermal conductance, Cu: ' + str(k2D_Cu) + ' W/K')

kTher_Al = L_Al*Temp/(rho_Al*1E-8) #3D thermal conductivity of Al in
W/K*m

k2D_Al = kTher_Al*thick_Al*1E-9 #2D thermal conductivity of Al in W/K
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#k2D_test = kTher_Au*thick_Au*1E-9 #2D thermal conductance of Au in
W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, Au: ' + str(k2D_test) + ' W/K')

print('2D thermal conductance, membrane: ' + str(k2D_mem) + ' W/K')

k2D_test = k2D_mem + k2D_Al #2D thermal conductance of Si-N membrane
with film for material under test on top, W/K

print('2D thermal conductance, leads regions: ' + str(k2D_test) + '
W/K')

k2D_align = k2D_mem + k2D_Pt #2D thermal conductance of Si-N
membrane with alignment marks on top, W/K

print('2D thermal conductance, alignment marks: ' + str(k2D_align) +
' W/K')

#k2D_sink = k2D_mem + k2D_Cu #2D thermal conductance of Si-N
membrane with heat sinks on top, W/K

#print('2D thermal conductance, heat sinks: ' + str(k2D_sink) + '
W/K')

#P2D = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_test*1E-8/((width_HL**2)*thick_test*1E-9) #2D
power dissipated by heater lead, in W/m^2
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P2D = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_Al*1E-8/((width_HL**2)*thick_test*1E-9) #2D
power dissipated by heater lead made from Al similar to that in
Run9a500nmMem NLSV, in W/m^2

#P2D = (I*1E-3)**2*rho_Au*1E-8/((width_HL**2)*thick_test*1E-9) #2D
power dissipated by heater lead, in W/m^2

print('2D power dissipated in heater channel: ' + str(P2D) + '
W/m^2')

#If Save = True, export values to CSV:

if Save:
PDECoeffs = pd.DataFrame({'rho_test (microOhm*cm)': rho_Al, 'P2D
(W/m^2)': P2D, 'k2D mem only (W/K)': k2D_mem, 'k2D leads (W/K)':
k2D_test, 'k2D align marks (W/K)': k2D_align},

index=[Temp])

#Create a 1x5 pandas DataFrame containing all the PDE
coefficients we'll need for the models + resistivities for
reference
PDECoeffs.to_csv('/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/ c
SeebeckConstrictedNW/CSVs/PDECoeffs/' + Mat + str(40) + 'nm/' +
'PDECoeffs' + str(Temp) + 'K' + Date + '.csv')
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D.3.3

Seebeck2DFEMSliceFitAndPlot.py

#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Tue Dec 10 17:18:41 2019

@author: rachelbennet
"""

# The purpose of this code is to plot x-coordinate vs T for Seebeck
coefficient of constricted NW 2DFEM.

#

#Import necessary packages:

#import numpy as np

import pandas as pd

import seaborn as sns

import SeebeckAnalysis

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
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#

#Define variables:

SaveCSVs = False #Boolean; True saves CSVs.

SaveFigs = False #Boolean; True saves plots.

Date = "200210" #YYMMDD format

Temperature = 200 #simulation bath temp in K

Layers = "Single" #"Single" is for circuits where all features are
made from the same material; "Multi" is for circuits where some
features are made from a different material

NWMat = "Al" #Material from which NW is made

NWThick = "40nm" #Thickness of material from which NW is made

if Layers == "Single":
SinkMat = "" #When all features are made from 1 material, leave
sink material blank
SinkThick = "" #When all features are made from 1 material,
leave sink thickness blank
else:
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SinkMat = "Cu" #When some features made from a different
material, input sink material
SinkThick = "120nm" #When some features made from a different
material, input sink thickness

Suffix = "" #Suffix on data file name (e.g., 'SuperXbottom')

xStart = 8.2 #x-coordinate of start of span in microns

xEnd = 10.7 #x coordinate of end of span in microns

DataDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/MATLAB/Seebe c
ckConstrictedNW/CSVs/2DFEM/" + NWMat + NWThick + "/" #Location of
CSVs from MATLAB on disk

SaveCSVDirectory =
"/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/SeebeckConstrictedNW/CSVs/"
+ NWMat + NWThick + "/" #Location to which to save results as CSVs

SaveImageDirectory = "/Users/rachelbennet/Documents/Zink_lab/Seebeck c
ConstrictedNW/Images/python/" #Location to which to save plots as
PNGs

#

#Variables for T(x) plots:
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colors = sns.cubehelix_palette(2, start=1.5, rot=-.75, light=0.6)
#Use 2 colors from a modified cubehelix palette

HueData = "Type" #Colors will be applied w/r/t type (data or fit)

FontSize = 2 #Size of font for plot; 2 is large, 4 is huge

Xlabel = "x ($\mu m$)" #x in microns

x = 'x' #x-values to be plotted is x in microns

Ylabel = "T (K)" #temperature in Kelvin

y = 'T' #y-values to be plotted is T in Kelvin

LegendTitle = None #No legend title

PointSize = 50 #Int; size of scatter points; 5 is small-ish

Linewidths = [100,15] #Linewidths to be used [data,fit]

#

#File names:

ImportFilename = DataDirectory + Date + Layers + NWMat + NWThick +
SinkMat + SinkThick + str(Temperature) + "K" + Suffix + ".csv"
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DSfilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "Datasets/" + Date + Layers + NWMat
+ NWThick + SinkMat + SinkThick + str(Temperature) + "KDataset" +
Suffix + ".csv" #File name for exported data set (x values,
finalized T values, arranged as columns)

dTdxFilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "dTdx/" + Date + Layers + NWMat +
NWThick + SinkMat + SinkThick + str(Temperature) + "KdTdx" + Suffix
+ ".csv" #File name for exported

and corresponding x values

dTdxPlotFilename = SaveImageDirectory + Date + Layers + NWMat +
NWThick + SinkMat + SinkThick + str(Temperature) + "KdTdx" + Suffix
+ ".png" #File name for T vs x plot

TvsXFilename = Date + Layers + NWMat + NWThick + SinkMat + SinkThick
+ str(Temperature) + "KDetectorTvsX" + Suffix + ".png" #File name
for T vs X plot across the detector contact (data and fit)

FitCoeffsFilename = SaveCSVDirectory + "FitCoeffs/" + Date + Layers
+ NWMat + NWThick + SinkMat + SinkThick + str(Temperature) +
"KDetectorFitVals" + Suffix + ".csv" #File name for exported T vs x
(across detector) fit values

#

#Import raw data files:
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Import = pd.read_csv(ImportFilename) #Import x and T values as
pandas DataFrame

#Change the row (index) labels to the corresponding x-values. This
will make it easier to slice the data later:

xIntHold = Import['x_microns']*1000 #Multiply values by 1000 because
steps are in 0.001 microns

xInt = xIntHold.round(0).astype(int) #Rounding float values to
integers, since we can't work with floating point index values

Data = Import.set_index(xInt,drop=True) #Sets new index from
elements of xInt

#

#Subtract the temperature at the hot end to produce a gradient
showing the temp diff between the two voltage contacts:

DatadT = Data.rename(columns={'T_K': 'dT_K'}) #Rename the columns

ToSubtract = DatadT.loc[int(xStart*1000),'dT_K'] #Selects only the
temperature value as a float

DatadT['dT_K'] = DatadT['dT_K']-ToSubtract #Subtract the temperature
value @ x=xStart from all other values
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#Export results for use elsewhere:

if SaveCSVs:
DatadT.to_csv(dTdxFilename)

#

#Do the plotting for T(x):

Title = NWMat + NWThick + " | " + SinkMat + SinkThick + " | "

+

str(Temperature) + " K" #desired plot title

def plot_fancy(data,Title,Temp): #Just a nice little function for
plotting this data
plt.rcParams['mathtext.fontset'] = 'dejavuserif' #Set LaTeX
characters to serif instead of sans serif
sns.set(style='ticks', context='paper', font='Times New Roman',
font_scale=2) #Set the style (using seaborn) as a plot with tick
marks, large-ish font
dT = data.loc[int(xEnd*1000),'dT_K'] #Float of the dT value @
cold end of span
plt.figure(figsize=[7,5]) #Changes figure dimensions so larger
fonts for x, y axes don't get cut off. Default from matplotlib
is [6.4, 4.8].
plt.plot(data['x_microns'],data['dT_K'], linewidth=2)
plt.xlim(xStart,xEnd) #Sets x-axis limit
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plt.ylim(-0.1,0.02) #Sets y-axis limit
plt.axhline(color="#98eff9") #add y=0 line
plt.text(xStart+0.05,0.01,r'$\nabla T$ = ' +
str(round(float(dT/abs(xStart-xEnd)),4)) + ' K/$\mu m$',
fontsize=20)
plt.xlabel("x $(\mu m)$")
plt.ylabel("$\Delta T$ (K)")
plt.title(Title)
if SaveFigs:
plt.savefig(dTdxPlotFilename, dpi=600, bbox_inches='tight')
#bbox_inches='tight' ensures nothing gets cut off during the
save
plt.show()

plot_fancy(DatadT,Title,Temperature) #RUN, FORREST, RUN!!!!

#

#Select T vs x data to fit:

ToFit = Data.loc[int(xStart*1000):int(xEnd*1000)] #snip snip
motherfuckers

#Fit the data:
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FitXarray, FitTarray, CoeffsArray, CoeffErrArray =
SeebeckAnalysis.SeebeckPolyfit(ToFit['x_microns'],ToFit['T_K'],1)
#NLSVpolyfit returns new x-values, new y-values, curve fit
coefficients in decreasing order (x^n + x^(n-1) + ... + x^0), and
standard error of the estimate (of the curve fit coefficients) as 1D
arrays

#

#Organize the fit values and coefficients, and export the
coefficients:

FitX = pd.DataFrame(FitXarray,columns=["FitX"]) #Make a new DF from
the x-values returned by NLSVpolyfit

FitT = pd.DataFrame(FitTarray,columns=["FitT"]) #Make a new DF from
the y-values returned by NLSVpolyfit

LeFit = FitX.join(FitT) #Join the fit values as a single DataFrame

CoeffsTrans = pd.DataFrame(CoeffsArray)

Coeffs = pd.DataFrame({'dT/dx':CoeffsTrans.loc[0],
'T0':CoeffsTrans.loc[1]}) #Because CoeffsArray is 1D, it won't
transpose properly. So instead we construct the DF from scratch to
get everything in a column instead of a row
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CoeffErrTrans = pd.DataFrame(CoeffErrArray)

CoeffErr = pd.DataFrame({'dT/dxSTD':CoeffErrTrans.loc[0],
'T0STD':CoeffErrTrans.loc[1]}) #Same rationale as Coeffs

FitCoeffs = Coeffs.join(CoeffErr)

if SaveCSVs:
FitCoeffs.to_csv(FitCoeffsFilename) #Export the curve
coefficients and standard error of the curve coefficients to a
.csv file for future use

#

#Make a single DataFrame containing both data values and fit values
labeled with 'Data' or 'Fit' in the column 'Type':

DataIsData = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Data']*len(ToFit)}) #DataFrame
filled with the word "Data" in as many rows as the DF LeData

Mashup = ToFit.reset_index(drop=True) #Resets the index of ToFit so
that DataIsData will join up properly

LeData = Mashup.join(DataIsData) #Join DataIsData to Mashup as a new
column
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LeFitRename =
LeFit.rename(columns={'FitX':'x_microns','FitT':'T_K'}) #Rename the
FitX and FitT columns as x and T so that the plotting routine will
arrange them correctly

FitIsFit = pd.DataFrame({'Type': ['Fit']*len(LeFitRename)})
#DataFrame filled with the word "Fit" in as many rows as the DF LeFit

LeLeFit = LeFitRename.join(FitIsFit) #Join FitIsFit to LeFit as a
new column

DataAndFit = LeData.append(LeLeFit) #Tack LeLeFit onto the bottom of
LeLeData

#

#Let's plot!

SeebeckAnalysis.plot_FancyFit(LeFit['FitX'],LeFit['FitT'],ToFit['x_m c
icrons'],ToFit['T_K'],colors,FontSize,Xlabel,Ylabel,LegendTitle,Line c
widths,SaveImageDirectory,TvsXFilename,SaveFigs)
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